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To the Reader

This report is concerned with the description of the process
and product of an educationally based group rehabilitation
program for delinquent and pre-delinquent youngsters. In a
larger sense, however, we believe that it can also serve to
shed light on problems associated with the education and up
bringing of all youngsters.

Within the Collegefields Program are what we believe to be
viable solutions to many of the problems posed by and re-
lated to the feelings of powerlessness which many indivi-
duals in our increasingly complex, technological society
experience.

Powerlessness is a concept which has been most helpful in
clarifying a number of important contributing factors under-
lying such major problems as educational failure, delin
quency, crime, high addiction rates, adolescent "rebellion"
at all levels of society and continued poverty. In essence.
a powerless individual believes himself to have little or
no influence in determining matters concerning his life
and the role he plays or will play in society. The frus-
tration generated by such powerlessness contributes to the
above mentioned social problems.

The collegefields Project proved successful in both educa-
ting and rehabilitating delinquents. It met with this
success because it embodled the means by which the boys
in the program could realize power in matters of important
concern to them.

The concept of powerlessness is now generally accepted as
an important factor underlying major societal problems.
This report describes in detail some of the keys by which
the human resources inherent even in youthful delinquents
were unlocked and used by them for their own growth, re-
habilitation, and successful education.

It is for this reason that our report is titled, "From
Delinquency to Freedom,"

The collegefields Staff
February 1967
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Section I INTRODUCTION

The Collegefields Project is the result of certain

historical, social and scientific trends and concerns.

In recent years imaginative attempts have been made to

work with delinquent youngsters utilizing the, peer group

as the prime change agent. Historically, these approach-

es began with the Highfields Project which originated

some sixteen years ago and which was a. residential pro-

gram for sixteen-and-seventeen-year-old delinquent boys

in Hopewell, New Jersey. More recently, application of

these approaches have been continuing with the Provo and

Essexfields Projects in Utah and again in.New Jersey. A

number of communities and state correctional agencies

have made serious attempts at utilizing this relatively

new approach to the rehabilitation or re-training of the

delinquent youngster. Probation Departments, as well as

custodial institutions, have also developed experimental

projects in the hope that through the effort of the peer

group itself, individual delinquent children could make

use of new social opportunities..

The technique most often identified with these peer

group approaches has been referred to as guided group

interaction. This approach refers to a technique which

places great stress upon the development of a social

system; namely, a peer group which contains within its in-

ternal interaction situation norms which are in direct op-

position to the norms adhered to by these youngsters in

their natural delinquent groups. It is this new situation
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with its-new expectations that creates an atmosphere

sometimes so untenable for the delinquent child that he

finds himself in a direct confrontation with his previous

behavior. This results in a soul-searching for new be-

havior alternatives. Consequently, youngsters going

through the guided. -group---interaction experience frequently

find themselves-rejectin their -previous- responses to

familiar situations.. New patterns of behavior are sought

and often 7ftand.

This. form of- rehabilitation does not necessarily re-

quire deep-tmderIying.personality. changes, although

naturally one is never sure when'or whether this ever oc-

curs. The emphasis in programs-utilizing guided-group

interaction is upon the interaction of the as

the carrier of new-norms-for-the purposes of change in

each of its membersv

The above--described change process, as-found in cor-

rectional-programs, is to be- seen In-relation to the

processes experienced in educational systems. The great

amount of attention given. recently to the problems of our

urban schools can be best understood by an examination

of adolescent antisocial behavior in our society and its

relationship-to-the school system:

It is generally agreed that antisocial behavior pat-

terns as evidenced by adolescent children in our school

systems present serious impediments to the educative

processes. The effects of a relatively small group of

"acting out" adolescents upon the majority of other stu-

dents is well-known to classroom observers. Deviant

1.0.111,07.411.1.01.1007.4.00.



behavior in classroom situations tends to result in

negative-consequenc-es--for -b-oth-te-ac-hers- and students. It

obstructs--and 7-distorts --the-intended- goals- of the learning

-experience:.------In-recent-decades-many attempts--have been

made to-alleviate-school- systems-of the problems presented

by--deviant---childre-n...-- -However,. -disciplinary -action, guid-

ance counselling services, and referrals to- psychiatric

clinic-s-,- have- resulted-- in only limited -amelioration. Fre-

Aliently, --these negative school experiences result -in "trauma"

-to- students--and. -teachers. children-

attempt-to -"escape ". as. -soon. -as-the- law---allows. ...or sooner ,

eachers.--b-ecome concerned' .with- techniques designed

to deal. 'with-the-hostility -directed toward-them or toward

the educative-experience itself:

There- is- a desperate need -for new orientations' and
techniques 'leading-to- -the resolution :.of those-difficulties.

It Is necessary that--we -utilize our most recent.-knowledge

'in the.. soci-al-scienc-es -toward- creative approaches in work-

.-in:g -with delinquent' children who also have serious learn-

ing problems-.

Much has been written regarding the etiology of deviant

beiravior-among-adolesce-nt---groups-in our culture'. Part- of

thts--prablenr. can--..be.- attributed- to-individual. psychopath-

ology . However., -the extent and- nature. of -the 'problem.' in-

dicate the presence. of -additional- -factors .

An -ex ami-nation.--o-f---adale-scent-life-in- our society reveals

the significance of peer group influ-ences upon Individual

behavior.

Fi
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Herbert Bloch has stated:

"Much, if not all of the seething unrest and
occasional violent. protest towards organized
society which appears to be characteristic of adoles-

cence in our society, is either precipitated or rein-
forced by the intimate group contacts of adolescents

with their own peers. The adolescent group constitutes

a cultural milieu of its own, with its own biases,
predilections , attitudes , values , and.. j argon, from

which adults, even those most closely concerned
with the individual adolescent's upbringing are
sedulously excluded."

It is difficult, therefore, to consider such a
disturbing modern phenomenon as delinquency when
removed from its provo.cative.and group-supported
setting 9f the gang or other intimate adolescent

group." L

Such subcultural groups, as Fritz Redl has pointed out,

mai-ntain their own psychological atmosphere, their own

tec'hniques far ego-reinforcement, and- their. own- cultural

sanctions. Except for the occasional delinqu-e-nt act

committed by the lone offender, rare and symptomatic of

a deeply'disturbed youngster, most juvenile delinquency is

contrai-t-ted by groups or gangs rather than by individuals.

Obviously, it is not the "peer group" 'phenomenon alone

that Is dist.u.rbing, .but-rather---its direction and value

crrientatitm.. Socialogi-sts have pointed out- an existing

alienation between adolescent 'groupings and society.

1. Herbert Bloch & Arthur Niederhoffer, Theism:
A Study in Adolescent Behavior, New York: Philosophical

Library, 1958, p.14.

7.1","
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t groups,... a good deal of
which tend to foster an

onal life of their own, arises
o be a rejection of and by

ch refuses to accord to the
gnized status. In a sense, this

of negation in which the positive
evailing culture are distorted

r uses best suited to a philosophy
ssidence and protest." 2

Teachers of adolescent children are frequently aware

of-ths fact when students-respond to cues emitted by

fellow student -rather.than those cues established by the

authority figure.- Ruth W. Berenda Observed this process

under experimental conditions and concluded that:

"The position of the teacher really is one of
an outsider, who although part of the school situation,
is never judged as a member of the group. In the
world of the child, she indeed plays an important
part, but the rules of the game that apply to the
child's group do not apply to her nor to any other
adult. Toward an outsider one can afford to be
tolerant and even indifferent, but not so toward a
member of one's own group. The child's membership
in the group is not threatened by the disagreement
of the teacher. If she chooses to have a different
!,opinion' even on simple lines, that is her right.
The child, though, puzzled and, as was sometimes the
case, fearful, does not feel even the need to follow
her." 3

2. Herbert Bloch & Arthur Niederhoffer, The Gang:,
A Study in Adolescent Behavior, New York: Philosophical
Library, 1958, p.13.

3. Ruth W. Berenda, The Influence of the Group on the
judgements of Children, New York: King's Crown Press--
Columbia University, 1950, p.77.

S, TfiaW4fTgrZaWV=WZZMrla42aVed..M.. t7.47 ran
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The wide :range of -adolescent: life --reflects-the impact

of --peer -group pres4Ures---upon the norms and of its

members; ---Ivrany-btrsin-essmen.----are--aware-of -this-social and

-psychological- -dynamiC -and: reap --large--prafits-: as -a result

of ---their---uti-lizatiorr-of-te-chni-qu-e-s- --which -stimulate peer

group -pressures-,-- -thereby creating 'music -and clothing- fads.

It- is- -apparent -that---our educators and social 'scientists

need -to-be as equally diligent in 'utilizing this vast

dynamic-- -of-ad-olescent -behavior values. In this en-

-deavor -they-have largely; been -remiss. The College-

fields. -Project. 'attempted to-uttli ze techniques based on

the impact- -of peer group pressures upon the behavior and

recurring educational- -failure of rrre-i'deIinquent children

and to 'report --on- them. through a relevant research design.

Teachers struggling with antisocial behavior in the

classroom are struck by the :nature: 'of the values held by

"pre .i,-delinquent"-- children. They seem -to have little con-

cern- or -admiration for -academic knowledge and, in fact,

delight in taunting the very precepts upon which a demo-

cratic classroom- atmosphere is based. Science, litera-

ture, mathematics, and history are all to be scorned.

Group acclaim and status appear to be far more- significant

to these children. Acceptable behavior is a reflection

of the values held by the peer group members, and if it

is anti-authority- -in:- nature, then so much to the- good,

since this will result in status, 'recognition, and prestige.

Deviant-behavior-frequently- o-ccurs when -there-- is a rela-

tive absence- -of- internalized- -norms and rules- -governing be-

havior in conformity with the norms of a larger social system.

.1,7,7PM.611
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The Collegefields Project was directly concerned with

altering the value system of-the peer groups to which

deviant children are members. It was designed so that

through the-process 'of-group-interaction, and in the milieu

of a basic educational program, pre-delinquent children

would-be able to explore alternatives to their customary

modes of behavior. Our intention was to create new value

systems and 'behavior norms which would reinforce positive

and democratic, rather than narrow delinquent values;

values and 'norms which would enable youngsters to develop

a greater' degree- of-internal controls.

In essence,-the -theoretical underpinnings of our

project are located in the fields of sociology, psychology,

and education. We were concerned with the development of

the individual child whose external behavior and internal

life-has caused him to be labeled as "delinluent." How-

ever, we were equally concerned with the critical forces

that are forever shaping and moulding him into -the social

being he is. In this context, our interest lay within his

subcultural groupings and peer group experiences. Through

the use of group techniques based upon our knowledge of

adolescent group dynamics, we intended to modify and alter

the -experiences, values and, to some extent, the personali-

ties of these children so that their behavior would no

longer be an impediment to themselves or to their class-

mates, but rather would enhance the whole educative process.

The Collegefields Project represents the latest re-

finements of the process in the treatment of delinquency

a". xseasaa.,towatn.,...120177.7.410V:SM.79105.1i.74.17-0 4-4. 4.



and has no precedent in its use of the peer group in a

basic educational program. Utilizing existing knowledge

regarding the--devellpment of subcultural systems for the

purposes of-changing adolescent behavior, the goal of

the Collegeftelds-Project was to reduce the-delinquent be-

havior and to alter the educational experience of the

boys.
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Section II PROGRAM DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT AND STRUCTURE

Collegefields, unlike -its successful antecedents,

was designed -around- a developmental and-remedial base.

The goal of ..thelyroject-was...to--establish -a program which

avoided -s-egarerrtatiort- of -the child and to establish a

"whole" program-- which nurtured. the development of-inte-

grated individuals. That the peen group influences in-

dividual school behavior. and achievement .as much as it

does street behavior has been 'demonstrated again and

again.. Collegefields, -therefore, sought not only to

achieve delinquency rehabilitation with the aid -of the

peer group

academic

planned,

of mode

fluenc

to p

cla

but also to achieve' significant advances in

standing and ability. These advances, it was

would be achieved by combining the best elements

rn educational techniques with the power and in-

e generated by- :a rehabilitative peer group designed

ovide motivation and behavioral control in the

ssroom.

In designing Collegefields as a program for 25,

fourteen-and-fifteen year old male delinquents and pre -

delinquents the planners sought to validate an hypothesis

that theAynamics-of-peer group interaction could be

successfully applied-to-the rehabilitation of the younger

age group. In the city of Newark, 500 such boys are be-

fore the Juvenile Court Bench annually and it was from

this group that the Collegefields population was drawn.

t
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With the exception of a few generalizations arising

out of the -Highfields-Essexfields experience there were

no precedents s-to serve as guides In the design and devel-

opment of-the -Collegefields project. Then, as now,

there was- a. -scarcity- of trained -guided group -interaction

specialists-and- none -of-the 'few available had had experi-

ence in leading. interaction groups with boys of this age.

The 'initial staff consisted of Dr. Saul Pilnick,

Director, Dr. Harry N. Dubin, Director of Education, and

Dr. Robert F. Allen, Director of Research. Over fifty

prospective -teachers "were interviewed by -the Educational

Director -before-- the four original teaching positions in

the program .were filled.

Finding' the- "right"- people proved a difficult task

for a number-of reasons. While it was 'essential to have

excellent-teachers-it was also essential to have people

who were -not. -so- caught up in traditional approaches that

they could-not- -adjust-to-the philo-sop-hy-of the program. It

was basic. to-'the' program that the teachers accept and under-

stand the---fact-that- they be asked to share with' a

group of -delinquent adolescent's the authority and respon-

sibility for. maintenance of order and for academic achieve-

ment.

In the month -between the opening 'of the project and

the arrival .of the first boys, the program began to in-

clude other staff -from. the community. Thera was a special

guidance -counselor -from the Newark School System who served

as the liaison between the system and the program and who

received intensive training and experience in leading
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guided group-" interaction meetings; two social workers

from the-Family-Service Bureau of -Newark -who provided

casework support-for-the-boys in the program and their

families -and- -who-.-became- familiar 'with -the. group- process

-through frequent.---abservattan:.; Casework with boys

and their families' is-being continued-through the- facil-

ities of the Family Service Bureau since the close of

the' program:

The supervisor of

Collegefields program

the Newark School -S

rational staff and'

riculum- which-wa

in the program-

the Newark Sch

During

the first-

admitted i

--the-education portion of-the

, as a result-of long experience in

System;-. provided guidance for-the edu-

Itelped development of a cur-

s- relevant--to- the' needs of- the boys

and in consonance with 'the curricula of

cyol System:

the months prior to the -program and during

onth--of-the project before the first boys' were

Match. of 1965 , -the .directors worked with par-

ing 'agencies including the Newark Board of Education,

oratory- for Applied- Behavioral Science of Newark

College, -the Essex County Juvenile Court, Essexfields

p Rehabilitation-Center and 'Family Service Bureau of

ark. These -working -contacts were deemed essential to

sure successful- implementation of the program.

-Newark 'State College was at this time and later, highly

involved -in-the program's implementation through the vol-

untary contributions-of-faculty members and the use-of the

facilities of the college. Initial staff training and on-

ticipati

the Lab

State

Grou

New

en

ti

1.0
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going guidance was provided by associates of the college's

Laboratory for-Applied Behavioral Science.

At this-time "also the development of- instrumentation

for the research design was .finished and the design Itself

readied -fcrr Implementaticrn. The research-staff included

an Essex County court clerk who was 'instrumental in pro-

viding easy-access .to. important research data. The research

component of-the project 'was designed to validate the effec-

tiveness -ofthe- program. in achieving, through the peer group,

certain social and educational gains among the Collegefields

population of delinquent and pre-delinquent boys who were,

essentially, educational failures.

The 'original plan -was to- have- the --experimental College-

fields group- .0f-25-boys-at any .giverr. time who would attend

the program-four-to seven "months and a tested control group

that .would-con-sist .of boys, matched to the Collegefields
boys, who remained in the community and continued in the

Newark School-System- while on probation. Before the pro-

ject opened"; it-was 'felt that a third- group be added, a

non--tested control group,- which -would -afford a number of

dimensions-of -statistical measurement that would not be

gained from having-only -two groups. The concerns'- of.the

research design and -the research data are described later

in the report.

It was.thought from the outset that the Collegefields

project should be a program which would provide a high

degree of integration betWeen its various components in

order to avoid the segmentation of the youngster in the
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project. Such integration was especially necessary in a

program working-with disadvantaged and delinquent youth.

From experience, it was known that sophisticated disad-

vantaged youth develop skills in manipulating the adult

world and in turning various areas in the adult world

against one another in order to achieve short-term goals

and to avoid "trouble. Faced with a staff whose training

was only partially relevant to the immediate project and

with the implementation of a program whose design was

based on a fewknowns and many unknowns, the planners

recognized that the degree of program integration which

they sought could not be achieved from the onset of the

demonstration. With this requirement in mind, however,

it was possible to incorporate into the design the means

for the quickest achievement of the goal.

Of major importance was a planned provision for

intra-staff-observations and conferences. Teachers,

social workers, and-other relevant staff observed the

daily afternoon group meetings of the boys and conferred

afterward with the group interaction specialist. In like

manner, the group leader observed classrooms and worked

closely with the social workers while they carried out

casework with the boys and their families. As a result

of this and similar approaches to staff training and be-

cause of the emphasis on the use of the peer group in all

areas of the program, manipulative attempts, after the

first month of operation, became almost non-existent.

--u14,1444QaAii
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Guided group--- interaction programs are effective

only if the adolecents in' the program- have -a genuine

sense of decision-making power in-matters concerning

their own' live's. Such a 'programthen Must be 'designed so

that the vaj-or--fancrion-of- thestaff is that- co-ff.:insuring,

through ..skilIfcrl-direction and 'guidance, -that 'the 'decisions

of the peer -group are in -the- best interest of the rehabil-

itation-of -its- members-. To' 'facilitate the development of

a positive -Peer culture which would carry:with it -this

kind of decision-making power, the College-fields daily

schedule was designed 'to provide maximum opportunities

for the boys to-interact among themselves throughout the

day.

The schedule outlined includes three major changes

from the schedule originally planned. These changes are

generally indicative of the positive nature of the sub-

culture which was developed at Collegefields.

Each veek day the boy's met at 7:30 a.m. at the Essex-

fields building in Newark, New Jersey. It -was originally

planned that the- boys 'would report to the Essexfields'

building -at ..9.-:-00. a:m. , but- --shortly after .the onset' of the

demonstration-project the boys requested permission to

report at- 7:30. The boys wanted more time to interact with

one another than the original plan allowed. At the request

of the boys. this new reporting time was formalized by the

'staff. Under the supervision of a Collegefields staff mem-

ber they 'informally discussed among themselves each others'

problems and reviewed each others' experiences since the

szr. ' czikr.ore4war>atvar--74.1=51-4304:4r,tavas-rerarlazia, vzz'
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'previous -day:- .-At.-.81-30....they. left ..Newark .in a bus driven

and supervise-d- .by-the-Collegefields' guided group inter-

action specialist. During. the '20 to 25 minute bus ride

the boys would continue' their. discussions 'which were in-

itiated earlier 'at. 'the Essexfields' building. They would

arrive at' the tiiiilding on 'the campus of

Newark 'State- College. in Union to begin classes at 9:00 a.m.

For the next--three- and one-half hours, until 12:30, they

were involved : in the formal education component of the

project. 'Their classes, as described later-in this sec-

tion Were-implemented on a large group, small group and

individual basis. Boys were grouped according to achieve-

ment -and reme-diation in reading and arithmetic was pro-

vided as needed.

From .12:30 to 1:20 the boys ate lunch together in the

college -cafeteria. On -three occasions during the week the

boys used the-period .b.etween.-1:20 and: .1.:30. for. "spotting."

Because .the.toys could "spot" behavior-which did not seem

positive or which ..did not seem indicative of a boy who was

sincerely.'trying to help himself change, the term spotting

was conceived 'and-given to- 'this .activity.- At this time

they 'told- 'of-tehavior-which -they had. observed which did.

not 'reflect -the' -individual boyl.s concern about himself;

the' 'program, 'or 'the. image he .would. like to project to others.

This- ten -minute."spotting"..was a schedule change requested

by the boys themselves.
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The formal group interaction meetings occurred

from 1:30 to 4:00 p.m. and the boys were divided into two

groups in order to maintain a group size conducive to

interaction.

The guided group interaction sessions were orig-

inally planned to last an hour and a half. Experience

with older boys in other programs suggested.that a meeting

of such length was ideal. Very early experience with the

younger Collegefields population, however, indicated that

positive and dynamic interaction would generally' fade out

toward the end of meetings lasting an hour and one half.

The staff's action, therefore, was to shorten the group

meetings to an hour and fifteen minutes; a period which

seemed to promote the most productive interaction.

Between 1:30 and 2:45, Group I attended the meeting

which was supervised by the guided group interaction

specialist. During this period the boys in the second

group were free to study, talk about individual problems,

involve themselves in recreation, work on projects initiated

in Industrial Arts or sit in on the meeting of the first

group. From 2:45 to 4:00 p.m. this procedure was reversed.

Frequently a boy from one group was invited to comment in

the meeting of the other group on behavior he had observed

in a member of that group. From 4:00 to 4:30 p.m. the boys

were involved in a general light clean-up of the Collegefields

building, -during which time interaction would continue. At

4:30 they returned to the Essexfields' building from which

they were diimissed to their homes at approximately 5:00 p.m..
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Although the daily afternoon meetings helped to

formalize the subculture, language and normative system

of the Collegefields peer group, the internalization of

these as well as the affiliation and allegiance of the

boys to the new peer group were largely achieved through

interactive opportunities outside the group meetings- -

during their morning breaks, at lunch, in the evening, and

in the academic classes.

The academic component of the Project, as indicated

earlier, was scheduled every morning from 9:00 to 12:30.

As the program was an innovative one, changes in the

schedule occurred from time to time. Essentially, one

hour each was devoted to reading, math, social studies

and/or science and related subjects. Frequently the boys

received instruction in Industrial and Fine Arts, Health

Education, Physical Education, through the facilities and

cooperation of the college staff and students.

The objectives of the academic components of the pro-

gram as incorporated into the total program were: (1) to

provide opportunities to acquire educational skills, at-

titudes and appreciations necessary for successful achieve-

ments on the level at which each student could function;

(2) to motivate and interest all students in attaining

skills which they would continue to develop after they left

the program; (3) to develop and maintain attitudes and con-

duct acceptable in social activities; (4) to .encourage

participation in and use of community services; and, (5) to

encourage productive work habits.
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The boys in the Collegefields Group came to the

program ranging in school placement from sixth to tenth

grade. Frequently, their achievement was note matched to

the grades from which they came. Standardized tests were

administered individually within the first week of a boy's

admission to the program, and immediately after his

release. Test results served as a guide for placement

level and type of instruction. The various kinds of in-

struction resulted in differences in the degree of indiv-

idual academic achievement and accomplishment. During

stays of from-four -to seven months in the program boys

advanced in achievement by as many as three academic years.

Initially, three achievement groups and one remedial

group were established on the basis of test results. These

were groups ranging in grade level from elementary school

through junior high and secondary school. The remedial

program offered instruction in communications including

reading and spelling, and in mathematics.

As the program progressed boys who were assigned to

the Collegefields Group came from approximately the same

grade level. A change was made from the original grouping

to a departmental system of instruction. Individual

remedial instruction was continued. Occasionally, th.:

planning of trips, current events studies, and planning

for special projects was implemented with the total College-

fields group present.
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At regular intervals, a faculty member of the

College offered the boys instruction in health education,

grooming and sex education. Industrial Arts instruction

was implemented with both the total Collegefields group

and small groups. Once each week the boys received in-

structions from a college faculty member at the Industrial

Arts Building of the college. An Industrial Arts student

from the college came to the Collegefields Center for in-

dividual and small group instruction in shop techniques.

Small projects such as ash trays and vases were produced

by the boys for use in their homes and at the Collegefields

Center.

All of the boys came from the Newark School System

and it was anticipated they would return to the Newark

Schools. The elementary and secondary school curriculums

of the Newark Schools, therefore, were used as the basic

guide in the Collegefields academic program. While re-

maining within the bounds of the Newark curriculum modif-

ications were made to meet individual student needs. In

implementing the curriculum 'the teachers employed modern

instructional techniques and procedures including visual

aids, trips, discussions, socio-dramas and conferences.

Facilities of the college library were made available to

boys and staff for research and recreational reading.

Boys using the library worked individually and in class

groups.
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Text books contributed by the Newark School System

served as the basic instructional material. This was

supplemented.by a wide variety of new publications contri-

buted by educational publishing houses. In addition to

these commercially available materials the teachers created

instructional materials which were highly relevant to the

individual needs of the Collegefields population. Supplies

and materials in the Collegefields program were identical

with those used in the Newark Schools.

The academic division of the Collegefields program

had many facets. Among the activities other than class-

rooms, in-which-the boys participated, were the trips set

up for learning and "enjoyment." Trips termed enjoyment

by the boys were planned social learning experiences. One

of tLa important trip programs introduced for social studies

and communications development was a five-day activity ia

Newark. During the hours spent in the city each day the

boys were-taken to the Housing Projects, the important and

larger industries, and city government and cultural facil-

ities.

Preparation for the daily trips was done at the Center.

The teachers planned daily activities so that the boys knew

precisely the purpose of the trip, the things for which to

be alert, and the questions they might wish to ask. The

boys were delighted with the opportunity of visiting the

various places of interest and of getting first-hand in-

formation. It was indeed a rare learning experience for

many of them.
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At the conclusion of the visits, the boys wrote

newspaper articles, prepared cartoons, sent letters sug-

gesting changes in things they had observed, and re-

quested more'information on some items. Among the result-

ing activities original poetry writing came from these

trips.

Other trips were made to the Trailside Museum where

the activities often concluded with a picnic on the grounds.

These trips helped to extend the interests in science,

health, and safety. The boys also made nature tours in

the vicinity of the college.

The Collegefields bus' took the boys to their destin-

ations and served a distinct purpose. On the bus, the boys

not only discussed the trip but, frequently, also had time

to have a group meeting.

The academic program called an the college health

staff for emergency services for the boys. Many and fre-

quent visits-were made by the boys to the Health Office

and the recommendations made by the nurses' staff were

welcomed.

The Newark Board of Education offered its many

services to the boys. Because of this, the students were

privileged to take advantage'of the clinic services in

Newark. Those boys who needed clothes received them

through the Board of Education or Social Agencies. Glasses

were obtained in the clinic; dental services were offered

and used.
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The daily hot lunch provided for the students in

the college cafeteria served more than one purpose. it

not only aided nutrition but it helped to extend social

behavior patterns. Language improved and eating habits

were changed. The boys learned how to eat unfamiliar

foods and which table equipment to use.

Another activity was the publication of the school

newspaper. This was part of the English program but the

boys worked many hours after school sessions to publish

three comprehensive issues. The contents of each paper

included original poetry, themes, stories, cartoons,

criticisms, and opinions.

The four teachers who originally joined Collegefields

had had no recent training in teaching but possessed a

desire to serve and an appreciation of the techniques of

the group approach. In their eagerness to help the boys,

they early resorted to a one-to-one approach in the class-

room. When-they became acquainted with the group session

procedures, however, they were able to transfer the tech-

niques to the academic session. For instance, if a boy

did not fully cooperate in class, instead of the teacher

attempting to correct him personally, the matter was

submitted to the boys, to be resolved by them either in

class or in the group meetings. In this way the same

techniques were used throughout the day.

The boys eventually saw the teachers as a part of

the entire program. After a short period, on their own

suggestion, they made teachers "staff." This was a def-

inite, positive action, since teachers had had no status

graMIMAXCI.I....scommes*
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from almost the beginning of the program up to the time

they became "staff" in the eyes of the boys. The nature

and importance of this kind of relationship between adults

and adolescent delinquents is discussed in a later section.

At the beginning, the teachers in the academic part

of the program -found it necessary to plan the morning

sessions together. Due to their inexperience in working

with delinquent, disadvantaged boys, they were rather hazy

as to how to evaluate their accomplishments. The cur-

riculum had to be developed and adjusted to the boys. It

was decided that at the noon faculty meeting held every

Wednesday, the two hours would be spent in evaluating

what each boy and teacher had accomplished and in planning

what should be taught in the succeeding week. Classroom

problems were discussed and the Educational Director at

the Center directed the teachers in techniques of approach-

ing and overcoming the difficulties which arose.

As the year progressed and a curriculum was established,

the teachers met more frequently; they initiated original

procedures and wanted to share them. Planning each week

improved, and the sequential development in all academic

areas resulted. The improved response by the boys was

apparent as indicated in the Monthly Progress Reports.

These were individual reports of achievement and unusual

accomplishment and were placed in the individual folders.

All reports were considered confidential but available to

staff whenever necessary.
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The Progress Reports sometimes motivated the in-

troduction of new instruction and sometimes served as

a resume of what had happened. The teachers were metic-

ulous in writing the reports because they found it neces-

sary to refer to them often in carrying out a worthwhile

program.

As in every school situation, the instructor assumes

a key position in carrying out an instructional program,

so at tine Center the teacher originally became the director

of morning activities and supplied the information, planned

the responses, did the thinking. This did not fit into

the program as established by the guided group interaction

philosophy; the boys had to take over some responsibilities

in the morning session. An harmonious fusing of philos-

ophies was essential.

After many discussions at meetings held every morning

with the group leader the teachers, in sharing their

thoughts, decided tile boys could propose, direct, and

research many activities and the teachers would guide

their efforts. Thereafter, everyone worked to extend know-

ledges, improve habits, develop skills, and reveal abil-

ities. The institution of democratic procedures in the

classroom worked; the boys, initiated activities within

the curriculum guides and helped each other to achieve.

This applied to the morning session the norms of the after-

noon meetings and provided for the development of norms

as the needs arose. These processes and procedures are

outlined in detail later in this report.
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As the program developed and the enrollment increased,

therewere changes in the number and type of teachers

employed. The additions to the academic staff had more

recent training and amore comprehensive-knowledge of

group session -procedures. They adjusted to the tech-

niques quickly and made use of them in class constantly.

In order to be a "whole" program for the boys, Collegek.

;fields. could not have a 5:00 p.m. deadline. It was origi-

nally-planned-that-the Collegefields Program would be a

24----hour- a-day -program. The decision -to -implement such a

grogram,- 'however, was ta be in the hands" of the boys. In

the beginning of: the- 'demonstration project, the College-

fields boys 'dealt only with behavior:observed-during-the

'formal Col:le-gene-Ms' day. While the -staff was anxious to

have the boys deal with other areas, premature prompting

in this direction, it was felt, mightserveionly to weaken

the culture which was developing. It was felt,alSothat

it-would be the boys and not the staft'who could most

accurately perceive the moment at which the Collegefields

subculture had developed sufficient strength to success-

fully challenge its most serious competitor for the al-

legiance of the boys; namely, the street culture. How-

ever, as the activities developed, it was the working

Partnership of staff and boys that made Collegefields a

"twenty -four hour a day" program in which all areas of a

boy's life and behavior became the proper concern of the

group and proper matter for scrutiny and comment.

Two factors played major influential roles in the

earliest structural planning of Collegefields. The first

:iirai1g,.T1VWX47j.Wr:Z3:."Z5g0ral-,k"CIWr'....g=tLt7.S1=S'o:.a=..Dta.Faysaizsr
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of these was that the program should be highly relevant

to the needs of the community which it served. The second

was that the community should be educated not only to the

purpose of Collegefields but also to the processes around

which it was designed.

In -Newark, as in other

year old delinquent or pr

'trouble in school, prey

urban areas, the 14-and-15-

e-delinquent who is also having

ents serious challenges to the

existing, traditional resources of the community. The

school system, the court and the general community, sep-

arately and together, have not been able to meet this

challenge of the management and rehabilitation. of these

boys. By law, youths in this age group must remain in

school. The high concentrations of disadvantaged fami-

lies and high rates of delinquency place the schools in a

position where, by virtue of the sheer numbers of problems

which they encounter, they are unable to educate and re-

habilitate such youths adequately. The Juvenile Court

Judge, with a repeating truancy case before his Bench, is

hard pressed to send the youth to a State Correctional

facilit

place

the c

quen

un

C

y. It is well known that the learning which takes

is largely provided by the inmate subculture and that

omitted- boy will have gained status with his delin-

t peer group upon his return to the community. Yet,

er our present system, few alternatives are available.

ollegefields was designed to demonstrate and validate

an effective alternative to those now available to the

community and its resources.

Educating the community' to the purpose and processes

ssaisatoww*uat....qww......arrszve=c4=-77.5G-,2.:3urr.=r.7=:,TE4SLOVANSiingd7,SWA'Xir,414,44-4~1WW,'
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of Collegefields, it was felt, could best be achieved by

providing active roles in the program for a variety of

community agencies. Moreover, it could provide the com-

munity with necessary capabilities for implementing the

approach on an agency or school system level when the

Collegefields staff returned to their respective agencies

at the closing of Collegefields. The staff could also

serve as change agents by implementing formal or informal

training programs after their return.

Collegefields sought to reach the community in as

many ways as possible. Staff members spoke to civic

groups on many occasions. As the word of the project

spread, observers from the college and the community asked

to visit the-Collegefields project, In addition, there

were visitors from outside the state as well as from

foreign countries. The Collegefields boys were frequent

visitors to' graduate and undergraduate classrooms at the

college. They participated in lectures and panel discus-

sions where they told the story of Collegefields, de-

linquency and the disadvantaged, as they lived it and saw it.

The difficulty of planning this successful program has

been cited in this section. While the planning was largely

successful in light of the program which developed, much

of the achievements of the program resulted from changes

made during its implementation. For instance, while it

was planned that boys in the program would have the power

to make decisions as to whether a boy should be retained

in the program, released as a helped boy, or returned to

court, it was not planned that a Juvenile Court Judge
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would accept advice from Collegefields boys as to

whether a boy should be returned to the program or commit-

ted to -a-reformatory;

Nor was it planned that the Newark School -System-from

which -the -boys came would give the Collegefields boys

more than-month=formonth. academic. credit -for -their

stay at Collegefields. Yet, the system honored and ac-

cepted recommendations from the proje.ct requesting up to

three- academic -years-of-advancement for -returning College -

fields boys. These changes and unplanned incidences were

helpful-in-establishing -community acceptance and in

strengthening the program.

Col legefields-;----therefcrrei---as --plarmed --and --as it be-

came- an operational reality, was a program' which.- avoided

segmentation-of-th-e- It was -a '-nwholett program- be.

cause the four -fallowing-roblectives. were built in to

nurture the-deve.lopment-of-thes,whole individual:

1. to re- orient .the participant' s attitudes- and con-

duct-in- a 'positive, constructive, and law-abiding. direction;

2. to motivate the participants, who are potential

-school drop-outs,. to either continue their education

beyond age--16 or to make an. adequate vocational adjustment;

3. to provide -assistance in gaining' 'educational

skills and attitudes .necessary for -completion of an aca-

demic andlcrr vocational program; and,

4. to... encourage the 'integration of community services

with university and educational programs in accomplishing

the above aims.
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Section III THE CULTURE OF REHABILITATION

Introduction

This section is divided into two parts for purposes

of -analysis--and-for-ready-reference- for professionals in

a variety-tri-fietdsucation-;-criminology, sociology,

psychology-,.and-reiaied-interested areas). Part. "A"

deals primarily-with-norms of-anti-delinquency; the major

emphasis of Part "B"-is on school-behavior and rehabili-

tation.

Since-Collegefields-was-an-educationally-based. de-

lInquency-rehabflitation-project,-it-was-necessary for

the program to develop a.peer-groupsubculture and

normative--system--whose major focus was not only on-norms

of delinquency rehabilitation. Rather, for the first

time, a subculture vas- 'constructed" that 'successfully

combated negative school behavior and attitudes,' -bard

core-resistance to-learning and an attendant low aca-

demic achievement. It-was the peer -sxoup-that in opera-

tional reality- deVeloped a subculture in which 'norms

of delinquency 'rehabilitation and school related norms

were integrated as one.. The-boys-and the- Collegefields

staff saw-the-various-aspects-of-tbe culture develop

simultaneously and as a total 'force geared to integrat-

ing the lives of the boys in the program.

The reader may the guided group

interactionapproachTmay be applied to programs dealing

with-other-than-delinquent children. Future programs

employing this apprOaCh-could be developed to help solve



the many problems of our society which lie in the areas

of education -and. human relations .

Thee authors have-. in- this report divided. .the culture

of rehabilitation---so-that-the --aspects f-its-major focus

could be .analyzedand that .potential aptication. of

separate aspects could more easily be -recognized. In

spite. of -these --efforts., --overlaps and interplay exist

between the two -parts of the section.

PART A

"How to Beat the Street"
or

"School Ain't Bad"

The phrase the "tyranny of adolescents" accurately

expresses -an awesome appreciation-of the powerful ener-

gies and. pressures -generated- by a- peer group. The sub-.

cultural systems, including their own -language, norma-

tive systems., sanctions-and-teachers, are generally

unique to- any- particular peer group. This is true also

for a calculate& positive peer group designed for the

purpose of therehabilitation-of a 'delinquent.

The establislmient- of .aa-new peer- group and subculture
is made 'easier- if culture. carriers are' -available. In

the development of the Collegefields -culture -such agents

were available from -among the Essexfields- gra.duates.

As indicated earlier, the- -basic -norms- of the Essex-

fields culture and its-language-formed-the-framework

upon which the unique Collegefields culture was built.

30
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Essexfields ---members who had attained hi-gh status

locations-in- the -Essexfields peer -group as a result of

their positive behavior and adherence -to the EssexfieIds

-culture worked-with the first boys entering the College-

.Program-:- In-conference-with Collegefields 'staff

members-,-the -Essexfields- -boys were advised of -the planned

similarit es --and-differences---which exis-ted between the

two programs.- -Essexfi-elds- and- 'Collegefields

During. 'the -month -that -the Es sexfields -boys worked at

Collegefields---they-had---the-difficul-t---task----of providing

leadership. and guidance' for'' -the -Collegefields boys. The

-transfer of -the basic 'elements' 'of the Highfields-Essex-

fields positive cultural norms was carried out not only

in 'the formal guided group -interaction meetings in the

afternoon, but also throughout -the -Collegefields- day.

At- the same time the Essexfields boys -were' developing

leadership and "strong cultural supporters -within- the

College-fie) ds peer -group. "Inn conferences between' the

Calleg-efields--staff--and --the --Essexfields- boys-- the" strongest
members of- -the -group were identified.

Frequently, these were -boys who moist 'adhered 'to- the de-

linquent -norms of the' street. As- the dynamics for adher-

ence 'to peer -group norms 'is similar, whether the norms are

positive or -negative, it was agreed -that -if -these boys

could 'be -committed -to a positive role -they would be in-

strumental in pressuring their peers into adherence to the

"ways "of Collegefields."

In the -words of- -the sexfields- culture carriers ,

this was accomplished as follows:
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"After we picked out-the strongest one of the group,
who could pick up more than the others, learn quicker,
we tried to spend most of our time with him to get
him set. Then he would :Lead into the group as sort of
a group leader, you know; just get the other fellows
started off."

"During the first month we tried to implant in these
fellows at Collegefields the norms of Essexfields.
We explained to them what "helped" was and the reasons
they were at Collegefields. We made them realize
that Collegefields was new. We'd say to them
something like this, "you came here for specific
reasons; no one is going to baby you." Now this was
one of the main things we were trying to get across
to them at that time. We tried to get a little
motivation started; we tried to explain to them some
of the simplest.parts of Essexfields; such as, what
help was and how to get an understanding of your
problems and of yourself."

"We often experimented to find the strong boys. We
would take the fellows individually or in a group

meeting depending on the situation and try to teach
them the program. The response that we got from them
would be the way we would determine who were leaders.
If a fellow would pick up quick, would pick up
everything we were saying to them, fairly quickly,
we would spend most of our time on this fellow to
get him started so that he in turn could teach the
other fellows. It didn't matter if the boy was just
playing a positive role at this time. What was im-
portant was that as a sophisticated boy he played it
convincingly to the other group members."

"Like when we give a boy the responsibility for going
to the rest of the boys and teaching them the program
he feels a sort of power. It makes him feel as though
he has established himself in a way where he can go
to the other fellows and teach them the program.
This makes a boy feel good in the program. He says,
"Well, they must have enough confidence in me to send
me. Rather than them going to the fellows and teach-
ing them the program, they are going to let me do this."
This gives a fellow a good feeling and whit I think
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happens is that the leadership role gives him status
in the group. Because this is a kind of reward he
actually becomes the role he is playing without
knowing it."

As visualized, the Collegefields peer group soon began to

look to As-the "leaders" began ..to

internalize-the- role- they had- been p eying., the Es s ex-

fields.. -boys-came-to. be 'seen as-intruders.. Their. presence

in-the .grow was no longer desired, acceptable, nor needed.

By .the end of. the 'first -month the Col legefields boys began

to' -resist any further 'transference of- the Essexfields

culture and- began to normspertinent -to-their -own

unique .program-and non-existent In''earlier-guided-group

interaction- programs. Their subculture became more

relevant to their needs as an 'educationally -based group

rehabilitation-program-maintained- on a- college campus.

This was the cue -to-both the-Collegefields staff and the

Essexfields' boys that the-time for the phasing out of the

latter had arrived. Phase-out of the Essexfields boys

was achieved-'at -the-rate-of- one- .per-week In- order -to

move -towards-selfim-dependencrwithout-immediate withdrawal

of-the--support-of-the---reference group.

The .first-formative---monththat-follegefields was in

working operation there' -were- five-boys-in-the- -group..

This-ntzmber-was-agreed upon-with-the-cooperation-of -the*

'Juvenile Court. By 'keeping the. "group at -this size the

boys-developed a cohesive unit 'that' could become more

'easily versed in-the language and positive normative

system 'which was being developed both in -the 'groups and

in the academic setting.

...ontan*IIMMOM
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At the conclusion of the second month of .operation,

the Collegefields population had increased -sixteen

boys. Although -this -growth may seem- to have been-rapid,

it was initiated-orrly- -.after.-the original.-five- -boys- were

exhibrtingM lairly----c-cmsistent, positive behavior . It

was iniportant-that.they-were-able- to gain-status. in the

larger -peer group as..the- 'result -of the leadership role

which-they -assumed..

The growth-of-the. peer-group -permitted -the -formaliza-

tion of -leadership-positions-within.-7the-status...structure

of the subculture. One such positton-mas...that-of --"retp-cmsi-

hie boys" -created-by- the-group-under.'the-di-rection-7-of-the

guided -group -interaction leader. The which

boys would receive these 'status positions and what

responsibilities and duties were entalled. They indicated

;that the- responsible boys should be various-members. of-

the -group, -who., through their own -efforts were solving

their own-problems and .demonstrated -that- 'they "cared"

about -themselves.. anal other -boys. They carefully -.spelled.

out-that responsible boys should .be the boys who would

probably be the first- 'to gain "helped boy"-status'.

In developing- this.-status--the-boysretained-the right

to relieve. -responsible boys -of-their. -responsibilities -for

deviant behavior --or-for showing-a-lack-of 'real -concern

for-themselves-- or the .other. boys. The initial assigned

duties and responsibilities of a responsible boy Included

taking a head count each morning and afternoon., insuring

that the Collegefields program was "a 24-hour a day"

program and that "help" for any Collegefields boy was

available' anytime. Responsible boys had the-task -of

visiting in- person 'or calling on the 'phone -any boy to
..a

determine -whether the boys were at home on time (10 p.m.);
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"off;- -helping -new- boys explain the-.program to- 'parents and of

reporting-deviant-evening-and weekend -behavior ..of the

boys-to -the-group:- ...This-- system. 'of -"checking-up" became

more-elaborate -and- -was- fully-accepted' by -the. peer 'group

as-the --culture- -developed. It 'represented -the' 'first at-

tetapt-'to-confront-and-reverse 'basic street norms such as

that. 'of- "not. -s-quealing"-. As- -squealing. 'is- -perhaps-the
most s-erious crime that 'a boy -on- the street'- can commit,

reporting of' ..another-boy-'s ,deviant '-rbehavior-by. a member

of the.. peer. group -could--at- first be handled only super -

ficially. To facilitate the- ctimplete reversal of this

street necessary to develop and formalize a

'system' -"hour-s-;"..and --"checkingup..

'Spotting". ,.was -the .term -conceived. to-point- -out be
havior- which 'did -not -seem- -positive or-which- did-- not seem

Indicative .of -boy who was-sincerely trying-to- help

himself- change. Although-initially; 'spotting. included

only the-reporting by individual- 'boys -on -their .own. be-

-havior -it- -soon became- formalized -as-part --of. the College-.
fields subculture- and was expanded- include' reporting on

behavior-observed -in- other- boys.T. Three -times- each week,

on-Mond-ay;--Wednesday -peri-od-vi. fifteen

minute's prthr to.-the.-afternoon group meeting' was utilized
by -the- 'group ...give. individual-boys--an -opportunity' -to
tell- the -group -where-they-had-. eitherviolated a. norm or
given some-one-a-poor -impression' -of' the program. as result

of- individual' -behavior. If -.4--boy-- did. not -voluntarily -.offer'
this information, any boy -who 'observed' his' 'behavior was

obligated to 'inform the 'group of -what 'he 'had observed.
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Failure was considered a inRj or deviancy -because

it -showed---a.--"Isckof--care".--far--t-he---programror-

-Deviation -from-the -eollegefteldi-norms-.;was continual-
ly -obse-rved---and-report-ed-by-one---bor or-another; -The-

-norms -continually received -repeated -verbalization and re-

thee -space- -of--t-wo-weeks a snew--b.oy -would

-have 'be-en eexpos-ed-to-most--of Lhe Luz/rms.-of rthe-program

and-the --rattarmle-uporr-which-t!kerwere.lvastablished and
-maintained:- 'As -spotting- -be cammicincritimed as a. tech-
ntque-in.-support-af-the---Pzrl-legefields subculture, boys -ex-
perienced in the program would-deliberately ;create
negative --sit-nations. -Tra-their-p art -turthanieresenc-e -of new
boys; This-was--done-wi-ilr-the-knowl*dge-of eat-least .one
--of-the -responstble-boys. 'If' a -new'boy--fa:i-led--to.7teport
cm-this "play which-had been created for -him, -.the. "older
boy"- -w-ou-ld--then-submit--t-he-infarmatiow-trrethe -group
.The- group- -would--demarfd-to-knovrwhy- -.the. new-boy -didn't
care- -about- the- el-ives---of-the-boys. .the-e-program-.-- This.
process -assureed--that-a-lder -boysvwho-were7capable-.of
genuine---deviant--ebehavior7-were-royierrtcr7observati-on-- and
censure---by-the--group-; no-matter what- their- status position.

frequently--suche behavior- was. -little-more-than- -a--"-slip".
Thus -an -older-bcry--arkglert .rsay--"dame on-the .campus

grounds..---- -behavi-or---onr'the partr-ofT a-new-boy

wou1-d--be-treated-mcrra--lightly-17y--ther-group4 since- thee-new
boy was. -not-upected- to-fully understand the program.
For an older boy- such -an offense was 'more' serious and was
emphasized by- both-staff -,and the boys. Thus , "If you're
going to ask to be released from the program as a helped

....v.v.vvirsata.....x.alzass=in.pira..i.aa.-i=1,72,,W"ArAVEKVANZYUMitaqr..4=0.31=r
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boy soon, you'd better remember that "helped- boys"
don' t slip:"

An outgrowth--of...-thEr--spatting.-procedure...was the
-assignment -of--"hourv."---Thiss. sanction' vas created by. the
..group. time-to--"thitxk-about.-why. -you broke a
.requiremerrt.....(narm)--and--why--you .do, -it --again."
I-nitially, -'b'oys "working- off -hours." -were- assigned pro-.
ductive tasks such -as" -washing-the -Collegefields bus or
washing. the.--wirrdows --in-the .-Call-egefi-eIds. building. This
seemed.. to-them-to-be-the obvious way to deal with- the
problem.. The program and culture was 'young and the boys
lacked a -car 4% 1-ete -understanding-of-the. meaning- of help.
Because -the- program-yes-to-be- -the-bcrirs71- -and-not--the staff s.,-

it -was neces.sary..to. all-ow-the. -boys.. to-experience a trial
and -errar--app-roa:ch.-

One errors--whi-ch-the- boys-repeatedly 'made iv- a
vartety..of..-storations--early-trythe-programmas-to -seek
out- 'the. -simplest and-'most'- superficiatt.VEt*---of with
their -prob-l-ems. They -soon --encatzniered- difficulties in..
the" assigrmient --of-tasks- and Lite,iunreatistic.--numbers -of.
-hours...----It-was-natura-1---that-becauserrot-their-experience

-with the --stre.et-culture. -that-they-initially', interpreted

"hours" -.only -as -punishment.

It-became-necessary -that the -staff intervene, as the

culture of -the program became. stronger, and point" up

'the-mil:reality- 'of --pronrkscuous--asstgnment-of. hours and

reassess;-vith-the--bcrirs;--the-procedure .and. purpose of

assigning' hours: The boys saw-that 'assigning- productive-.

.tasks was. -not- "productive"--in.-h4ping a boy understand.

-his--behaviari--rather- ± --yroduced-a- dominant- interest in

the quality of work done. The boys then became more adept
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at- creating..tatany-rnmpraductive tasks which allowed- the
boy to think-about lila behavior rather than-. about-the-
task- .he --was-performing-; -With the .growth- -of-understanding
of -the--concept or p -the---gr owing stature-of re-
spcmsib-le---boys--in:-the -group,' the-assignment-of hours' 'was
p-1-aced-.entirely ia-the-trands-of 171e---bays;.--

..After-wrestling weegrinniry.rinsaluble--problem-
,

for.-severa-l--mcrnths-T-the--respons#1.013054:Perrked- out -.a

.-salution-that...was-highly-effer tiVe.7.-trititiefid-af-placing
-the mph-as-IS-an-the. -punt tive-asslinMent4 ofmany 'hours,
the emphasis-was. switched-ta- the -underStarrdings.- a boy
would-think out-during a- -ten. -or -I-if-test 'minute period.
assigned -him. -A -bar wourlfdfus.; -have 'to- ...think-in. -depth
The:Trims-LT-focus. -of- "hours" then became. trtily- on °why

you' it --and-why won't -you- " A boy

assigned. .hours- was 'compelled --abon.. -completion assign-.
-ment---to--either-write-rhis-undeis Letu4I1igsron- 'paper or 'to'
explain' -them- responsible. toy: This'-t-echni-que was
-designed by 'the group .to-assure 'that -thinking -had occurred.
If -1-ack-af-understandink.was-demcmstratedi. a 'responsible
boy -could -refuse- -ta--acrcept -the explanation- and .ncrt- give
'the boy- credit-for-votki-nr-irff-totrzers7T-

The -rescaution-af-this-dilenmnr.7b.r'.the..Aboys-themse-lves
.gave-them--a -sease of-power-and---reinkOrced--the. -concept.
that. the- .program was....the -boys and ..riot staff's-. The
boys.--began--to..--realize-ttrat -change--i-Fr.both-the.--progrzmr-and-

in themse-l-ves- was dependent.-upon-theirc own activity- as
change agents.
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As a result-of- their success in handling, a-maj.or-
problem-- with-regard--tcr-thmi-r-..formatf-?Collegefields day ,

the--boys-rrow-..-ttrrned-thetr--attu:aLLgerriotbeiprv7lor. -which 'was

oc-currinron-the--wtreetTthr--thett- everring ...antl-on. -weekends .

edr were ,un-
comfort-able-arrd-hestratrt-thr-dvatti,itvir-vfter hours be-
ha-vior. -.Thts..-was-mmrkfestedr.ttrk!thetr-eiipressed -lack of
conCerlr-and----interest-regardtrit yolie7;170,17vior. of 'boys
other---than---durittg--thetr---foriaalterriteiwrimids''. -day .

Rei-n-forced. .their -ac-compli.sbients T. the- 'group began to,
focus---mare at LeaLiorr-orrirfter7houri-.17ehavtor-by-the. toys
.ice- the-program The --emrotintof 'they' spent in their
home -and- -street environment where anti-social and- anti
school behavior and --attitudes -were developed -and 'nurtured
was -considerect-'by--the- -boy's as 'a -serious.--Chatilenge -to-.
change. -However they no longer perceived -this- as a
hcrpeless-fittratiorr-and-rro--1-orrgerrdoubted-the
the. group--to---challertge. the- entyrenched. 'normative system
of Lira .

The -eErrl-ker--fee-l-±rrgs-..of-power*essn-ess7*n-'-thts-regard'

were---marrifes.ted--13y-the-gertererkty-strperfictal- approach
by the-grotrrr-ttr-the--home-arrd'sttreet7bhavtar'-'Of --boys in
the-program-;----ST-and- large; .4tere-interesitivas.. shown- .:it--
was essentialbr -a -matter-of-Jikeeping. -appearances. "
Furth-er-;-np--to--thts.--ptrint;--ucorrfess*ag "one oneself-served
only -as a- vehic:le-- for-the---beys-thr-expressing -hor--utoughn
'they -were-;--- -.-kndverterrt-ly Lim norn;s7.4f7the---Ertreet. rather'
than the norms of Collegefields were being reinforced.
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As the culture gr -.7 stronger, however, the boys began

to -see through-this-behavior and began to perceive the

poor. -effect it was having on the change process. With

growth, -the-b-oys began to reject these confessions of

"toughness" and began to develop a formal system of street

and home observations which -they called "checking-up."

At the .onset of 'this-procedure boys were haphazardly

assigned 'by the- group to visit the homes .of other boy-s.

Parental' reaction. 'to' the/ number of "delinquent" boys com-

ing to visit their homes at' night was -Staff

was soon .'made aware. -of -the. reactions by both the reports

of the boys -ard by -telephone calls from a number of parents.

Checking-up was a serious attempt on the part-of-the boys

to deal with behavior "outside of the program. It was

seen to have- tremendous change -potential. In order to

nurture 'the -development 'of this procedure, boys and" staff

unched a multi-pronged attack on the problem of unco-

operative parent -reaction in conjunction-with the cooperat-

ing agencies.'

The boys create-d norms specifically tailored to handle

home visits. A boy was required to show' respect and courtesy

in the -home" -he visited. He had to make a list 'of all the

addresses and telephone numbers of all the boys in the

program and- earry 'it with him at all times. At 10 p.m.

curfew was maintained for all boy's in-cluding, those visit-

ing; the homes-of other boys, A boy had the responsibility

of having -his-parents call him to the phone when called

by a Collegefields boy. All boys were required to explain
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the program to their parents to the best of their ability.

In this regard some 'minor difficulties arose when some

boys explained 'in too much detail the problems given to

other- boys in the program: This prompted a re- definition

of-- the meaning. of the confidentiality of the meetings' by

the boys under-thesuidance of the guided 'group inter-

action leader-.

the weekly-conference-with the Social Workers .of

the-Family -Service. -Bureau the staff discussed' 'the.. po-

tential :of-the checking-up process and the problems aris-

.ing- -from-it -Ongoing casework-with- the. -families- of the

boys --directed -attention. to-the se -problems Through

interpretation of-- the Collegefields,Program and- process ,

the -caseworkers were' instrumental-An. 'developing' positive-

support .among -the .parents .The need for continual deeper

Interpretaticrn-of. the program -for the. parents 'eventually

culminated Li bi-weekly parent meetings- -with the Social

Workers- at-the- 'Family.- Service Bureau. These meetings
were' therapeutic.. in nature and, in time, evolved into

guided group. interaction 'sessions 'among -the parents.

-According to- the Social- Workers:

"They,. (the parents) came,prepared to
ask questions of each other and were
able to learn from each other. In
fact, another way of describing the
group might be to say that we per-

,

mitted the peer group to set its own
.goals and take responsibility for its
own development. It might be called
"parents" guided group interaction
meeting."
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Some of the problems of parental reaction to the

-Collegefields Program and to Collegefi.elds boys visiting

-home- -arose--from-the-very condititm. of -the- homes and the

families'af-some--boys: In one instance every member 'of

the family except for the boy himself had been committed

to a state institution at one time .or another. Being

cormnitted- to-an -institution was an expected -part -of life

'for 'members-of -this-family-. Essentially, 1 it would appear

-that- one .of- the-norms- -of-the family constellation was

-that being-committed was "the thing to do." In another

instance- -a-boy sobbingly -informed the group -that it' was

impossible-for-him- to- change 'because of existing home-

conditions. He -reported that 'his mother was a prosti-

-tu-te-;-his--sister- a -drunkard, and his brother a narcotics

addict.- -There 'was -no- father in -the -family. The boy's

descrip-tf-on' of-the -fanri-ly-was confirmed by boys who' had

previously , visited his home. The boys knew-they were'

only abl-e-ia--change a.. boy in the tirogram and not a

boy's -family. 'The group told him' that he would have to
change even' in the-face 'of 'an impossible 'family situation

or be returned- to "court. Perceiving -the -difficulty of

-this task ime--of the group with a similar home -environ-

ment "volunteered to take responsibility-for-hal-ping' the
boy' effect----pasi-tive---changes in himself' and in his family.

The- responsible boys in 'the program used this concept
as an opportunity to provide help for 'each boy in -the
program throughtnit -the-weekend. The responsible boys
'assigned -individual -members -of ''the group- 'to- 'a definite- set
-of boys -with-whom-time was to be spent' on weekends. The
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The morm-that--"one way to really show care.- for yourself

and-the-boys is to make Callegefields yOur -complete and

firl-1=rtime-job".--unconsciously -grew. and was- strongly. up-

held-.- -The-stronger-members of the -group were assigned to
boys .vhase--homes -presented-the-greatestrxlifficulties..

...A. minor--attendance--crrobIem-at-this-time' also -prompted
the responsible boys. -to make -each--boy- directly. responsible
for-the- .attendance' of-ancrther--boy in the program. They
established a requirement-that-Y-a- system "picking-up"
boys-. be --strictly---adhered---to-each-morning: It .becarne

na-fact".- that 'any boy -who could.. not show the group that
.he had----done-everything-passible-to--,bring- his- 'partner- into-.

-the. pro-gram-would- have -07 -.answer- to' -the group.

In CalIegefields as in similar- rehabilitation....programs,

norms and procedural steps such as spotting, 'assignment

-of -hours , checking-up and picking-up a boy were developed

as that are supportive of the basic 'norms of

rehabilitation. .The-se proc-edures,'are .the tools- and

vehicles through -which- the -boys- -deVelop. and- -maintain
norms-basic- to the rehabilitative- 'process..

Collegefields.-norms- of-rehabilitation. ,:are -generally

in--direct...-oppositicm-to-the-norcuS-ofr--the-street- -culture.

It vas- "earlier- .indicated that' -"squealing!' -is. .perhaps. the

mo-st-serious.- crime which. a boy on the -street- -.can commit.

The -procedures- of spotting and- checking-up aid the re-

habilitative peer -group in developing norms 'which' demand

that a boy.-verba.lize- to. the-group -flat -only his -.ate
-problems and behavior 'but the problems and behavior he

observes in other 'boys in the program If a I, observes
40,1
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another CollegefLeids boy stealing, drinking, "popping"

pills or taking part in any deviant behavior he is required

by the subculture to halt this activity where feasible

by bringing to the boy's, attention the possible conse-

4uences. Whether or not his attempts are successful,

he is duty bound to report this activity to the group at

his earliest opportunity.

In developing their new subculture the boys utilized,

for positive ends, many of the techniques and pressure

approaches of the street gang which, in their experience,

had proven highly effective in making boys adhere to

delinquent norms. The boys recognized the similarity of

many of these approaches to those employed by the street

group. The group, therefore, felt it essential that Tune

boys be immediately educated and indoctrinated to the new

purpdse of these same techniques. They carefully spelled

out-the new connotations applied to these actions.

With the tacit approval of the staff the boys employed

a technique which they descriptively referred to as "get-

tingkon your knees." Visitors, unfamiliar with the peer

group approach to rehabilitation, and new boys found

this procedure a disturbing one.

The act of kneeling itself brings with it a tremendous

amount of associations. On the street this act would be

a definite position of servility and inferiority and

sometimes conveyed with it homosexual implications. The

Collegefields boys saw this as an act which indicated

that a new boy was taking the difficult step of admitting

to his peers that he was in need of help.
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At Colle'gefields a boy would, generally, be required

to kneel on any occasion when he was not thinking about

himself 'or taking, very seriously, a problem which another

boy recognized. The boy might remain in this position

until the group felt he was accepting their help. It

also had a rather practical Leaning for the boys because

a boy kneeling was less able to run away from frustrating

discussions or difficult problem areas.

Visitors often expressed anxiety that, even if the

underlying purpose was positive, this procedure might be

abused. Possessing a similar anxiety the group developed

a number of controls both to prevent abuse of the tech-

nique and to promote acceptance of its use among the boys.

The group had frequent discussions on why boys were

putting other boys on their knees and why they should

not use this 'technique to "take out revenge" on boys.

After each use of 'this procedure it was the responsibility

of 'the boy -to whom it 'was assigned to challenge the

motives of the boy or boys who suggested its use. Mem-

bers of the group whose motives were found to be inap-

propriate and hot in the interest of helping boys were

open to censure by the group. The boys also limited use

of this technique to certain parts of the program. It

was not appropriate in the classrooms, on the campus,

or on the bus. Because of the controls placid upon it

by the boys, this procedure continued to be-used with

consideration and for positive ends.

Many street techniques were rejected by the boys as

not useful, appropriate nor helpful. They made the em-

ployment of 'these major deviancies. For instance, on the

street one of the most universal means of "solving"

problems is the use of brute force. Boys who are most
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capable with their fists are able to gain status among

the street group. At Collegefields, the boy who de-

pended on his fists or played the role of a "tough"

was classified by the boys as a "punk." The use of this

derogatory term by the group pointed up their reversed

status position assigned to the "tough" boy. As College-

fields was a "no touch program" boys lost status by at-

tempting to respond to or solve problems with their fists.

Collegefields boys therefore, developed skills and

practice in, non-violent means of dealing with the world.

In contrast. with life on the street, the small boy in the

Collegefields program was on an equal footing with the

biggest and had no physical fear of him.

On the street, in instances where physical violence is

impractical, "conning" becomes the means of choice in

dealing with a situation. Since the use of violence was

precluded by the Collegefields subculture net boys and/or

boys failing in the prograq attempted, to apply their

expertise at conning the new peer group. However, a boy

soon found himself to be an expert among experts and

learned that the cliche "a con man can't be conned"

readily applied to the Collegefields culture. To be

conned by another boy in the Collegefields program was to

be "weak" in the program. Therefore, there were no pat

answers or defenses for situations brought to the attention

of the Collegefields peer group. The multiplicity of ap-

proaches to each situation permitted the Collegefields boy

to become aware of and :o examine the many possible

motives underlying his behavior and the many alternative
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means of handling his problems.

This emphasis on the examination of the many facets

of each situation evolved into a norm identified by the

Collegefields boys as "taking possibilities." Street

behavior is usually impulsive in nature. A boy may steal

a car and dt- ie it through his neighborhood because this

behavior carries with it the immediate reward of a thrill

and the means of achieving a high status position among

his street peers. In these situations consequences are

rarely considered. The weighing of values or thOughts of

possible payment for his enjoyment do not play determinant

roles in his behavior. At Collegefields, "taking ,posdf.

-sibil-iti-es," or .the .i,Teighing-crf--consequences, was enSha-

sized-- -by-the-stLbcu-lture-and demanded-of-leach -boy.

-Gradttates--and-- older boys. in -the-program-often stated

hat-this-new way -of-thinking. learned- at -Collegefields

had been-the-major. -deterrent -ta -their further involve-

--mut -in de-lirrquent---behavion. Using thistechnique gradu-

ates of -the-pro-gram-have -been able to 'deal -judiciously with

-many situations.- 'which. have confronted them. Because of

-their. -age-these boys-general-1y- find it -impossible to.

-totally---itolate- 'them-Selves-from- -the- -street-group.. 'These-

-situations-frequent-Iy- -arise-in -their' :daily --lives but as a

-experievice,- -these -boys know

"where-to-draw the -line-. ". An.. example -of this is a case

which-recently-cane -before- the-jtrvenile court'.

This was-a case -of---a-CollegefteIds. boy --who had been

accused of 'int-a-a-parked trailer.aitruc with

several of his street friends. The boy stated to the
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judge that he was not involved because he had "taken

possibilities." He told the Bench that when apprised of

the gang's plans he said, "no thanks" and went home.

Subsequent police investigation proved that the boy

could not have been at the scene of the crime at the

time it was committed.

During the first phase of a boy's stay at Collegefields

considerable resistance to acceptance and use of the con:-

cept of "taking possibilities" was evidenced. Rather than

accept this radical new way of thinking they continued

to blame the -adult world or their peers for their behavior.

This norm of the street was identified by the College-

fields boys as "shifting the weight." Contrary to this

norm of the street the Collegefields subculture demanded

that each boy accept responsibility for his behavior re-

gardless of the circumstances. While a boy's behavior

might be in response .to an injustice done him by someone

-else, the reactive behavior was entirely determined by

him. The whole construct: of the Collegefields subculture

was developed around, the aim of rehabilitating and chang-

ing boys in the program. Interest in the-actions of

people outside of the-program was important only in terms

of the behavior of boys in the program. This does not

preclude the fact that many of the boys ultimately be-

came-effective change-agents on their outside environment.

Underlying all of the norms in the Collegefields sub-

culture are the concepts of help and care. These concepts

are largely alien to delinquent street culturei.
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Help was the ultimate rehabilitation which a boy could

gain through his Collegefields'experience,and was defined

by the subculture-as "a better understanding of.yourself."

The word "help" had a dual meaning for the .College-

fields culture. Fundamentally, help described the-pro-

cedures through which the boys in-the Collegefields pro-

gram learned the process of both group and self-rehabili-

tation. The concept of help provided a reference.to which

the boys could turn in evaluating all of their behavior

'and attitudes and their position relative to rehabilita-

tion. In the "outside 'world" a boy would be told.what he

did wrong. However, the Collegefields group carried

this two steps further. In Collegefields:a boy was

pressured-to be introspective so that the reasons under-

lying his behavior were rought to the surface and verba-

lized. Many of:the Collegefields boys had been assigned

to the programas:a result of repeated deviant behavior

in school classrooms. In being removed from classrooms

as the result of disruptive behavior such boys received

status from their school peer group because.of their

"tough guy" role.

In the Collegefields program these boys were censured

for their behavior and for their role .and compelled by the

group to examine the underlying reasons for their 'actions.

Under pressure of:the Collegefields peer group, such boys

'admitted to themselves:and to the peer group that they

provoked situations resulting in their removal from

classrooms. They realized they did this in order to .avoid

the -embarrassment .which usually arose from their inability
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to handle school work. Further, these boys .were -aware

-that -.continued disruptive behavior would result Tin

being :expelled from school. This, in 'effect, gave legal

sanction to their being on -the street rather than being

in school. In this manner, boys had successfully
. manipu-

lated the -adult -world, gained status :among 'their peers

and avoided the structured system which sought to change

them.

In Collegefields -the group explored with the boys

-many 'alternative means :of handling .questionable situa-

tions. . ,A boy therefore, had to .examine the underlying

reasons for his behavior, explore ,the -alternatives dis-

cussed by the :group and convince the group that he cared

for himself. This he could do by demonstrating-through

his 'actions that he -accepted, one or more of the ..positive

-alternatives. The Collegefield.s :classrooms provided the

boys with a workshop in which they could -employ and

'these -alternative -modes -of handling every-day school

.problems. The .group followed this procedure in -explor-

ing all .areas :of :a boy's life, whether in school, at

home or on the street.

Although the guided .group interaction sessions ..were

held daily, the multiplicity of problems 'presented by

-the boys .in the program prevented all of the boys'

problems from receiving ;adequate -.attention during the

group meetings. Each day "'the -group meeting 'would be

"given" to the boy whom the group felt most needed help.

Since many boys had similar problems they could, often get

help themselves just by participating in 'another boy's
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meeting. On 'admission to the =program each boy was 'as-

signed an Average of six "prob 'ems." Additional problems

were identified andassigned .a a result of his ongoing

behavior.

At 4bme time duriig his 'first .week in the College-

fields program a boy would "get the meeting" and be 're-

quired to "tell his story." A boy's story, it was 'ex-

plained to him, was 'to include all of his behavior from

as 'early as he could remember, which might have 'contrib-

uted directly or indirectly to his present status :as :a

juvenile delinquent :and as :a Collegefields :assignee.

Following the telling of a story the boy was assigned

specific problems by the group. In order to be released

from- the-program as a helped boy it wee necessary for the

boy to -convince every member of his group that he had

an understanding 'of these problems and was capable of

successfully handling similar situations -without further

support of the Collegefields peer group,.

The --more rapidly a boy could convince his group

individually and collectively that he had a better under-

standing of his problems the more rapidly he could be

released from the program as a helped boy. In order to

accelerate their movement 'through the ;program, the boys

developed the technique of utilizing all of their avail-

able time _at home and in the program for interaction.

ThiS had been anticipated and the Collegefields program

was designed to provide .ample opportunities for such

interaction.

The boys in the program soon developed the norm that

one of the most beneficial ways to "get help" was to
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"give help." It was common, therefore, for a boy to offer

help to another boy with a preosing problem. Ad all of

the Collegefields boys were experienced "con men" it was

necessary for them to learn to develop strong and per-

ceptively genuine presentations regarding their under-

standing of their own problems and the problems of others.

Thus, in the words of a graduate:

"If I had a stealing problem and this
other boy had a stealing problem, and
I was going to give him an understanding
of why he shouldn't steal, I had to do a
damn good job to convince him. Before I
realized it I'd end up by convincing my-
self not to steal."

Such one-to-one interaction was necessary for the

adequate handling of a multiplicity of problems in a

relatively short treatment term. However, because every

boy in the group had to be convinced that a boy had solved

his problems before he could be released, the establish-

ment of "buddy" relationships was precluded. Also it

reaffirmed for each boy the importance of the whole group

in his readjustment and rehabilitation.

The group consequently, was responsible for the suc-

cess or failure of each boy in the program. This re-

sponsibility was reinforced daily. Each boy had to be able

to enumerate the problems of every other boy. Inability

to do so when asked led to censure and accusations that

the boy didn't "care about the lives" of the other boys

or his own.
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The helping process included a realization by the boys

that there were some problems which they couldn't help.

The group realized boys whose problems were identified

as being related to homosexuality or kleptomania could

not be helped by them. However, a number of boys with

these and similar problems were released from the program

as helped boys with a recommendation from the peer group

that they receive psychiatric help. On several occasions

a number of the boys from the program appeared before

juvenile court to make such recommendations to the

judge. While the group process cannot totally help boys

with emotionally-based problems, the program demonstrated

that the group could bring such boys to the realization

that they needed help of a psychiatric or psychological

nature. As a result, at the time of their release from

the program these boys were willing to seek out and accept

professional help.

Henry, a boy, later diagnosed as a kleptomaniac, was

assigned to the Collegefields Program as a result of

being implicated in a series of thefts at his high school.

He had a lengthy record of stealing and while being ques-

tioned in the vice-prinCipal's office by juvenile aid

detectives regarding the rifling of 50 school lockers,

he pocketed a ring of master keys which had been lying on

the desk. The loss of the keys was discovered before the

boy left the office and they were retrieved from him.

Upon his assignment to the Collegefields Program he

proceeded to continue in this type of behavior. For the

first time in the history of the Collegefields program,
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items such as cigarette lighters, the boys' bus tickets

and swimming suits began to "disappear." Although the

boys were suspicious that Henry was the cause of these

disappearances they were unable to confirm his guilt.

A new boy entering the program related to the group

that Henry had attempted to sell him a book of bus

tickets just a week prior to his own assignment to the

Collegefields Program. Henry then admitted to these

thefts but explained to the boys that he only "picked

things up to play with them." He could not explain why

i.e- didn't return these items. The boys reluctantly re-

turned Henry to court with a recommendation that he not

be "sent to jail" but that he receive needed professional

help. Henry was adMitted"to.d residential psychiatric

treatment center. Thus, although he continually deviated

from a major Collegefields norm the boys recognized that

Henry had a problem for which he was not fully responsible

and with which they were unable to deal. A responsible

boy accompanied him to the juvenile court and explained

to the judge the complexity of Henry's problem. This was

indicative of the kind of "care" for each boy's life which

was developed and maintained by the Collegefields group.

The concept of care developed slowly and with diffi-

culty. As in other areas of the lives of 'these boys,

they thought in simplisistic terms. For them, initially,

there were no steps between returning a boy to jail on

the one hand and-retaining him in the program' or gradu-

ating himas-a helped boy, 'on the other. As the boys diu

veloped a more and more sophisticated culture, this
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polarity became more frustrating'to them. To enhance the

rehabilitative process the boys, with the guidance of the

staff, began to develop stepping stones between these

alternatives.

With the assistance of the cooperating agencies several

steps were devised which allowed the boys to build pres-

sure and to motivate positive changes in a boy without

physically removing him from the program. It became

possible through the cooperation of the probation. officers

and the juvenile court to place a boy on the court calendar

while he was still a member of the Collegefields group.

This, in effect, set a deadline for the boy and usually

produced a positive reaction to group norms.

Boys who were returned to court and would subsequent-

ly be sentenced to the State Home for Boys were retained

in the Essex County Youth House for a period of two

weeks. During this period Collegefields boys were priv-

ileged to work with the youngster in the Youth House.

They would subsequently appear before the juvenile court

judge to tell him that they felt the boy could be "worked

with" in the program or they were unable to help him and

had"given up" on him.

This power created a situation in which each boy in

the program had to examine himself thoroughly to determine

whether he had done all he could to help a boy. Boys

unable to show the group that they had done all they

could to help a boy in question were made "responsible

for the boy's life."

So serious was the program to the boys that if a boy
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were returned to court as a result of further delinquency,

the boy responsible for him might be returned to court

with him. If he could successfully prove to the group

that he had done everything in his power to persuade the

delinquent boy to adhere to the "ways of Collegefields"

he would retain his status in the program. In effect,

the boys were saying that "no boy can play with another

boy's life or with the program."

Older boys seeking to demonstrate that they were

helped and ready for release sometimes asked to be re-

sponsible for boys in trouble. In one instance the juven-

ile court judge, the Collegefields staff, and the group,

with one exception, concurred that the program could not

help a particular member and that he should be committed

to the Reformatory. The dissenting youngster told the

group that the boy was failing only because he didn't

believe that the boys "really cared." Re told them he

thought he could show enough care to save the boy and

asked to be committed to the Reformatory if he failed

in his task.

The group and the staff reluctantly agreed to retain

the boy in the program. The boy who sought the responsi-

bility obtained permission from his family to have the

delinquent youngster live in his home and remain by his

side 24 hours a day. On the surface, this should:have

been enough to demonstrate to the deviant boy that the

program did care for him. The reality of this care,

however, was further reinforced by the fact that the boy

who assumed responsibility was Negro while he, the
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deviant boy, was white and had consistently demonstrated

a severe prejudice problem. Both boys were subsequently

released from the program as helped boys.

So alien was this "care" to the street culture that

new boys had difficulty in understanding it or in ac-

cepting its validity. Many disadvantaged delinquent boys

had never experienced care for their lives on the part of

other people or themselves. It was necessary for many

of them to test this concept on a concrete level. Thus,

new boys often stayed home and out of the program to see

if the Collegefields boys "cared enough" to try to bring

them into the program without using force.

A norm of the street suggests that "if you do some-

thing wrong and you're not caught, you're not guilty." In

Collegefields the care concept and the helping process

aided in the reversal of this norm. It VAS not important

'Whether a boy was caught in deviant behavior. He was

''wrong" whether caught or not, and could not be helped

unless the boys in the program cared enough to halt any

deviant behavior and evaluate all of his behavior.

In summary, the entire help-care process evolved

from four basic norms which were essential if the boys

were to comprehend and benefit from the program and its

abstract norms. These were: (1) each boy is in riv A of

"help" or a 'better understanding of the "how," "what,"

and "why," underlying 'his-behavior; (2) the primary

method of "helping" -another boy is through a "talking"

process-with appropriate-sanction 'when-it-is necessary

to help a boy think; (3) the primary effort is to help
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a boy re-examine, re-evaluate and accept responsibility

for his behavior; (4) the main source of help is the

group. It became the task of the group, as well as of

the individual boy to see that every possibility for

help was provided.

The development of a rehabilitative culture as out-

lined is aided by the creative use of authority and by the

sharing of this authority with the peer group. It is

not important, then, that the juvenile court "forced"

boys to come to the Collegefields Program with the im-

plied threat of "jail" as an alternative. What is im-

portant is that once brought to the encounter they were

allowed to share in the making of "life or death" deci-

sions and program policy in matters concerning their own

lives. This "power" is essential in developing a peer

group subculture which can successfully overcome a nega-

tive street culture ingrained by years of conforming.

The implied threat of jail brings youngsters to the

program and keeps them in it during their early weeks. As

they begin to realize the feeling of power and as they

begin to gain status in the new peer group their motiva-

tion begins to change. It is not the threat of jail which

keeps older boys in the program. It is no longer
"I

have to change," but rather, "I need to change."

No longer must the youngster confine his behavior

and life style to the rigid and narrow existence of the

delinquent social system. Rather, he is now aware of, and

free to choose from a variety of positive alternative

ways of behaving. At the same time he can co-exist with

the street gang during the rest of his adolescence,

"tAking possibilities," as the gang continues in delinquency.
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SECTION III Part 'B

"School Ain't Bad"
or

"How to Beat the Street"

In the initial weeks of the program's operation

norms and pressures were developed within the peer group

which could cope with immediate "here and now" situations

as they arose among the boys. These norms were geared

to the prevention of overt delinquent behavior by the

Collegefields boys both in the program and on the street

which could lead to their premature release from the

program and return to court. Further, the initial

activity of 'the staff was to aid the group in developing

a code of acceptable behavior for a Collegefields boy.

The process was a difficult one for boys and staff

because equal emphasis was placed on all areas of a

boy's behavior. This included attention to a boy's be-

havior during the morning academic component of the

program as well as to his behavior in the afternoon

group meeting. In the public school setting the result

of all but the worst school behavior might be expulsion

from school. At Collegefields, however, negative class-

room behavior could lead to the return of a boy to court.

This concept was alien not only to the Collegefields boys

buttotheschoot .oriented- staff --members -as-well. In

-1their -experience, as in -that -of the boys, even 'repeated neg-

ative classroom behavior rarely led to a court appeari.

ance. Over time, however, this "threat of jail" became

less and less a motivational factor in the boys' behavior
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and was soon overcome and replaced by the growing concept

of help and care.

From the beginning, the setting of the Collegefields

Program required the development of norms specifically

tailored to .aid the boys in coping-with and adjusting to

life on a college campus. Several incidents caused the

boys to be deeply concerned with the impression that they

were making. The staff observed a high level of anxiety

among the boys during the early stages. This anxiety

would seem to be a direct result of the fact that the

boys had gained prestige with their families and friends

by bragging, "I go to Collegefields at Newark State College."

This anxiety caused the boys to be over-sensitive and

frequently to over-react-to incidences between themselves

and the college community. This further permitted .he

application of a pragmatic approach in the development of

a positive normative system.

In their anxiety to make a good impression on the

college community the initial focus of the boys was on

their outward appearance. The boys immediatel- developed

norms concerning their attire. The boys decided that the

'first step would be to require every member of the peer

group to tuck his shirt in his pants while on the college

campus.

A second requirement was that all boys should regularly

have their haircut. One boy who strongly opposed this

ptactice finally agreed under a great deal of pressure

by the group to follow this regulation provided he didn't
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-have. -to-spend-his --owrr money. At This , a- -number of -the

-boys-offered him free tonsorial service. The embarrassed

boy resembled a plucked chicken and thereafter inapprop-

riate male hairdos were no longer a problem.

Several boys "got meetings" as a result of du:1r

unacceptable table habits in the college cafeteria. One

boy in particular was sevc,-.11y censured by the group for

eating pie with his hands. His defense before his

peers was that "everybody I know eats pies with dere

hands." This was deemed entirely unacceptable by the

group:

"What do you do, live with a bunch of ptgs?"

"They ain't pigs!"

"They sound like it to me."

"Look boy, if you don't know how to eat pie or

anything else, you just watch us; we'll show ya.

Anything you don't know the boys will teach ya."

"And 'wan, when the boys teach ya somethin',

you stay taught!"

By focusing upon and emphasizing the "importance"

of this and similar minor incidences, the staff helped

the group to recognize that it could control the behavior

of boys in the program and that it was the instrumental

force in promoting change.

Unplanned incidents such as these presented new ways

of living and behaving for the boys. Changes in their

eating habits, their personal hygiene, and other modes of

behavior helped to guarantee that Collegefields graduates

could never be the same. Many of these changes, while

unplanned, were instrumental in their successful entry

into our society.
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The boys' daily trips to the college cafeteria provided

the greatest contact with the rest of the college community.

The boys' activities and behavior in and around the caf-

eteria became the focal point in the attempts of the

group to strengthen the image of the Collegefields Pro-

gram and of themselves. In the first weeks of the pror

gram's operation, staff would accompany the boys to the

cafeteria each day. Because of the group's recognition

of the importance of this daily contact with the college

community and because of their apprehension concerning

the image they were presenting, the group requested that

responsible boys and not staff supervise these trips as

well as trips to other areas of the campus.

The responsible boys initially approached this problem

from a simplistic level of thinking. After a week .of

strict line marching the boys protested this procedure

for two specific reasons. In the group meeting they

readhed the conclusion that this approach presented a

spectacle to college students. Further, they felt that

they were being treated as children by their own peers in

a community of adults. This they reasoned prevented

each boy from assuming individual responsibility for his

own behavior. An informal approach of small groups was

employed thereafter. The implied reasoning in this

procedure is that it would allow them to blend in more

readily with the total college population and, more im-

portantly, it would place the responsibility for indiv-

idual behavior where it belonged; that is, upon the shoul-

ders of each individual boy. Without realizing it, the
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boys had clearly established the right of the group to

check on and censure all inappropriate future behavior or

actions of the responsible boys.

In their attempt to establish what lwas acceptable

behavior in a cafeteria the boys closely observed the

activity and behavior of the college students. The group

noticed that 'the college students usually washed their

hands before they ate. This activity was immediately

introduced and at a group meeting was made ,a norm for

every Collegefields boy. One perceptive youngster no.

ticad that most college students also waohed their ha de,.

after using the toilet facilities. The norm concerning

the washing of hands was expanded to include any time a

boy used a toilet anywhere. Once established and en-

forced this norm became a habit and was seldom if ever

violated by boys after it was introduced to think.

In the school settings from which most of these dis-

.advantaged and delinquent boys came, rules and regula-

tions governing cafeteria behavior had been established

and maintained by school authorities. In such schools,

the cafeteria often becomes .a source of disciplinary

problems. Difficulties often arise because the peer

group does not support rules and regulations which are

imposed on it. In emulating 'the peer group of the

college student the Collegefields boys, in effect, be-

came _a sub-group of the college culture. In 'the _attempt

to follow the 'more mature behavior of the college students

the group began to uphold many of 'the rules and regu-

lations which they had once so vigorously opposed.

^ 2 2 1= 22, 2-' 22 .42 12222,
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Thus, "ditching" in the cafeteria line, running and

swearing were viewed as negative behavior by the group.

Acceptable behavior for a Collegefields boy now included

norms which demanded that he eat everything he took on

his plate, return his tray, and scrape his dishes. As

with all of the Collegefields norms, the norms governing

a boy's proper behavior in the cafeteria were introduced

to him immediately upon his arrival in the program.

Any boy who attempted to violate the norms after their

introduction was required to answer 'to the group.

The cafeteria proved to be somewhat troublesome to

the boys because several well-intentioned college stu-

dents asked the boys questions-concerning the-program.

The boys .whase--self-concepts-were generally weak had

not yet developed techniques for handling questions of

this nature, and were embarrassed. This problem proved to

be especially difficult for the boys in the early weeks

of -the-program as -they .themselves were in -the process

of learning- the-program and did not fully comprehend the

difficult --concepts-of help and care.

After struggling with this problem for a number 'of

days the boys concluded that the best explanation would

be the simple--truth-; Until they developed a fuller

understandi-nrof--the- program and the concepts-' of help

and -care---they -would. answer 'questions about the program

-with the explanation--that they were juvenile delinquents

assigned to Collegefields by the. courts. When asked

fora little more detail they would reply that they were

boys who realized that they had problems and were seeking

help and trying to make a better life for tbemselves.

Ace
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This procedure helped the boys to develop a sense of

pride in themselves and in the program. During early

stages of their assignment to the program many boys

would offer such statements about themselves and the

program only because they felt it was required of them.

Over a period of time, however, this "role" became more

and more a part of them.

The boys were amazed to find that the direct simple

truth in answering questions about themselves and the

program was the most adequate means of handling situations.

For boys whose very existence may have depended upon

their ability to "con" other youngsters and the adult

world it was shocking to learn that truth was sufficient.

Since the success of a boy in the program was highly

dependent upon his ability and desire to be true to

himself and true to the boys, these incidents served as

practice and reinforcing agents for the development of this

ability. Boys having difficulty in being truthful in the

program were reminded of the success they experienced

in explaining the program by being truthful.

From the onset of the Collegefields demonstration

program visitors were welcome in both the morning and

afternoon sessions. The growing number of visitors

caused the boys to be concerned about the impression

made by the Collegefields building. The Collegefields

building, one of the oldest on the campus, presented

cleaning difficulties. The building, formerly used as

a potting shed is a four room two-story masonry structure

attached to a greenhouse.

au kr
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From the beginning, boys were careful to use waste-

-paper baskets and put items in their proper places

only because it made cleaning the building easier.

When the boys began to be concerned about:the impres-

sion the building would make upon the visitors they -asked

staff if mops and pails could be obtained. While sweep-

ing was far easier than mopping untreated concrete floors

would be, it was no longer acceptable to them.

The group assigned individual boys to clean specific

areas. Responsible boys were designated by the group

to check on each cleaning assignment before the boys

left 'each evening. The 'pressure exerted on any boy who

had to re-clean his section while the other boys waited

to board the bus was a successful deterent -to sloppy

housecleaning. Each boy jealously guarded his designat-

.ed area and was sure to point out any boy whose sloppy

habits increased his own chore.

The .alternative to this move would have been for the

boys to request that staff supervise this activity. In

the initial weeks of the program this supervision was

provided by staff. However, as the culture Sand norma-

tive system developed and as the boys became more and

more aware of the need to accept "total" responsibility

for the program's operation, they unceremoniously re-

lieved staff of this function.

This move like many others provided opportunity 'for

increased stature and status for older and responsible

boys in the program. It gave the boys an additional op-

portunity 'to teach the program and its status structure
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to new boys. This responsibility and its attendant status

had to be earned and maintained by continued correct be-

havior on the part of the older boys in the proF:am. If

a new boy performed inadequately in his cleaning tasks,

as in other areas of the program, the older boy respon-

sible for teaching him the program had to answer to the

group.

After pride in the appearance of the Collegefields

building had been established the boys wanted to be

certain that everyone knew the building belonged to them.

They needed a sign which said "Collegefields" and which

could be attached to the front door. Responsible boys

were assigned to approach the Industrial Arts Department

of the college to solicit the aid of that department in

constructing such a sign.

The timing of the boys was excellent. The Industrial

Arts Department was itself in the process of developing

a shop program for Collegefields. It thus became a

matter of scheduling rather than of soliciting help. As

a result of the professor's tactful handling of the visit

and of the request .made by the responsible boys, they

retarned feeling that their efforts would produce in

addition to a sign, a shop program.

The Industrial Arts Department sensed this growing

pride of the boys in the Collegefields Program and

developed a curriculum of projects designed to further

motivate the boys in this direction. The first projects,

therefore, included the construction of items such as

ashtrays, vases, and bookcases for the Collegefields
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building. Pride in and identity with the Collegefields

Program was fUrther enhanced by an added norm which

required all boys to Use _ashtrays during the meetings.

Earlier, because of their concern with the impression

of the Collegefields program on others, they had estab-

lished a norm limiting their smoking to the block of time

allotted to their group meetings. The background of the

boys, the lack of ashtrays and the intensity of the

group meetings had daily resulted in a floor covered with

cigarette ashes and butts. When each boy who smoked had

been provided with-err-ashtray, as a result -of the shop

program, this problem was minimized.

This relationship with-the- Industrial Arts Depart-

meet grew and proved -to be additionally-helpful. in the

developmentof- the "total .When -the:boys later

expressed.' a desire to -paint and decorate the interior

of the Collegefields building, brushes, paint, supervision

and instruction in house-painting were provided by the

Industrial Arts Department as an advanced shop-project.

Graduation -of Collegefields boys was viewed as a

major event in their lives. The group requested that

photographs of graduates be taken. These, they planned,

would provide the most significant and appropriate -in-

terior decoration for their building. The subsequent

8x10 photographs of graduates served not only to record

an important event but to motivate the boys in the pro-

gram who were having difficulties. Often, .when .a boy in

the group meeting was ready to "give up" on himself,

other boys would point -to the pictures and remind the
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failing boy of the problems and difficulties endured and

resolved by the graduates sometimes just by the simple

statement "those guys made it and so can you."

An area of concern in which the group had met with

little success at first was the personal hygiene-of

individual boys. While the drive to maintain a good

outward appearance through the requirement of neat clothes

and shined shoes was aided by the nightly visits of boys

to each others' homes, 'even this procedure proved inad-

equate in getting boys to bathe regularly. Superficial

washing and sponge hathing was the general rule for

most boys and total emersion in a bathtub was not a

frequent practice. Dirty ears, feet, and an occasional

odor were the results. A request by the boys to use the

facilities of the pool for swimming at the College was

seized uponr bythe staff as a means of resolving.this

problem.

Arrangements were-made with the Physical Education

Department of the College and a comprehensive swimming

and diving program was developed in conjunction with the

College's swim-club. At a meeting with instructors

from the College the normal procedures for the maintenence_

o f- 'health standards were -outlined -for- the boys. They

were told---that---each--week-a -bacteria count -was- taken and

-Ithat -their use-of -the-pool would continue only if the

bacteria. count-remained- static-. At a-meeting 'a- number of

theboys-admitted that their .families were on welfare

and that they -could not afford. swimming. trunks . These

boys were -told---that-swimming-trunks -would. be -provided for

by the Physical Education Department.
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In the afternoon group meeting the boys initiated a

number of norms governing their behavior in the use of the

pool. All boys were required to participate in this

activity. Boys with a medical excuse were not required

to swim but all boys were required to shower. Acceptable

medical excuses could be obtained from their own doctor,

the Newark Board of Education or the College nurse.

Swimming occurred two times each week, on Wednesday and

Friday, and swimming was permitted only when all boys in-

cluding those who were excused from the pool had completed

their showers. The norm developed by the boys proved im-

measurably effective in minimizing personal hygiene

problems.

The group quickly sensed that some boys tried to

refrain from swimming simply because they were ashamed of

the fact that they couldn't swim. These boys were pres-

sured by the peer group to participate in the program and

to learn to swim. Approximately 90% of the boys were non-

swimmers when they entered the program. This figure was

reversed as the result of the peer group pressure to

learn to swim. Many of these boys, who under normal

circumstances would never have attempted to learn, did so

as the result of the peer group.

Other relevant norms required that boys could not enter

the pool before a staff member was present, that boys

should not run around the pool, and that boys could not

enter the deep end of the pool unless they had demonstrated

to the staff that they could swim the 70-foot length of the

pool.
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At the outset-of the swimming program staff-informed

the boys that its only function was that of lifeguard.

Responsibility for discipline-and the control of boys' be-

havior in this area, as in all other .areas.of the .pro-

-gram,was placed upon the boys themselves. .So exemplary

was the behavior of the buys in and around the pool that

the Physical Education Department, pressed for more

pool time, asked the boys if they would share their time

with .a group of young .teen-age girls from a neighboring

church. This:arrangement continued for two months.

During this time -and throughout -the duration of the

.entire demonstrationproject there were no untoward

incidents, no injuries and no behavior embarrassing to

the Collegefields Program.

On only one occasion was it necessary for staff:to

assist a boy from the pool. The boy, spitting water, was

pulled on to the .tile by the staff member and eras -quickly

surrounded by a group of Collegefields boys. Their

seeming concernfor the boy was soon identified by the

staff, when one of the boys remarked, "You can't drown,

punk, you're supposed to get the meeting today."

Another concern of the Collegefields boys 'was the im-

pression left by their behavior- on the Collegefields bus'

during 'their trips to and from Newark. In order to

maintain the high level of communication necessary for

therapeutic interaction, the group allowed freedom of

language to its. members 'at the Essexfields building in

the .morning, on the bus, and in the .afternoon group meet-

ings. The free use of language at the Essexfields build-

ing and in the group meetings at Collegefields presented
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no problems. The free use of language on the bus, how-

-ever, presented a problem which was brought into sharp

focus by an embarrassing incident. A mother of one of

the boys was embarrassed when a friend claimed she was

shocked by the language that was coming from the College-

fields bus as it stopped for a traffic light in Newark.

Had this incident occurred later in the program the

embarrassment might have been avoided. At this time the

social workers were still in the process of establishing

relationships with the families in order to help the boys

explain the program to the parents. The embarrassed

mother phoned the staff and her impression was communica-

ted to the boys in their afternoon meeting. The boys

thoroughly analyzed this problem presented to them and

during the course of the group meeting examined the many

facets of the entire problem area. The boys had solidi-

fied this analytical approach to all problems; they were

now able to deal with situations on both a concrete and an

abstract level.

The group's first reaction to the language problem

was to place a ban on free language on the bus. Several

of the older boys vociferously rejected this approach.

Since the program was the boys', they told the group,

each boy should be responsible for the control of his

own behavior. A general ban on language on the bus they

felt would be an admission of the group's inability to cope

with the situation. This feeling was summed up by one of

the oldest boys who said, "You guys want the easy way out.

You're scared you can't handle the situation." Challenged
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in this manner, the majority of the group then attacked

this and some related problems by developing limitations

on behavior which demanded both group and individual

control. Rather that post a ban on the use of free

language on the bus, the boys retained control of the

situation by first requiring that each boy keep his voice

down to a reasonable level while the bus was in motion

and eliminating all swearing when the bus stopped.

This in-depth analysis of the basic problem led to

the resolution of another problem regarding behavior on

the bus which had been a serious concern to the boys.

As a result of the group's loud and abusive language

on the bus new boys often left for home at the end of

the day in an aggravated and disturbed frame of mind.

The group reasoned that a new boy could very easily get

into trouble and get "busted" or fail to come to College-

fields the next day if he left the program aggravated.

Earlier, responsible boys had made it their business to

visit the home of a boy who was aggravated. The group

now concluded that it had no right to put a boy in this

frame of mind at the conclusion of a Collegefields day.

The group cited that while they could "get on a boy"

during the bus ride they could not bring him to the

point of frustration or aggravation.

The incident concerning swearing on the bus prompted

a review by the boys of the whole question of freedom

of language. Staff had initially established limits on

the' free use e-af the salty language of the streets. The

use of this language was forbidden in areas of the program
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this rejection of a "part" of him--as a rejection of his

total self. With the acceptance and utilization of the

child's own language, educators can prevent the seg-

mentation and alienation of the child as well as the seg-

mentation and alienation of his formal education from his

total life education.

From the outset the Collegefields boys used very

vivid and descriptive terms to describe behavior and

themselves. The highly developed communication and com-

munication skills utilized by the boys on the street,

and often misinterpreted by and misunderstood by adults

in other settings, was successfully transferred to the

Collegefields Program. Throughout the duration of the

program new boys would often use this freedom in attempts

to shock the staff and to prove to other boys that they

were "tough." Frequently boys who"had the meeting"

might also use excessive swearing as a defense mechanism.

New boys quickly learned that their excessive swearing

and tough posturing did not gain them the desired status

among the group and they soon reverted to their "true

selves." Boys who used excessive swearing as a defense

mechanism in their meeting were quickly advised by the

group to "get off the bitchy language and get into

yourself."

Institutions dealing with adolescent boys and girls

(and not necessarily disadvantaged or delinquent ones)

are constantly plagued with the scribbling of obscene

phrases and pictures on walls and furniture. At College-

fields, however, where street language was much in

75
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evidence during appropriate parts of the program the need

to scribble obscenities on walls and furniture was not

evident. The faculty of communicative expression or-

dinarily exists in areas of the delinquent's life 'here

adult authority is not present. It is seldom deert;,in the

formal school setting. The Collegefields boys were

highly verbal and displayed great verbal ability in the

presence of adult authority. Their ability to verbalize

enhanced both the academic program and group meetings.

Like most adolescents the Collegefields boys were

quick to establish rituals among the pee- group. The

need of adolescents for ritual was partially answered for

the Collegefields boy by the descriptive language of the

Essexfields subculture which was transferred to the College-

fields group. However, it was necessary for the College-

fields boys to devise mor's and phrases to describe vari-

ous techniques and methods which were unique to the

Collegefields culture. Terms developed by them often

served to communicate highly complex and abstract con-

cepts with many ramifications. The total Gestalt of help

and the help process, for instance, which required sev-

eral pages of explanation earlier in this report was

communicated by the boys in the word "help."

Of great interest to the staff of the Collegefields

Program was the fact that the average Collegefields boy

with a tested I.Q. of 87 was able to master a unique

vocabulary with all its complex meanings plus a multitude

of norms in less than a month. Every boy who entered

the Collegefields Program succeeded in this task. The
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group often used this factor as an educational reference

point and as a motivational force for reluctant learners.

Failure to learn in nine years of public schooling as an

excuse for academic difficulties in the Collegefields

classroom, was unacceptable, to the group. Boys would

be reminded that they had learned ail of the facets of a

highly complex program in less than a month and were

certainly capable of learning simple schoolwork.

When asked about the program by visitors the boys

easily translated their own language into the language

of the visitors. Staff, on the other hand, often found it

more difficult to translate the language of the program

into terms understandable to the visitors. For the boys,

the program was neither a theoretical nor a practical

construct. It was life itself. It may have been this

total and complete involvement which helped them interpret

the program so clearly.

The boys were capable of using language appropriate

to the various settings which they encountered during the

Collegefields day. The thorough understanding of the

language concept by the boys was most clearly indicated

during spotting where boys reported on their own deviant

behavior and that of their peers. Thus:

Jdet Hey! Remember you cursed a couple of

times on the College grounds.

Billie: The hell I did, Boy!

Joe: 'Member you bastard? You cursed in the cafeteria.

Henry: An' you cursed in the hallway.

Joe and Henry: You recommend yoArself, boy.
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As illustrated, it was quite acceptable for boys to up-

hold the established norms regarding swearing through the

use of curse words to communicate in the proper settings.

New boys in the Collegefields Program were often

confused concerning the position of the teachers. Their

background portrayed teachers as authority figures who

demanded that they follow certain criteria regarding class-

room procedure and behavior. Boys who violated class-

room rules established by the teacher, they thought,

would be dealt with exclusively by the staff. However,

the norms and limitations governing a boy's behavior in a

Collegefields classroom were established and maintained

by the peer group. New boys quickly learned that even

the slightest deviation from the established norms

marked them for immediate censure by the entire peer

group.

Classroom deviant behavior was halted immediately by

the boys so that the work of the class could continue.

The underlying motivational factors were, of necessity,

discussed and analyzed at another time during the day.

Thorough examination of behavior occurred during the

break, during the afternoon graLp meetings, on the bus,

or at a boy's home in the evening. Older boys in the

program carefully avoided and prevented these discussions

from occurring during the clapsroom time.

The older boys recognized that resistance to the

traditional classroom setting was a part of the delinquent's

lifestyle. They were reluctant to release valuable

classroom time for this purpose. Boys who attempted
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discussion of deviant behavior beyond the point of halt-

ing were quickly censured by the group. Boys who attempt-

ed to become involved in such discussions during class-

room time were accused of playing a "care" role and of

using the discussion as a devious method of avoiding 'the

learning situation. As most of the Collegefields boys

were postmasters at avoiding learning situations, they

quickly perceived even, the most devious route, to this

goal and dealt with the guilty boy immediately after class.

New boys found that disruptive behavior and/or their

past expertise in getting 'the class off on a tangent

could not succeed. They then resorted to the formerly

reliable technique of asking to be excused from the class-

room. By his second day in the Collegefields Program,

a new boy could be expected to request an excuse from the

classroom to use the tnilet facilities. Most boys were

shocked when the teacher referred these requests to the

group.

Such a request was usually met with questions by the

boys as to whether the new boy had enuresis. The usual

response was a vigorous denial of this problem. They

were then reminded by the group of their astounding ability

to control their personal behavior for a long night period

and told to employ it for another hour and a half. In

order to insure that new boys would not waste classroom

time with this excuse on a second occasion, they would,

during the ensuing week, escort them to the mens room

each morning before class. Of further amazement to new

boys was their discovery that many boys began school



work immediately upon their arrival at the Collegefields

building and that many of the group continued to .work

through the morning break period.

The initial approach of the teachers to the boys

generated a problem. The teachers correctly felt that

learning to behave should be an important part of the

early learnings of the Collegefields boys. They further

recognized that-mast-af-the-boys-who came to College -

fields.braughtwith'theM six ito ten years of-academic

failure and that most-were convinced that they could not

learn. In order to, at once, achieve better behavior

and meet .the challenge presented by the resistance of the

boys to learning the teachers resorted to the traditional

and accepted approach of establishing rapport with the

boys.

The one -to -one relationships which resulted came into

conflict with the peer approach which prevailed in the

other program areas. As the boys' knowledge and grasp

of the program grew during the early weeks this conflict

became- more.and more untenable.

Boys with whom teachers had established such relation-

ships were accused by the group of "sponging with staff;"

that is, of establishing relationships with staff members

to gain favor. The teachers, on the other hand, came to

be seen by the boys as adults who could be 'manipulated or

"conned." The group felt that anyone, whether a College-

fields boy or an adult, who allowed himself to be conned

was a "weak" person. Furthermore such a person could not

"help" the boys. The boys pictured a Collegefields
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staff member as one who was there to "help the boys help

themselves" and the poor status position inadvertently

gained by the teachers was, therefore, untenable to the

group.

A number of steps requested and made by the boys

helped to resolve this situation. Boys asked the teachers

to give them responsibility for handling behavior prob-

lems in the classroom. When this procedure was initially

established the whole group took responsibility for

handling negative behavior problems in the classroom.

Later, to conserve classroom time, the boys refined this

procedure by assigning such tasks to specific responsible

boys in each classroom. The boys' concept of negative be-

havior was expanded to include persistent educational

failure and/or use of educational failure to resist

learning. Scenes similar to that which follows frequently

occurred.

Rogers, one of the four boys in a math class, is very

weak in fractions. On the previous day the teacher

asked the class to determine where Rogers needed help.

The boys then devoted part of the afternoon group meeting

to Roger's problem and assigned him a "math" problem.

Teacher: Boys, did you find what Rogers needs in math?

Hobart: Rogers, do you know what you need?

Rogers: (sullenly) I don't know.

Teacher: What does Rogers mean, boys?

(Long silence of about three minutes.)

Hobart: What are we gonna do? What about you,
Rogers?

Rogers: I don't know.

Jones: You don't know, huh, Rogers?



Reid:

Jones:

Rogers:

Hobart:

Rogers:

Reid:

Teacher:

Rogers:

Teacher:

Rogers:

Hobart:

Jones:

Rogers:

Teacher:

Teacher:

Rogers, don't you want help? You just sit
around saying I don't know.

What do you need help in Rogers?

My problem.

Your math is a part of your problem,
isn't-it?

I don't know.

You have a poor attitude, Rogers. You
know you need fractions, but you don't
want the help. What impression do you
think the teachers have now?

Rogers, should we start class?

Shakes his head affirmatively.

Do the first one on the board, please.

(Remains seated.)

Go on up there, Rogers. Did the teacher
ask you to go to the board? Now get up
there!

Rogers, if Mr. B. (the guided group
interaction specialist) told you to go to
the board, would you do it?

Maybe.

Hobart, would you put 1/2+113 on the board.
Don't answer it because I think Rogers can
do it.

(Hobart puts the problem on the board
and returns to his seat.)

Thank you, Hobart. Now while Rogers is
figuring it out on the board, you boys can
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do it on the paper.

Rogers: Goes to the board, completes the problems,
and returns to his seat.

While the'boys avoided long classroom discussions of

simple negative behavior they would spend classroom time

as illustrated,on educational problems.

Steps such as noted above as well as others taken by

the group were part of a conscious effort by the boys to

"make teachers Staff". In guided group interaction

programs it is important that staff maintain an unassail-

able status location. From the beginning the Essexfields

culture carriers had oriented the boys to staff's

function and position in the program. A staff member

dealing directly with the boys in any program area was,

essentially, infallible. He had all the powers that

were available to the boys and some that were not. The

actions of staff were not open to question. If staff told

a boy to get into the car or bus in preparation for his

being taken to Youth House and subsequently returned to

court; thts action could not be questioned by the group

while a similar recommendation by the boys could be.

Staff -maintained this "godlike" position only because "it"

was perceived by the boysto be in full and total support

of their culture and normative system.

The teachers as members of the staff directly connected

with the rehabilitation of the boys were "given" this

status at the beginning of the program but lost it in the

early weeks as the result of the conflict between their

relationships with individual boys and the developing
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the boys restored to the-teachers a status location-through

.which they could be instrumental in helping the boys in

the program. This restored status tacitly included

"putting .a boy in the car." Fortunately, the teachers

were never required to perform such drastic staff func-

tions and consequently remained""Staff".with a capital "5"

until the end of the demonstration project rather than

just Collegefields staff members.

This problem and its resolution point up a .major

requirement of peer group oriented rehabilitation and

educational .programs. It is essential that the "world" of

adult authority and the adolescent subculture be joined in

a manner which is mutually beneficial. Under proper condi-

tions and with planning this creative use-of authority

can be implemented in practically any setting.

There were no bells at Collegefields and new boys

often found this to be a tailor-made .excuse.to extend their

break. Boys arriving late to class after the break,

usually would say-that they had not heard the bell.

The rejoinder of the group was, "Man, we don't need any

bells at Collegefields. It's our responsibility to be

where we're supposed to be on time. And if you care

abo4t -yourself or the boys you'll get here." The street

norm that "school work is for suckers" and the giving of-

status to those who could "goof off" the most through

'truancy, tardiness and other means were not acceptable to

the Collegefields boys.
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Equally confusing to new boys was the lack of grades

on their written work. Upon learning that papers were

corrected but not graded, boys were usually confused

until they were taught by the group to interpret tests

as indicators of where they needed help.

On occasions the written work of an entire class

would show a striking weakness in a specific aspect of a

skill. New boys were surprised at the candor of teachers

in response to these situations. Teachers recognized

that a general lack of competence in a specific skill

area was probably due in part to the approach. The

teacher would often explain this to the boys and work

with them using a different technique.

This helped in developing an atmosphere in an educa-

tional setting that led to a rapport between the teach-

ing staff and the boys which enabled the boys to be

more comfortably open with themselves and with others.

It prompted, especially with regards to cheating, a high

degree of honesty. An honor system was imposed upon

each boy by himself. When questioned, the boys often

verbalized this honor system to visitors by saying,

"If you cheat in a Collegefields classroom you're only

cheating yourself." Any boy who attempted to be dis-

honest in the classroom, or in any other place, would

find himself in direct opposition to the important norm

of honesty to oneself. The Collegefields group refused

to allow this to occur.

The atmosphere also paved the way for a higher degree

of -perceptive honesty among the boys. Visitors were

often upset by the candor of the boys' description of
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their environment, their outlook on life and their in-

terpretation of the adult world. Parents, probation of-

ficers, teachers and adults in general, were often per-

ceived by the boys as not really caring about them.

However, the boys were not so much concerned about the

shortcomings of the adult world as they were about their

own response to that world. Boys who attempted to blame

the adult world for their delinquent behavior were ac-

cused of "shifting the weight" and were reminded that the

responsibility for their behavior lay within themselves.

The major means of reducing the feelings of power-

lessness among the boys in the Collegefields Program was

the development of a culture and program in which the

boys could assume responsibility and decision-making

powers concerning their own lives and futures. In re-

sponse to the boys' feelings about the adult world the

teacher introduced into the curriculum a unit designed

to enhance the reduction of the feelings of powerless-

ness. They introduced to the boys available vehicles of

self-help. The boys studied and visited a variety of

institutions in the City of Newark. Some places visited

were Newark City Hall and the Newark Housing Authority.

Officials of a number of agencies spoke with the boys

during their visits and in Collegefields classrooms.

The general response of the boys was not simply one of

what the institutions could do for them. Rather they

wanted to know what projects the institutions were plan-

ning in order to effect change and how they could fit in.
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Delinquent adolescents arP usually responsible for the

ste or loss of a great deal of valuable classroom time.

r the delinquent boys in Collegefields, however, to

ste time was to demonstrate a lack of care and concern

or oneself and the group. In Collegefields the waste

f school materials was similarly viewed. An older boy

n each classroom was designated by the group to be re-

sponsible for the distribution and collection of all

school supplies. This was no ordinary monitor position.

The responsible boys were accountable to the group for

the judicious use of these supplies. The Collegefields

population was a transient one.. Responsible boys about

to graduate trained their successors and were responsible

for giving them a full account of the materials.

The boys in the program demonstrated a wide variety of

academic achievement. This, in addition to the transiency

of the Collegefields population, made a fluid classroom

schedule necessary. The program provided a variety of

achievement level groups into which boys could be placed.

Each boy was placed on the basis of examinations of school

records, and the results of the Collegefields testing

program. Boys were placed in a different group for each

subject according to their achievement and ability.

In order to aid the boys in developing norms relevant to

large classroom situations which would facilitate their

successful re-entry into the Newark School System, the

entire group met once each day for large group instruction.

A wide latitude of instruction was permitted by the

flexibility of the schedule. Further, all academic
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instruction was implemented on a non-graded basis. The

Collegefields Program, therefore, achieved the much

sought after goal of "taking the child from where he is."

The morning sessions of the Collegefields Program,

like the total program, generated anxiety and some un-

easy feelings among the boys. Their experience was that

school was a highly structured institution in which de-

cisions were made for them. Furthermore they expected

their academic programs to be charted and reported to

them in the form of letter grades on a report card every

eight weeks.

New boys quickly learned from older members of the

group that both decision making and report cards were

present in the Collegefields Program. The difference,

however, was that both of these entities were the responsi-

bility of the boys. Essentially, as a result of the

"spotting" process, boys received "report cards" on be-

havior and attitude almost daily in the form of feedback

at the afternoon group meeting. Once each month, on the

anniversary date of his arrival in the Collegefields Pro-

gram, each boy was required to ask the members of his

interaction group for an evaluation of his performance

in the total program. Included in this review would be a

thorough analysis of his classroom attitude, behavior

and academic progress.

As a rule, the overall level of a boy's performance

was fairly consistent from one program component to

another. This consistency was in evidence even during the

early stages of the program when the staff was struggling
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to integrate the various components. This may indicate

that the boys were first to see the program as a unified

whole rather than as a collection of segmented parts.

Boys whose behavior deviated from a fairly consistent

pattern in the form of poor classroom attitude were

quickly identified by the group to be playing a role.

Deeply ingrained resistance to classroom settings fre-

quently caused the boys inadvertently to be "their true

selves." The positive behavior of some boys in the group

meetings and elsewhere in the program, as contrasted-to the

portrayal of their true selves in the morning, led the

group to the conclusion that these boys were attempting

to "con" the program.

The boys and the staff perceived a positive correla-

tion between academic acceleration and a boy's genuine

desire to change. Boys who became committed to the

program demonstrated a marked acceleration in academic

achievement. By and large, the second half of a boy's

stay in the Collegefields Program indicated a much higher

level of academic acceleration than the first half.

This correlation between academic achievement and

commitment to the program may have relevance. to a serious

educational problem met by the schools. Often teachers

are hard pressed to determine whether a difficulty with

reading is a reading problem or a psychological problem.

The Collegefields Program was designed to attack simultan-

eously the facets of problems of this genre.

The monthly evaluation given to each boy by the mem-

bers of his interaction group required that each boy in
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the group be aware Of every other boy's problems. As

these adjustments included evaluations of academic pro-

gress and attitudes, boys had to be aware of what was

happening in every classroom. While the population of

the afternoon interaction groups was fairly consistent,

boys from the same interaction group might not be in

the same morning classrooms. Therefore, much of the

interaction throughout the day was centered around the

academic component of the program.

Boys referred to their monthly anniversary dates on

which adjustments were given as their "birthdays." This

term developed as a result of the feelings of the boys

regarding the importance of the program to them. A

comment frequently heard in this regard was, "Man, you

weren't even living before you got here and you were too

stupid to know it."

In addition to problems assigned to boys for their

delinquent behavior, continued resistance to learning

sometimes resulted in boys getting "reading or math

problems." This procedure emphasized the importance of

the realization and acceptance of academic deficiencies.

The boys considered redemption from educational failure

as important a part of their subculture and normative

system as they did rehabilitation from delinquency.

An illustration of this is the case of a tenth grade

boy who arrived at Collegefields reading below the first

grade level. This boy presented many problems to the

group. On the one hand at least part of his resistance

to learning to read resulted from the fact that he had
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successfully "conned" his way into the tenth grade, with-

out once being retained or ever having learned to read.

On the other hand he was ashamed that he had never learned

to read. This was compounded by the fact that by the

time he had arrived at Collegefields he had convinced

himself that he never would learn to read.

The boys quickly identified this resistance, analyzed

the underlying reasons, and assigned him a "reading

problem." Almost immediately one of the brightest boys

in the group assigned himself the responsibility of tutor-

ing the poor reader. He was instrumental in reducing the

boy's shame and reluctance to use first and second grade

text books. As in similar cases at Collegefields, the

group encouraged rather than ridiculed the efforts of

the boy to learn.

Encouragement and approval of the boy's efforts by

the group were demonstrated in a variety of ways. A

number of them aided in his tutoring, he received re-

sponsible boy status for his continuous efforts and the

group used his example as an illustration for boys with

similar problems. At the end of his five month stay his

reading ability according to standardized measurement had

risen from .5 to 2.5. His feelings about his ability to

learn had been completely reversed. His still serious

reading retardation, however, precluded successful re-en-

try into the tenth grade. The boy told the group of his

feelings in this regard during the meeting in which he

requested to be released from the program. At the

recommendation of the group a job placement was secured
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and continued reading assistance was sought.

This case is also indicative of the thorough self-

analysis whiOh each boy experienced with the help of the

group. A boy's success in all areas in the program was

generally in direct proportion to his growing ability

to be honest with himself. This self-analysis is a

necessary part of a successful guided group interaction

program. However, it is important that staff recognize

and avoid certain dangers inherent in self-analysis and

guided group interaction.

The casual visitor to the afternoon group meeting

might attend a meeting in which a boy has been stripped

of his defenses and consider this an exciting and positive

process. Caught up in the excitement of this process

the visitor might miss the more important and beneficial

aspects of the meeting. Often overlooked is the quieter

and more difficult task of the boys which is the replace-

ment of negative defense mechanisms with positive alterna-

tive forms of behavior. Missed, also, might be the

vehicles offered through which a boy can employ these

alternatives. In the instance of the boy with the read-

ing problem, the group stripped the means by which he

defended his resistance to learning while providing him

with motivation, encouragement, status, and help through

which he could achieve academically.

A serious challenge to the educational staff of the

Collegefields Program was the development of a curriculum

geared-to the needs of disadvantaged adolescents. To

meet the educational needs of boys presenting a wide
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range of academic achievement, a curriculum had to be

designed which encompassed a spectrum of educational

programs. These ranged from remediation programs in

basic subject areas to foreign languages and higher

mathematics for those boys who required them.

Among the Collegefields population was a minority of

boys whose academic achievement was far beyond that of

the average Collegefields participant. Through the co-

operation of Newark State College certain higher educa-

tional needs of the boys were met through their partici-

pation in selected college classes. While successful in

meeting some of the needs of these boys, this procedure

generated some problems for both College students and the

Collegefields group.

One boy who demonstrated outstanding ability in

mathematics was admitted to a modern math class and after

several months began tutoring several college students

who were experiencing difficulty in this subject. Al-

though grateful for the help, these students generally

confessed that they were experiencing "bad cases" of

ego deflation. Some students began to raise-questions as

to the appropriateness of College students being

tutored by a "juvenile delinquent." Fortunately this

problem never became a serious one and the boy continued

to tutor up to his graduation from the program.

Arrangements had been made for the admission of another

Collegefields boy to a college science class. In this

instance the boy's peer group denied him permission to

attend this class. As the result of having bragged
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about his intelligence to other boys he had experienced

difficulties with his group on a number of occasions.

His upcoming admission to a college class was made a

subject of an afternoon group meeting in which the boys

assigned him a "pride" problem. While admitting that the

boy in question could benefit from attending a college

class, the group told him that the most valid and impor-

tant learning for him at that time would be to learn to

get along with his peers by attending Collegefields

classes. One of the ways in which the boys helped

him to see his problem is pointed up in a transcription

of a discussion between the boy and a peer with a tested

I.Q. of 72:

Ronald: Who is the smartest boy in the program?

Leon: I am.

Ronald: Who's the dumbest boy in the program?

Leon: You are.

Ronald: If I'm so dumb, and you're so smart, how
come I can see everything you're doing wrong?

This Illustration further suggests that in addition

to being the great motivator the Collegefields peer

group was alno the great leveler. However, rather than

promoting a general mediocrity among the boys this level-

ing quality helped to create an atmosphere in which the

individual initiative and ability of ea,-,h boy could be

employed in enhancing the total learning experience.

Often, visitors to the Collegefields classrooms and after-

noon group meetings had difficulty in identifying "low

I.Q. scores. Only boys classified as "trainable" were
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excluded. Perhaps it could now be assumed that a

specialized guided group interaction program might be

effective with trainable youths.

The educational gains made by boys who experienced

the Collegefields Program were recognized in the com-

munity. At the least, Collegefields boys returning to

the Newark School System received academic credit on a

month -for -month basis. Many boys made far greater gains.

Collegefields boys received up to three years of academic

acceleration as the result of their academic achievement

during their five to seven month stay in the program.

Open enrollment was available for Collegefields boys

on their return to the Newark School System provided the

Collegefields staff presented valid reasons for a partic-

ular placement. The majority of Collegefields boys,

however, expressed desire to return to their former

schools. On the one hand, they wanted to demonstrate to

their former teachers and school authorities that they

had changed. They also wanted to demonstrate to the

Collegefields peer group that they could now successfully

deal with their former school peer group. Each boy upon

return to a Newark school was reminded by the group that

his behavior would be instrumental in establishing an

atmosphere which could be helpful or harmful to returnees.

To the date of this writing (January, 1967) disciplinary

problems among Collegefields returnees had been practically

icon- existent .

The prevailing community feeling concerning the success

of Collegefields in working with boys demonstrating a wide

eatitKat.c.
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range of I.Q. was perhaps best summarized by two out-

standing jurists. Judge Harry W. Lindeman recognized

Dean of Juvenile Court Judges in the United States and

past President of Juvenile Court Judges Association has

observed that:

"Many of the boys whom we placed in the Collegefields
Program came to our attention as school problems.
So many of these had I.Q.'s of let us say 72 to 80.
They were not making the grade in the public schools
and because of their low intelligence quotient the
schools were having difficulty in dealing with them
effectively. Collegefields not only took them over,
but the reports were that these boys did learn. Per-
sonally having visited Collegefields and watching
some of the boys out of my own court perform, I was
amazed at the progress that some of these low I.Qers
were making."

A similar observation was made by Judge Horace Belfatto

current President of the Juvenile Court Judges Association.

Judge Belfatto commented:

"I remember when I went to the Collegefields
Program. One boy who had been a truancy case was
explaining an algebra problem to another boy. I

understand that this boy is now back in school and
doing a good job. Rehabilitating these boys is a
long term job. Yet I feel that the boys from
Collegefields have made tremendous educational and
social gains through this short-term program."

Tutoring such as that observed by Judge Belfatto had

become a normal procedure of the Collegefields Program.

Prior to the experience of a Collegefields boy tutoring

college students the boys had not realized that they

could extend the help concept by tutoring one another.

Academic as well as social help was now available at
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all times. In extending this kind of help to the boys,

the group now felt that it could justifiably assign

boys educational as well as behavioral problems. Many

of the boys were surprised that in teaching other boys

they learned a great deal themselves. Perhaps one of the

most important advantages of the tutoring procedure and

the process of assigning educational problems to boys was

that these served as integrative forces in the program.

The segmentive factors existing in the community tend

to confuse such boys as those who participated in the

Collegefields Program as they confuse most adolescents.

The Collegefields boys in attempting to avoid this kind

of confusion sought to integrate the program through

whatever means they could create. As noted earlier, the

Collegefields staff also sought a program designed to

avoid the segmentation of the lives of these youngsters.

It was the desire and ability of the peer group to per-

ceive the program as an integrated whole which aided

the staff in establishing such a program as an opera-

tional reality rather than as a theoretical possibility.

The future implementation of related programs is made

easier because of the number of culture carriers now

available. Essexfields and Collegefields graduates

spanning a wide range of ages are anxious to be involved

as change agents in future applications of the process.

That one program's culture carriers can be effective in

starting other programs with new features has been demon-

strated in the Collegefields Project. Boys in their



late adolescence helped a younger population to function

as a rehabilitative peer group. The Collegefields boys,

building on basic norms, developed a new and unique

culture which included in its focus major educational

concerns.

98
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Section IV A BOY IN THE ROGRAM

Johnny was in the Essex County Youth House for the

third time. He had been apprehended at the scene of a

robbery. Previously he had been confined in the Youth

House and subsequently placed on probation, first for

glue-sniffing and then for riding in a stolen car. At

his first confinement two years ago he was twelve years

old. Now at fourteen he was scheduled to appear before

the same Juvenile Court Judge for the third time. He

had been told the last time he saw the Judge that if he

appeared in Court once more he would be committed to the

State Home for Boys. Hd was convinced that he would be

committed this time. §evtral of his friends with whom

he had been arrested had been committed on the day be-

fore his appearance. This he thought would make his

"time" at the State Home for Boys more enjoyable.

Johnny had several friends who had been paroled from

State Home who knew a lot about the institution. He

learned from his friends that it was the inmates versus

the staff. For him the picture would be essentially

the same as it was now. He had coped with adults in

school, on probation and at home and the future would

hold no surprises for him.

While awaiting his turn before the Judge he anticipated

the story which he had heard twice before. He knew the

Judge would lecture him on how "everybody was striving to

help him" and how he "should cooperate with these many
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people who have been attempting to help him change."

The only difference this time would be as to what hap-

pened after the lecture. Instead of being continued on

probation he would be committed by the Judge to the

State Home for Boys.

Johnny was partly correct in his anticipation of what

would occur. The Judge did give him the lecture which he

expected. However, he was both surprised and confused

when the Judge told him he was being assigned to the

Collegefields Program. His assessment of this unex-

pected development was similar to that of the majority

of boys assigned to the program. His immediate reaction

on the one hand was that he had "beaten the rap." As

he thought more about what the Judge had told him concern-

ing the program, he saw that it wasn't all good.

The Judge told him that if he were to "fail in the

program" the boys could send him to the Reformatory and

that the time he spent at Collegefields would not be

taken off his term of commitment. Like most of the boys

who came to the Collegefields Program Johnny had many

mixed feelings about his assignment. Collegefields was

a non-residential program he had been told and that meant

that he would be home in the, evenings and that he would be

able to continue delinquent behavior with his peer group.

Still, if he went to the Reformatory immediately he could

complete his sentence that much faster and would have

earned status on the street as a result. The Judge had

also related to him that Collegefields was "the boys'

program." If that was the case then there would be no
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danger of being sent to the Reformatory from College-

fields. Further, he had a well known reputation as a

"tough guy" and felt he could easily "take over" the

program.

This kind of thinking and these mixed reactions which

were typical of most of the boys assigned to the program

are a reflection of the delinquent normative system and

ways of thinking adhered to by many adolescent boys and

girls in the urban ghetto. Johnny was like a lot of

other youngsters in the ghetto. He disliked school and

decided that "work was for suckers." Like most of these

youngsters he eked out a fairly good existence without

ever working. He was always able to procure enough

money in one way or another for pills, dope, cheap wine,

or any other "essentials" of life. One of the best of

these necessities, girls, was free. Indeed, sex with

older women actually could be profitable.

The roaches and stench of tenement living are neither

important nor bothersome to a youngster like Johnny,

providing a hundred dollar suit hangs in his closet, there

is a twenty dollar shirt on his back, and a pair of

shoes costing a minimum of twenty-five dollars on his

feet.

These are some of the views shared by Johnny and

youngsters like him that conditioned his mixed feelings

about assignment, "Collegefields." The views of the

delinquent social system are simple but tend to be rigid

in nature. A radical departure from these ways of
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behaving can lead to pensure or even punishment by the

street gang. Johnny inew no ',tilers. 'Behavior other than

that condoned by the gang was not acceptable.

Society meets Johnny and boys like him on many occa-

sions and has developed many approaches designed to be

helpful to him. Johnny and his friends have summed up

these encounters and these approaches simply. The pro-

bation officers, the teachers, the police and others,

each has his own game to play. These "games" frequently

impinge upon and interfere with Johnny's game. The

perpetrators of these games, too, are "con men." The

difference, as Johnny knows, is that he is more success-

ful at manipulating them than they are at manipulating

him.

Thus, when Johnny entered Collegefields he came with

the culture of the streets deeply ingrained in him.

He had in his background years of conforming to the

"ways of the street" and knew little or nothing of other

ways of behaving. He came secure in the knowledge that

work is for suckers, that only suckers are interested in

school-work and that he need not concern himself with the

problems of others; nor for that matter, need he think

seriously about his own.

Johnny and his mother had, according to the Judge's

instructions, reported to Family Service Bureau in Newark

for testing. After the testing session Johnny got some

additional information about Collegefields from the

Social Worker. One of the things she told him was that

Collegefields was a Rehabilitation Center. This confused
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Johnny even more. He could walk and there was nothing

wrong with his arms or legs. Why did he need to be

rehabilitated?

It is unlikely that many delinquents think of them-

selves as needing rehabilitation from delinquency.

Delinquency for them is a way of life and, in fact, per-

haps the only way of life. Thus, for Johnny and young-

sters like him, the word rehabilitation has relevance

only to problems of physical infirmity. With these he is

usually very familiar. The poor suffer a high rate of

diseases including those which cripple. In addition, the

psychological stress of poverty manifests itself in a

high rate of psychosomatic illnesses ranging from asthma

to the paralysis of an arm or a leg.

Johnny doesn't imquire any further about the "rehabili-

tation" aspect of the program. He knows that on his first

day he'll get a lecture from a staff member on what the

program is "about." He knows also that he will then get

the "real story" from the other boys in the program. He

is instructed by the Social Worker to report to the

Essexfields building on Clinton Avenue at 7:30 the next

morning.

On his first day Johnny begins his campaign to

"make it" through the program as quickly and easily as

possible. He leaves his home in the Housing Authority

Project early enough to assure that he will arrive at the

Essexfields building no later than 7:30. As he walks the

quarter mile from his home two things are upper-most in

his mind.
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While unconcerned about his problems, he is concerned

about his growing status on the street. During the past

three or four 34ars he has worked hard for his present

status position. He may have gained some measure of

status in his peer group by playing hooky from school,

hitting a teacher or riding in a stolen auto. Because

he is proud of his present status he will seek to enhance

it by riding in a stolen auto, tonight, tomorrow or next

month. He knows that if he is the one to steal the car,

cruise through his neighborhood and pick up his friends

he can add considerably to his present position.

Although he was caught, Johnny gained stature by

leading some of his friends in the breaking and entry of

a gas station. As he walks to the Essexfields building

his mind's eye is on a loose window in the back of a

candy store on his street.

At the same time Johnny is thinking about Collegefields.

Not many of the boys on the street have heard of it and

there is probably little status to be gained by attend-

ing. Still, while lacking the status which can be

gained by commitment to Reform School and subsequent

parole, Collegefields as a non-residential program, would

permit him to-gain status through his on-going behavior

on the street.

He is anxious because he knows little of Collegefields.

He understands that there is some kind of school in the

morning and that the boys meet in a group to "talk about

their problems" in the afternoon. He knows that all he

has to do is "play the role" for a few months, just
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enough to "fake out "" the authority system so that "they"

would release him from whatever program they are running.

As Johnny enters the Essexfields building on his first

day in the program he expects to find two cultures; his

own as represented by himself and the other boys, and the

one represented by the staff. He does find these two

cultures. From his first day on, however, he sees with

more and more clarity that in the case of the College-

fields Program it is not the "world" of the youngsters in

the program versus the "world" of the staff. He finds

instead that the street culture is represented only by

himself and that the boys and the staff have joined in a

unique system of beliefs and values which are in direct

opposition to the beliefs and values upheld by his world.

His first confrontation with this "strange" program is

shocking to him.

The secretary at Essexfields tells him to go into the

back room to meet the other boys. He goes to the beck

of the building and looks out of a window which faces

the backyard. He sees a boy putting dirt into a freshly

dug hole with a tablespoon. He opens the door to another

room in the rear of the building and walks inside. Five

boys are sitting in a circle and a sixth boy is on his

knees in the center. The boys are shouting questions and

accusations at a boy on his knees. One of them repeatedly

puffs on a cigarette and blows smoke in his face.

Johnny watched this activity for a few minutes and

then during a lull in the noise asked the group if College-

fields was a program for "fags." The group turned to him

11
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and invited him to sit in their circle. He was advised

in a variety of ways that he "had a lot to learn." Dur-

ing the next hour he was bombarded with questions and

jibes until he was ready to hit the nearest boy. Sensing

this the boys were quick to advise him that Collegefields

is a "no touch program" and that he could be sent to

"jail" if he were to resort to physical violence as a

means of resolving problems. Johnny's "orientation" to

the program continues during the bus ride from Essex-

fields to the Collegefields building on the Newark State

College campus in Union. During the bus ride and after

arrival at the Collegefields building Johnny's confusion

about the program grows.

The Collegefields boyS are undoubtedly boys from the

streets. They act and swear like Johnny does but "the

stuff that they say is all wrong." He understands them,

whOn they talk about him "really being a member of the

group" with its attendant implications of allegiance

and loyalty to the group but he cannot understand them

when they speak of respect for the staff and similar

"requirements." He is further confused when upon arrival

at the Collegefields building the boys go directly to

their classrooms and begin to study even though it is

not quite nine o'clock. One boy who has been in the

program for about four months stays behind to talk with

him.

In this manner the first of the difficult early days

in the program usually begins. During the first few

weeks to a month he experiences the first "phase" of the

:7177,""Iwur
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change process. While the change process as it is

experienced by Collegefields boys is a continuum, it can

for purposes of analysis be arbitrarily seen as having

several major phases.

The first of these can be considered to be an orienta-

tion phase during which Johnny "gets the word." The

staff lecture which he anticipated at the Essexfields

buileing but which was not forthcoming also failed to

materialize during his first day at Collegefields; nor,

did it materialize any time thereafter.

The feelings of a new boy in the program and the

raticrlae for giving him a difficult time are perhaps

best summed' up in the words of several Collegefields

graduates:

"New boys come into the program and they think the
place is a nut house. I know I was like that. Be-
cause they don't catch on to the program right away
like when you're new and there's people standing
around you and there is some kid on his knees in
the middle of the floor, kids hollering in his ear
or blowing on his face and staff trying to get him to
answer the question. Or they try to bring out his
aggrevation so the boys can see what's up with the
kid."

"At first the kid comes in the program and he may
not listen to what the boys say because he doesn't
want to or he just wants to be a wise guy or some-
thing like that. A couple boys or one person take
the kid and talk to him and try to make him see how
the program is gonna help him. And he's not gonna
do it on his own cause you can't do it alone. The
boys try to make him realize it's like that."

"When a new boy comes in the program he thinks the
place is a nut house or something. Most new boys
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come in the first day and think they're getting
away with something. So the best thing is to get
on him the first day and let him know that he's
really there for only one reason and that's help.
You have to make a new boy realize that. He has to
realize that when he comes to Collegefields it's
his last chance."

"First you make sure he knows the requirements.
You explain things to him just what's what about the
program and what the boys are here for and what's
expected of him. Some boys are tough guys when
they come in and after a while when the boys get
on him in the program; you know don't give up on
him, just keep getting on him. After a while they
start to realize that the program ain't there foe-it!
joke. Then they start adjusting to it."

"I remember I used to get a lot of hours because
when you first get into the program it's hard to
adjust. Because the boys come up and they start
screaming and whistling in your ears and calling
you all different kinds of names and everything.
You get to learn they want to take out your aggra-
vation to find out how, much you can take before you
blow your stack. It works. They try to find out
how much you can take before you get aggravated.
Sometimes it's hard for new boys to understand that
when the boys try to get new boys aggravated they're
trying to help you."

During his first month Johnny has the program "run

down to him" many times. Both in and out of the after-

noon groups meetings the major concern of the boys with

Johnny is to see that he is learning the program and

that he can relate it to them. Many times during the

first weeks "conversations" between Johnny and older boys

in the program similar to that below, occur:

0.101,1...110
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Steve:

Johnny:

Steve:

Johnny:

Steve:

Johnny:

Steve:

Johnny:

Steve:

Johnny:

Steve:

Johnny:

Steve:

Johnny:

Steve:

Johnny:

Steve:

Johnny:

What is Collegefields?

Collegefields is a rehabilitation center.
A rehabilitation center is Collegefields.

What is Collegefields based on?

Collegefields is based on temptation and
impressions.

What is temptation?

Temptation is a want or desire.

What is impression?

Impression is an unsure thought.

What are the three main requirements of
Collegefields?

Be yourself, tell the truth, and don't
fight.

What can't you do on the college grounds?

Don't fight, don't curse, don't spit, don't
run on college grounds, don't get on a boy
on college campus, don't get on a college
student, and don't talk 10 college students
or faculty unless they talk to you first.

What is clique?

Anything that can get you busted on the
outside.

What is cliquing?

When you are holding something back from
the boys.

What's an undesirable?

Anybody who can get you arrested.
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Steve: What's shifting the weight?

Johnny: Dodging help.

Steve: What's help?

Johnny: A better understanding of yourself and your
problems.

Steve: What's care?

Johnny: Concern for yourself and others.

Steve: What's recommendations?

Johnny: If you break a requirement or defy the boys
or staff you have to recommend yourself to
go to jail.

Steve: What's hours?

Johnny: To make you think of why you did something
that you were not supposed to do and why
you won't do it again.

Steve: What's possibilities?

Johnny: Thinking before you do something.

Steve: What's defying?

Johnny: When the boys orythe staff tell you to do
something and you don't do it.

Steve: What's a cleanup?

Johnny: An excuse to get out of a situation.

Steve: What's revenge?

Johnny: Getting back at a boy.
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Thus Johnny"learns" the program. His motivation for

learning the program, however, has not changed. He is

still interested in avoiding "jail" and getting out of

the program as early as possible. As he learns the

program he moves into the second arbitrary phase of the

change process. It is more difficult to "play the role"

for his peers as well as the staff but he has had some

practice in this and begins to see the program as a real

challenge to his manipulative ability.

Johnny may continue in this "role playing" phase for

a period which may be less than a month or as much as

three months. With rare exceptions the Collegefields

boy who continues to resist the change process for more

than three months can be anticipated to fail in the pro-

gram. Most boys who are institutionalized in correctional

facilities quickly attain this stage of "change." In

the Collegefields Program much more was demanaed of a

participant. The mode of behavior which can lead to an

early parole from a correctional institution was rejected

by the Collegefields peer group and, if it continued,

could result in the return of a boy to the Juvenile Court.

While demanding more of the Collegefields boy the

group also gave more. It thoroughly sought out every

avenue by which it might help a boy to change before

deciding to "give up on a boy."

Johnny played the role for about two months during his

stay in the Collegefields Program. He knew that he was

playing a role, the group knew that he was playing a role,

and Johnny knew, sometimes consciously and sometimes
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unconsciously that the group was "on to him."

Johnny's mode of behavior and the role which he played

were not entirely the result of a conscious effort to

manipulate the program. Rather, these were due partly to

the fact that Johnny genuinely believed after being in

the program for about a month that this was what the

peer group wanted of him. During this period he had not

experienced much of the change process and had not become

a helped boy. Lacking this point of reference in him-

self he often believed because of the role that he was

playing that !le was and had indeed been helped. He be-

gan to think in this way on his third day in the College-

fields Program when the group gave him the meeting so

that he might "tell his story."

At that time Johnny didn't have a thorough grasp of

the program. This lack of sophistication with regards to

the complex normative system and subculture in combination

with Johnny's attempts to play the role of a helped boy

caused him to be rather free in the telling of his story.

The result was a rich and detailed account of all that he

could think of which had contributed to his present status

as a delinquent. After telling his story Johnny received

from the group a number of problems including a light-

finger problem, a drinking problem and an easily influenced

problem.

The staff and the Collegefields boys felt it important

that a new boy tell his story within the first week of

his assignment to the program. Experience had suggested

that boys who had begun to "get the word" but who had not

=11:1=471:771=M
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become sophisticated in the "ways of Collegefields"

produced the fullest account-of their past activities.

If a boy were to become too knowledgeable about the sub-

culture before telling his story he- might attempt to

fabricate or delete parts of his account in order to

avoid problems which the group might assign on the basis

of a full and honest statement of experiences.

During his first two months in the Collegefields Pro-

gram Johnny was careful to maintain the image which he

-wished to project to the group and the staff. He was

careful about his demeanor on the campus and contributed

in the group meetings by "giving out help" to other boys.

He experienced his greatest difficulty in maintaining

this image during the-morning academic sessions. His

deeply- ingrained resistance to this kind of setting

caused him to "slip" a number of times. More than once

the boys had to "bring him up short" after he-was dis-

respectful to a teacher or refused to do the work assigned.

He had these difficulties even though he was getting a

lot of individual attention and was beginning to believe

he could learn. In view of his otherwise acceptable be-

havior in the program the boys suspected that his "true

self" was that which he 'was displaying in the classroom

and that Johnny was trying to "con" the program.

Johnny recognized this situation especiallyi,after his

first monthly adjustment when the boys pointed up his

disparate behavior from one component of the program to

another and advised him of their interpretation of this.

He-was especially careful to avoid being caught in
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delinquent behavior or with delinquent associates during

the after-program hours, in the evenings and on weekends.

Johnny continued to associate with members of his

old peer group and continued to be involved in minor

delinquent behavior. He:was careful, however, to observe

the 10 p.m. curfew-and to make surethat.none:of "his

boys" talked with Collegefields members about his after-

hours:associations and activities. Because-of:his ex-

treme care his negative behavior could not be substantiated

by-the group for nearly two months despite'the'fact that

theywere highly suspicious 'of him and had assigned a

responsible boy whose specifictaSklgasto "Ohick.up" on

Johnny.

During this period Johnny earned a measure of status

among the Collegefields group. as the result .of ef-

forts to "help other boys" even though he-often refused

to help himself and despite his classroom behavior. Be-

cause-of this growing status at Collegefields he 'was

beginning to divide his allegiance and group loyalty-be-

tween his old group and the Collegefields peer group.

EtweVer, Johnny had not yet become committed to the

"ways of Collegefields" and his delinquent behavior :was

only slightly diminished towards the end of his first

two months in the program. While .the growingstatus.in

Collegefields was a source of gratification so too was

his growing status on the street. As with most College-

fields boys a crisis situation was necessary to help

Johnny move in th direction of full commitment toe. the

program.
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The crisis situationsl which create critical points of

departure for Collegefields boys often occur with spontan-

eity and of a natural course. On occasions, after very

careful thought and planning, it is necessary for the

staff to "manufacture" a crisis. The staff may base this

fabricatede'crisis on a small piece of information re-

ceived from a probation officer, on something observed

by -One of the social workers during a home visit or on

pure conjecture. With careful planning conjecture could

have- only 'positive results.

Experience. suggests 'that it is not presumptuous to say

that:.every Collegefields boy was involved in some delin-

.quettt behaviorj',at 'least ..once during the -first -several

,months of :his Collegefields assignment. If a crisis was

not -naturally 'forthcoming during a period deemed to be

'sufficient by the staff, the -sustained lack of forward

.:.movement :might ..cause a boy to fail .in the program. In

.such 'Instances staff might begin the 'critical .point of

departure by .saying "Jones, staff understands that you

were -involved in something this -week ..which you 'haven't

told the -boys." After some -hedging and denial the boy

most:often-would respond to this open-ended speculation

by "confessing on himself" about some delinquent act.

'which he was .involved during :the-past week. Upon

..finding that the group was not recommending his return to

Court because of this :confession he .often .purge

-himself by -admitting all of the delinquent behavior in

which he had been-Involved since his assignment to the

-program.
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In th0 case of Johnny a crisis 001cUrred naturally.

Johnny finAlly slipped during his SeVEhth week in the

program. One morning just a few doors down from:the

Essexfields building in Newark he was seen with and over-

heard in conversation with;two delinquent associates.

That afternoon he received the group meeting of which a

partial transcription appears below.

Andrew: Why were you talking to undesirables?

Johnny: The two boys were walking down the street
and they said, "Hello" to me and I shook
my head. They asked if I was playing
hooky.

Boys: You lying! (loudly) They undesirables,
why you talk to them?

Johnny: They asked me a question.

Robert: Why didn't you put them into situations?

Johnny: I put them in some situations!.

Eddie: Oh, you put them in some but not the rest.

Robert: Explain, "Mr. Helped Boy."

Johnny: The situation was two boys were walking
down the street. I was standiag across
the street .leaning on the pole, down the
street from Essexfields. I shook my head.

Luther: You just said that 'they asked you if you
was playing hooky and you said, "No.'

Andrew: Then when he crossed the street these
two boys came by. Then he talked to them,
and that's when everybody ran to the bus. r



Eddie: The one
today?

Johnny: I don't

Eddie: No?

Johnny: No
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boy asked you, "Did you play hooky
I think his name was...

know the boy's name.
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Eddie So then he said, "Did you play hooky today?"
And he said, "No." So I think Bob turned
around and started walking towards him,
so he starts leaning against the pole and
shook his head.

Robert: And I asked you why you didn't put them
in situations.... I said, "Why don't you
put them in situations now?" But then
Pete and I walked over and we started to
put the boys into situations. Why didn't
you put them in situations? Johnny, do
you care about this program at all, or do
you feel it's a bunch of bull 9

Johnny: I care about the program.

Robert: You do? You don't show it.

Eddie: If you care about this program, why don't
you show a little care? All you do is go
out and clique and come back in the 'morning.

Johnny: I didn't talk to them.

Boys: Check yourself.

Robert: I have an impression you haven't put anybody
around your house, anybody you met in a
situation.

Boys: Get on your knees for helps

Robert: I suppose you gonna say you want help, too?
Do you want help, boy?

a
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Johnny: Yeah, I want help.

Robert: How long you been here?

Johnny: Um...one month, two weeks, three days,
six hours and fifteen minutes.

Robert: Then why don't you get on your knees?

Johnny: I'm on my knees.

Robert: The boys ask you outside the meeting
to get on your knees and you say, "You
stupid bastard I ain't getting on my
knees."

Ali:' I got an impression he's getting on his

knees 'cause staff's here.

Robert: Why boy! Why don't you get on your knees
on the outside? Answer the question.
Possibility you're trying to impress staff?

Is that-what it is?

Eddie: We could be here til 6 you know.

Boys: Go ahead, boy, answer the question.

Robert: You sure do a good job talking to those
undesirables. Your mouth didn't shut then,.

jObBny doesn't answer.

Robert: You don't care if you go to jail, boy?
You got nothing to igy for yourself?
You'd rather go to jail than talk? You

got a big choice there, boy. You talking

for your life.

Eddie: You don't care nothing about your own life?

Robert: Would you like your opinions boy?

Eddie: Let him answer one question, man.

77777777:7777:77777!!!!"11
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Staff: What's the story, Johnny? You can't
talk? If you don't talk there -is only
one thing the boys can do. Is that what
you want?

Johnny: No

Ronald: Hey, why you talk vhen staff say something
and before when the boys say something
you don't say a damn. word.

Robert: Johnny, you got the impression that no-
body but staff can send you to jail?
You,got that impression, boy? Yes or no.

Eddie: Do you know what opinions are for?

Johnny: Yeah.

Staff: What's your impression of Johnny?

Robert: I got the impression that Johnny has been
messing up ever since he came to the pro-
gram. And he doesn't give one good damn
about the program or himself. The only
thing he cares about is not going to jail.
He doesn't want the help and he's gonna
keep messing up and messing up.

Staff: You'd better start talking.

Robert: Yeah, bust your role and your clique, boy.

Luther: So why was you talking to undesirables?
You have two minutes to decide to talk
for your life.

Long pause.

Johnny: They undesirables I mess around with.

Andrew: You had the meeting twice before. How
come you never tell us that stuff?
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Pause
Johnny: Nobody, the probation officer, my tither,

the teachers, nobOdy ever care what happened
to me. So, I didn't care.

Boys: No man, the boys care ...Get off your knees..
tell it man...we giving out help

Johnny: I been messing 'round with these jokers
since before I was busted and came to
College fields.

Johnny -went on to tell the group about all of the

negative -behavior in which he had been involved .since

being assigned to the Collegefields Program. He 'told

them -thatthe only time he was -his 'true self around them,

was on the-occasions in the Collegefields classrooms where

he .exhibited negative behavior. As the.-meeting :continued

he became-more and more honest -with himself and with the

boys. He recognized that rather than recommend his return

to Court for his admissions they .were -encouraging his

honesty and giving him status for it. While 'the .transcrip-

tion above cannot fully convey 'the tenor of the meeting,

it does illustrate part of .the status-giving dynamics of

the program.

Before his admissions the boys derisively refer to

him as "Boy" or as "Mr. Helped Boy." When he-begins to be

honest with them the boys immediately, and it appears,

unconsciously -begin to refer to him as "Man."

The crisis situation marked the .onset .of the next :phase

in -the -change process as boys experience ,it in the College-

fields Program. This crisis "phase" is perhaps the only

one of these - change phases, arbitrally isolated for
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analysis, which has a clear beginning. There is no clear

delineation between the end of this phase and the begin-

ning 'of the "helped boy phase." It appears, however,

that the phase-may continue in length from a few days

to about three weeks.

During this period Johnny becomes painfully aware

that his role playing is played out and, at once, that he

can't turn back to the old ways. It is a period during

which he becomes more and more aware that heimustmake

the most important decision of his life. He can decide

to give his allegiance to the street and face the con-

sequence of sanctions from the group or he can decide to

give his allegiance to Collegefields and lose the invest-

.ment of years spent gaining status in the street. In

this phase of change his allegiance is about evenly di-

vided between the two peer groups. The fact that he is

now aware that "somebody in the world" cares about him

and the fact that during this period he is given "respons-

ible boy" status, aids Johnny in making a decision which

is in his best interest. During this period he becomes

aware that not only is he an "older boy in the program"

but that he is an older boy with responsible boy status.

This significant leadership role on the street can lead

to punishment. Arrest and jail could result as the measure of

reward ordinarily available to him as a gang leader.

A Collegefields, leadership carried only reward.

A. major factor which helps to promote this change in

Johnny is the authority which is shared witiLthe boys by

the adult system. Throughout his life Johnny has had
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decisions made for him. By and large, it is the adult

world which decides for him whether he will "make it"

in school, whether he will spend much of his adult life

behind bars and whether be will lead a productive or a

non-productive life. It is the proper realization of

power that Collegefields afforded to otherwise powerless

youngsters that helped them to succeed in the program.

Perhaps for the first time in, his life Johnny per-

ceived himself and his peers to be actively involved

in decision making and policy setting in matters of

important concern to his life. Furthermore, these

decisions were relevant to the proper operation of a

formal, legitimate social institution supported, in

fact, by the school system and by the Court.

As the process of emotional commitment to the new

group continues and is enhanced by the above, Johnny

begins to internalize the positive attitudes and norms of

the Collegefields subculture. Delinquent behavior in

the community diminishes and, simultaneously Johnny's

ties to the neighborhood peer group also diminish.

The process of emotional commitment to the new group and

the attendant changes in behavior occur quite unconscious-

ly and are often surprising to Johnny.

Johnny begins to be,seen by others and to think of

himself as a "helped boy." During this "helped phase"

of the change process Johnny tests himself and the group

frequently tests him in order to guarantee that change

has occurred and to reinforce the change. He is repeat-

edly given and assumes a major portion of the responsibility
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of introducing new boys to the program and of helping them

understand the ways of Collegefields. He may be called

upon or call upon himself to "take responsibility" for a

boy who is experiencing difficulty in the program. He

may request that the group return him to Court if he fails

to elicit positive responses from the boy for whom he is

responsible.

Johnny is now a helped boy and is ready for release

from the program. It is summertime, however, and the

guidance counselor is unable to place him in the Newark

Schools. The alternative if he is released at this time

is that Johnny will spend all his time in the street or
in his home. The staff knows, however, that despite

this the group will surely release him as helped within

the next week. He has been considered a helped boy for

over a month and has successfully met every test given

him. Anticipating this difficulty the staff decides in

conference that Johnny and any other boys released before

school starts should be given a "temporary helped boy"

card.

The temporary helped boy status was devised by the

Collegefields staff and introduced into the culture to

meet the problem presented by positive but untimely re-

lease of a boy from the program. Special classes and

other activities were established for temporary helped

boys.

The staff overheard Johnny talking individually with

responsible boys on a number of occasions during his last

ten days in the program. He was seeking out their
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feelings and opinions about his asking to "go home."

Johnny was gathering support among his group so that

when he asked for the meeting to discuss the rationale

for his release his request and subsequent arguments

would meet with approval.

The following week Johnny had his last meeting. He

explained to the boys how and why he was helped, how

he had a "better understanding" of himself and how he could

function on the street without the further aid of the

boys in the program. After the meeting Johnny and the

group specialist asked the secretary to fill out a

temporary helped boy card. The specialist signed the

card and Johnny was immediately surrounded by several of

the responsible boys.

Three weeks later Johnny was graduated as a permanent

helped boy and was back in school. He had come to

Collegefields as a seventh grader. Now he was in the

ninth grade, and would be continued in that grade if he

kept his school work at that level.

Johnny had really beaten the system. At least this

was what he thought. He had pulled the wool over every-

ones eyes. He gained a couple of years in school, gotten

out of the program in a few months and hadn't been sent

to jail. This, Johnny told some of his old friends when

he met them on the street. He also told them that noth-

ing had changed and that he was still the same. In

part he believed this himself and in part it was offered

for consumption by the street gang.

Something was changed, however. The world was
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different. Johnny was graduated from Collegefields over

a year ago and had not had a negative contact with the

law since.

Johnny had beaten the system. And he knew it.
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Section V CHANGE IN THE COMMUNITY

The success of a demonstration project such as College-

fields cannot entirely be measured by statistical repre-

sentations of effectiveness. Neither can it be entirely

measured by the mere replication of the program in part

or in whole. With respect to the change process as it

related to the community, research can tell people

whether a program was effective. The Collegefields

research indicates that certain positive changes have

occurred in the boys who attended the program. Such

proof, however, does not often motivate people in the

community to implement, or to have implemented, effective

approaches.

It now appears that a Collegefields-like program will

be established in the City of Newark within a few months

of the close of the present project. As significant and

gratifying as this is to the staff of the present project

it cannot be seen as a major change in the community.

Realistically, it means that 50 or 100 of thousands of

youngsters in need of such rehabilitation will be exposed

to the effective technique of guided group interaction

during each year of the new program's existence. A

major impact can be realized, of course, if the program is

ultimately multiplied by ten or a hundred times. The

initial significance of this anticipated program may be

similar to that which is thought to be a major significance

of the present Collegefields program.

In terms of change, the significance of the College-

fields Project lies in the present and future activities

erfamaust=,
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of all those intimately concerned with the program.

This includes the boys themselves, the immediate staff

and closely related agencies such as the Newark School

System, the Essex County Juvenile Court, Family Service

Bureau and Newark State College. The changes and the

change potential in these people and agencies will not

have occurred as a result of the statistically proven

effectiveness of Collegefields. Rather they are different

because of their involvement and ongoing experience during

the course of the demonstration.

In the course of the eighteen month demonstration

portion of the Collegefields Project fifteen individuals

were involved as teachers in the Collegefields classrooms.

With few exceptions these teachers currently hold teaching

positions in a variety of educational settings.

As a result of experience gained in the Collegefields

Project several of these teachers have been appointed to

positions in universities and colleges. The educational

methodologies and the approaches to disadvantaged young-

sters to which their many students are being exposed

might not otherwise be available were it not for the ex-

periences of the Collegefields teachers. The teacher- who

have returned to public school settings are adept in the

employment of the peer group to enhance the educational

gains of their pupils. These teachers are willing, and,

because of their experience at Collegefields are more able

to help in the implementation of teacher training programs

in the classroom use of the peer group.

In January and February of 1966 a number of seniors at

Newark State College did their student teaching in the
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Collegefields classrooms. The interest generated by the

approach and by their work with the Collegefields boys

prompted these students to seek positions where they could

best apply their experience in the program.

One of the guided group interaction specialists from

Collegefields was appointed to a position in an out -of-

state school of social work. As a member of the faculty

of the school's social group work division this College-

fields staff member is now exposing his. students to a

new kind of social group work. Furthermore he is consul

tant to a number of-anti-poverty and delinquency programs

and will be- instrumental in expanding-implementation of

the guided group interaction process.

The special guidance counselor at Collegefields who

served as liaison between the project and the Newark

School System has now returned to that system. Because

his duties were expanded to include guidance of the after-

noon group meetings he now has a thorough grasp of and

extensive experience in guided group interaction. It is

likely that he will be instrumental in staff training for

and implementation of the anticipated Collegefields Pro-

gram established within the system.

The two Social workers who served as Collegefields

staff members were not only exposed to the guided group

interaction process as an effective social work technique

but were able to employ this technique during the demon-

stration period in their work with the parents of the

Collegefields boys. Aside from guided group interaction,

their experience pointed in many ways to new directions

in social work.
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In large measure, social work has traditionally been

concerned with clients who are motivated enough to seek

professional help. Because the disadvantaged community

is, largely, either unaware of services available or

not motivated to seek help this segment of the population

usually remains beyond the reach of the social worker.

The/duties of the social workers on the Collegefields

staff, however, made it necessary that case work be im-

plemented with the families of delinquent and most often,

disadvantaged youngsters. Had the social workers waited

for these clients to seek professional help there would

have been no case work relative to the Collegefields

project.

Rather, it was necessary for the social workers to

take the untraditional approach of initiating professional

relationships with families who may not have been inter-

ested in help. The social workers realized a number of

success experiences in their work with these "unmotivated"

clients. These experiences may have a significant role

to play in future alterings of traditional social case

Imdk approachs.

Because of the experience gained, one of the two

social workers on the Collegefields staff has been ap-

pointed as a fulltime social case work consultant to the

Essex Conty Juvenile Court. Thts in itself may be a

significant indicator that the image of traditional social

work as well as its role in society is changing or, more

correctly, is expanding.

The Essex County Juvenile Court and the Essex County

Youth House have long been recognized as progressive and
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forward looking institutions by many students of sociology,

criminology, and' penology. Dispite this kind of record

it was hardly anticipated that a respected jurist and the

head of the Essex County Youth House would allow the

Collegefields boys the measure of freedom and authority

which they did.

As indicated earlier in this report the Collegefields

boys on a number of occasions were allowed in the Essex

County Youth House in order to work with boys who had

been failing in the program. They were then allowed to

appear before the Bench and to advise the Judge whether

they thought a boy should be returned to Collegefields or

whether the program could not help him. When asked

about this situation, the Judge replied:

"There is basically something good in group
therapy (guided group interaction). When the
peer group gets together very few boys can kid them.
It's high time that authorities begin to listen to
what boys are saying and to have some confidence ir.
them. These youngsters travel on a level that many
times we, even judges in the court, don't understand.
While we have the final authority we oughi- not to
close our ears to what the boys say about themselves.
The incidences to which you refer happened in this
court and from the subsequent record I would say
that they have proven to be successful ventures."

Mr. Rudolph Zeigler, Psychiatric Case Supervisor of

the Essex County Youth House, has also commented on these

incidences and on his general impressions regarding change

effected in youngsters by the Collegefields Program.

"Initially, my staff felt very threatened. They
felt that this was a means for the youngsters to
enter Youth House and to leave at their free will sc
that they could boast about coming and going. After
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some explanation of what their purpose was the staff
here was more accepting of it but were still threatened."

"As far as the children themselves were ccrcerned
the boys in the Youth House were not too happy about
the interview and at first also felt a certain degree
of threat. On the other hand, they also felt a
slight bit of life or hope because of the interest
shown by the other boys. After such interviews the
boys were much more accepting of the help offered
and felt more confident that people were interested
in helping them. As far as my own thinking is con-
cerned I thought it was a good idea because a boy
who was returned from Collegefields didn't feel that
he was just being dumped and forgotten. He realized
that people were still interested in him and did not
feel that he was a lost cause."

Mr. Zeigler was then asked about changes in College-

fields boys whom he knew as clients prior to the project.

-

"Yes, there was a definite change. There was a
change in their general attitude and a change in
their particular view and reactions. They had more
self-confidence, and a greater sense of value, not
only of themselves but of general values. And they
had a greater interest in people other than them-
selves. As I knew them before they did not have
respect or consideration for themselves as individuals.
When they came here to see other boys during the
program, however, there was a certain amount of
respect and you could sense it in speaking with them.
They themselves knew that you saw ttlem as individuals
with some worth. There is no questibn that there is
value in the Collegefields approach. The College-
fields Program handled the children who are lost as
far as the regular school is concerned. I would say
that it should be attached to the school. This is an
education not only on an academic level but on a social
level. And, this is what many of the children who
come to the Youth House need. My only complaint
with Collegefields is that it was not set up for
girls. There seems to be a general lag in rehabilita-
tion services for girls and a Collegefields approach
could be just as effective in promoting change in
girls as it is in these youngsters."
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The Newark School System too, because of its close

association with and cooperation in the implementation

of the Collegefields Program, has recognized the value

of this approach. Mrs. Pansie Border, Senior Social

Worker in the Newark School System related the follow-

ing when asked about the Collegefields Project.

"I am very much impressed with the peer group
approach. In fact it is one of the most effective
approaches and I think it should be used much more
widely in our schools. I think that such a program
should be a definite part of the school program
and I don't see why it should interfere with schedul-
ing or anything of that kind in the schools. I
feel that the peer approach as I have seen it at
work has not been used to the fullest. A minority
of the behavioral problems I meet in my work are the
result of deep seated, pathological difficulty.
These problems I think can be referred to agencies
prepared to cope with the situation. On the other
hand, the majority of school problems which I meet
could well be handled in the school in a group
process such as the one that has been used at
Collegefields."

The real value of the program is found in what
it does for the individual in the self-concept that
is developed and in the feeling that 'I can overcome
or I can cope with whatever problems I meet."

Many professional observers of the gUided group

interaction process are threatened by the salty language

used by the boys in the group meetings. Questions have

been raised about the appropriateness of such language

in the public school setting. Mrs. Border as a member of

the Newark School System who is well acquainted with the

program comments:

7,1;;;;;;;61,-;;;ZIZZL,IY,,,:r024=tzor-
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"The boys know where and when they can curse and
where they can't. It is not only possible to have
such a program but I think it would be healthy for
the school to realize that this can be done. In
other words, the boys can use this language to com-
municate with each other but at-the same time they
can learn that there is a type of language that should
be used in another situation. When they begin to
understand why they are using this language I think
they have arrived where most of us need to go. I

would say that it doesn't matter what kind of language
is used in the setting as long as the boys know why
they are using it and where to use it. I don't
think it will dirty'the school's morale in any way
to have them use this language in a room while they
are in session.

I think there is only one fault that I have to
find with the program. That is that you discriminated
against girls. Frankly, I feel that the girls need
this type of help. While I wouldn't say more so
than the boys, I would say they need it as much as
the boys."

The Newark School System has been recognized over the

years as a leader in educational innovations. Many

educational techniques and approaches now in use through-

out the nation had their start and were tested in the

Newark School System. Collegefields marks another first

for the system.

The intimate association of the Newark School. System

with the Collegefields Project has prompted a strong

interest in continuation and expansion of the guided

group interaction approach. This is evidenced in a

letter written by Dr. Edward L. Pfeffer, Assistant Super-

intendent in Charge of Special Services to Dr. Robert F.

Allen, Director of Research of the Collegefields Project.
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The letter states:

...This is to advise you that.we are interested
in developing a Collegefields Program in the Newark
Public School System which is contigent upon our
securing funds for such a project...

We would appreciate receiving from you any
leads that you may have in the area of funding.

I am hoping that we can find the necessary
financial resources to implement a Collegefields
Program within the very near future.

Since the writing of the above letter funds have

become available and as indicated above, it now appears

that a Collegefields type program will be a reality

within a very short period of time.

Discussed here have been the effects of the College-

fields Program through its implementation for the com-

munity. However, the change potential in the College-

fields boys not only with regard to change in themselves

but with regard to their effect on the community should

not be overlooked.

The change which Collegefields-promoted in the College-

fields boys has been discussed and analyped at length

in this report. It can only be speculated what change

the boys themselves can promote during their lifetimes.

For the remainder of their adolescent years the

Collegefields boys, for the most part, will have to, at

least, coexist with the street. While it is unlikely

that delinquency in the central wards of Newark will

disappear because of Collegefields the influence of the

boys on their peers cannot be entirely disregarded.
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What will be the effects of the more positive regard for

authority which the Collegefields boys exhibits*on *the

attitudes of teachers, policemen, or employers with whom

they may have contact? Whet influence will the College-

fields boys have on their families and on their children?

How their children will be different is a matter for

speculation.

As noted, earlier, the Collegefields boys were anxious

to learn more about and to become involved in whatever

"self-help" programs which might become available. From

Highfields to Essexfields to Collegefields graduates of

guided group interaction programs display an anxiety

level which is far higher than the ambient level of

anxiety in the urban ghetto. The common denominator of

this higher anxiety is a desire to continue to help

themselves by actively helping others.

Graduates of Collegefields and other guided group

interaction programs do not .wish to be employed as

dishwashers, nor do they wish to be employed in hospital

laundrys. It is not because these and similar positiont

are "below their stations." Rather, it is because they

are anxious to be directly involved in work with people.

The research suggests that the aspirations of College-

fields boys are higher but more realistic than those of

their counterparts in the tested-control group. College-

fields boys don't want to be lawyers or doctors. Rather,

their choices generally appear to be a function of a

recognition of their own, still retarded, academic achieve-

ment in combination with the changes produced in them

by the unique helping culture.

44Y?Wli.qiqfP.INz,07Ailrino5TA
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The impact of this helping culture and of its vehicle,

the guided group interaction process, suggests that these

may be significantly applied to areas which go far beyond

the relatively narrow field of delinquency rehabilita-

tion. The striking anxiety produced by the guided group

interaction process and by the unique helping subculture

suggests that these may have great relevance to the

"new careers" concepts of Reissman and Pearl. It is im-

portant that this relationship be appraised and utilized.

The Collegefields Project, for instance, has only

scratched the surface with regards to the use of the

peer group to enhance the educational process. Even

incidental "by-products" of the Collegefields Program

have relevance for education at all levels. The College-

fields boys often lectured and held panel discussions

in graduates and undergraduate classes at Newark State

College. Many of the teachers and pre-teachers in these

classes told Collegefields staff members and faculty of

the college that they had learned more-about delinquency

and poverty in one meeting with the Collegefields boys

than they could in a semester of a study in this area.

Faculty members too, have responded similarly. The

ability of the Collegefields boys to verbalize in the

presence of adults and to communicate feelings and at-

titudes as well as facts was instrumental in eliciting

such responses from the college population.

If the by-product of the Collegefields process and

subculture helped the Collegefields boys to be effective

teachers, the process itself can have even more relevance

in society.

T-r'717-7- iitrejiiPt4-Ziiioguir-AWaacs&Zimmurir
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Reissman and Pearl have suggested that the job market

of the future lies not in traditional vocational areas

but in the field of human services. Why not, then, go

far beyond delinquency and even education to plant the

seeds of a helping culture with the aid of individuals,

such as the Collegefields boys, who are so anxious to help?

Collegefields was designed to help youngsters E=scape

the rigid and narrow world of the delinquent social system

and to become free agents. The freedom potential in the

change process and product of Collegefields now appears

to be more far reaching than originally anticipated.
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Section VI THE RESEARCH PROGRAM

INTRODUCTION

While Collegefields was designed primarily as an

action- oriented demonstration project it was thought

advisable, from the outset, that a research component be

included within the overall design. This research

component was intended to provide ongoing data for the

improvement of the program while in process, and later,

determine the effectiveness of the program in reference

to .a number of pre-determined variables. The overall

purpose, of course, was to explore certain general

hypotheses regarding the process of educational and social

rehabilitation in 14-and-15-year-old delinquent boys.

The technical difficulties in such research demanded that

special attention be given to the research design and

to the exploration of new methods of evaluating community-

based programs.

Keyed to employ; the boy's peer group as the prime

agency of change, the project sought, through the re-

search program, to test the following general hypotheses:

1. Collegefields boys will exhibit a lower rate of

recidivism than the boys in the Tested and Non-

tested control groups.

2. The interest of the Collegefields boys in further

education will be higher than that of the boys

in the Tested-control group.

3. The Collegefields boys will demonstrate a greater

increase in academic ability than the boys in the

Tested-control group.

,VAINWS=Cit.,
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4. The Collegefields boys will show greater improve-

ment in attitudes toward self and toward the social

world than that shown by boys of the Tested-

control group.

The general hypotheses above were based on anticipated

changes in the younger boys as a result of the interven-

tion of the Collegefields Program in their lives. These

expected changes included:

- increased academic ability

- realistic upgrading of vocational and educational
aspiration

improvement in attitudes toward teachers

improvement in attitudes
of self-concept

toward self and upgrading

improvement in attitudes toward work, school,
family and other environmental factors

decrease

decrease

in delinquent interests

in tendencies toward deception

improvement in attitudes of parents and family
toward Collegefields boys.

In addition to the major concerns regarding change in the

boys it was hoped that the research program could make

certain other contributions. The study could determine the

feasibility of a short-term research that emphasized the

psychological changes associated with reduced recidivism.

The task of maintaining comparable research groups in

the community could be examined. Another interest was

to identify the differences between success-prone boys
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and non-success-prone boys in the Collegefields Program.

Comparable information would be available concerning the

success-prone and non-success-prone delinquent boys in

the community. Finally, certain significant questions

raised by earlier research could be examined in relation

to the specific findings of the present study.

Researchers in the area of delinquency rehabilita-

tion will recognize certain persistent research problems

and issues which must be considered. The difficulty of

obtaining truly comparable groups within a delinquent

population, for example, is self-evident. It is much to

ask the members of a control group to return for retesting.

The problem presented by boys from highly mobile families

who are lost to the study may create unbalanced groups.

Of even greater concern is the difficulty of obtaining

and interpreting test and interview responses from persons

who are likely to be very defensive in their relation-

ships with authority figures.

More critical Oroblems relate: to :the short period of

time available for the study. There are questions Of the

adequacy of recidivism data between otherwise comparable

groups. Practical considerations under a two-year grant

-made it necessary to limit the test-retest period to six

months. It is most optimistic to hope to obtain evidence

of significant changes in the lives of boys within this

short period of time. However controversial, it must be

recognized that the potential for short-term change is

part of the basic Collegefields hypotheses. The experi-

ence and findings within- the -current research plans could

provide a foundation for more sophisticated and adequate
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research methods needed to evaluate proposed rehabilita-

tion facilities for juvenile delinquents.

The unique assumptions of the Collegefields process

become especially interesting when viewed in the light of

contrasting theoretical opinion. Josselyn (1952) sets

fort!-1 the criticism that boys age 14 and 15 have rela-

tively weak ego-structure and thus, that they cannot be

expected to gain insight into their personal problems

until ego-strength is developed, which, presumably, is a

matter of maturing. It was assumed in the Collegefields

Project that group cohesion, academic progress, and other

favorable experiences would provide sufficient support for

fragile egos to permit successful, rehabilitation.

A second theoretical criticism revolves around the

extensive evidence that the conflicted and disintegrated

family (Andry 1960, Glueck and Glueck 1950, McCord, et al

1962) is the most important contributor to juvenile

delinquency and school failure. A possible conclusion is

that the family "must be reached first" in the rehabilita-

tion of delinquents. Sometimes the emphasis is made

that a benevolent father or mother surrogate must be

found for the boys so that, in a close one-to-one re-

lationship, a boy can gain security and insight to change

his self-destructive attitudes. Research suggests that

this may have some value for young children but there has

been little objective evidence that these procedures

are either feasible or effective for the social delinquent

who has espoused the street culture.



A, THE RESEARCH DESIGN

Because of the complexity of the problems and issues

it is a difficult task to plan a community based program

geared to the rehabilitation of delinquent youngsters.

By far, the most important initial decisions of the

Collegefields staff centered around the development of

adequate research methods and the establishment of a

careful research design.

THE RESEARCH GROUPS

The research design of the Collegefields Project was

based upon the establishment of three research groups.

This design, developed by the Research Director represents

a unique feature of the project (Table I). The design

calls for three comparable groups; the Collegefields

experimental group, the tested control group, and the

non-tested control group.

The criteria for selecting boys for placement in the

groups and the means of establishing initially comparable

groups was relatively simple. Assignment to the respec-

tive groups was done by a chance process in the ante-room

of the Essex County Juvenile Court where the boy had

just completed his hearing. The Court had helped to

establish the criteria for allocating boys to the College-

fields Project.

The boy must:

- have just appeared before the court and had the
petition regarding his offense sustained

- have not previously been in a penal institution

- be 14 or 15 years of age



Table

Time

Court hear-
ing date

Initial Tests
in week fol-
lowing hear-
ing

Retest at 6
months and
Confidential
Interview

School Ad-
lustment
Check

Status Check
at 16 years
6 months

Equivalent
treatment,
when possi-
ble, in New-
ark Schools
for College-
fields boys
& the Tested
Control Group

RESEARCH DESIGN OF COLLEGEFIELDS PROJECT

(Sequence for each boy)

I

Collegefields

Test Sequence
(Pre-test)

Collegefields
Experience

Special Educa-
tional Program

Group Interac-
tion Sessions
each day

Release from
Collegef ields
4 to 8 months
later

Six month re-
test Posttest

Two months
after return
to Newa:,:k

Status Check
at 16-6

Collegefields
boys given
special place-
ment and consid-
eration on re-
turn to Newark
Schools

II
Tested-Controls

Test Sequence
(Pre-test)
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III
Non-tested controls

1

In most cases, a
return to Newark.
Schools under
probation.

Six month re-
test Posttest

School Adjust-
ment Check

Status Check at
16-6

Tested Controls
given special
consideration
in Newark schools
following six-
month retest.

Probation and in
most, cases a re-
turn to Newark
Schools

Status Check
at 16-6

:r1
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- be within the "normal" range .of intelligence,
at least, not diStinctly sub-normal

- after diagneetid study, reveal no clear evidence
of psychosis.

A boy meeting these criteria was identified by the

Judge as a potential member of the Collegefields re-

search program. When the boy left the court room a court

attendant drew the top card from a pile which had been

placed in chance order. The color of the card indicated

his classification as Group I-Collegefields Rehabilita-

tion Program, or Group II -Tested-control group (T-con),

or Group III Non-tested control group (Non-T-con). The

design initially called for the placement cards to be

shuffled to produce "chance" sequence. Later they were

placed in chance order according to a table of random

numbers. This change in procedure, however, produced no

discernable difference between the boys who came into ri

the program early and those who came in later.

During a period of three months in the summer of

1965 there were fewer boys appearing in juvenile court.

As a result it was necessary to place all eligible'boys

in the Collegefields group in order to replace bOys who

were graduating and thereby, sustain the program.

It should be noted here that several variables

outside the control ot the research design tended to

conflict with its goal of establishing and maintaining



comparable groups. As will be

certain differences in the gr

"classic" random plan) Fo

ect, any selection which o

Collegefields Experimenta

indicated later the outc

the Collegefields Progr

data reveals.

The initial design called for both a short-term and

a long-term evaluation of the program. It was planned

that a three-year and possibly a five-year follow-up

might be arranged. The limitations imposed by a two-

year grant, however, required that the design and its

instrumentation be altered so that adequate data could

be gathered in the time allotted. The present report is
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seen later in this section

oups occurred despite the

rtunately in the present proj-

ccurred, operated to make the

1 Group I less favored. As

owes showing the benefits of

am may be even greater than the

concerned wi

family hist

Essex Cou

and (3)

th data gathered from (1) prior court and

ory and ensuing inflrmation provided by the

ty Juvenile Court, (2) initial test results

retest results at six months. Recidivism data

has been followed for a period of twenty months. This

data required cautious evaluation. The boys who were

placed in one of the three groups, -early in the program

have been followed for as long as twenty months. The

last boys assigned to the project, however, have been

followed for only six months.

1. The Collegefields group contains a significantly
larger number of boys with previous court history. It

may be that a factor of selection entered at some point
since court personnel may have viewed the Collegefields
Program as an "opportunity" for a boy with a more serious
court history. This issue shows again how difficult it is
to establish adequate control groups in community settings.
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Another concern related to the research design was

the fact that new offenses of Collegefields boys were

usually discovered soon after they were committed. Often

the group would "get on" the boy and a commitment to the

State Home for Boys could result. Boys in the community

on the other hand, might "get away with" a number of

offenses before coming .to the Court's attention again.

Recidivism data over a short time period, therefore,

may be ambiguous. Over a longer period of time the data

could become more comparable. However, an examination

of the recidivism data in light of test-retest results

has yielded evidence which permits inferences concern-

ing the future careers of the boys.

After initial assignment to one of the three research

groups the boys in these groups follow different plans.

As shown in Table I the Collegefields group and the

Tested-control group participated in the initial test-

ing and a later retesting six months after allocation to

the program. Boys were assigned to the program from

March 1965 through June 1966. Collection of retest

data on the last of the boys was completed at the end of

November 1966.

The design calls for a status check on boys in all

groups at age sixteen years six months. This particular

age was chosen for a check because each boy would have

been able to leave school legally and would have had

six months to get a job or make some revealing decision

about future plans. Unfortunately not all the boys in

the study have reached this age and this status check

cannot be used in this report. Collection of this

7, -1 4,:r4717:14:1 "4- 70U.'" wF
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information is continuing, however, It is hoped that a

follow-up may later be possible.

As Table I suggests the boys in the Tested-cantrol

Apoup received certain benefits &!milar to those received

by the Collegefields group. Because a guidance counselor

'from the Newark Schools was assigned to the College-

fields Project the experimental group had the benefit of

follow-up counsel after they returned to the schools from

the Collegefields Project. If differences between the

experimental group and the control groups were relatively

slight, it might be interpreted that the individual at-

tention, given to the Collegefields boys on their return

to school following graduation from the program had

accounted for the differences which favored the College-

fields boys. In order to avoid this discrepancy between

the Cqllegefields and the Test-control treatment a School

Adjustment Check was instituted, so that 'the Tested-

control boys, who were in the Newark Schools, would be

given comparable special attention. The guidance counselor

and the educational supervisor were given permission to

go into the schools to find out whether the Tested-

control boys were experiencing any problems or were hav-

ing any difficulties which could be corrected.

Although the School Adjustment Check 'was a worthwhile

addition to the design of the project, it actually did

not produce very much in the way of information or mater-

ial help to the Tested-control group. Although these

boys were generally comparable to the Collegefields boys,

on the occasion of the Educational Check the majority

1494446w-tktka Zlea=41.726,0,;..WOWitefidrom-
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were either chronic truants, had already left school,

or had committed another delinquent offense and were

found to have been committed to the State Home for Boys

6it Jamesburg. Only four boys out of the group of Tested-

controls, eight months following the original hearing date,

could be found attending school with sufficient regularity

so that their school adjustment could be assessed.
1

Another benefit received by the boys in the Tested-

control group is not shown in Table I. The Social Work-

ers assigned to work with the Collegefields boys and their

families provided a similar service for the Tested-control

group. Insofar as possible,difference between the College-

fields group and the boys in the Control groups was, of

course, the Collegefields Rehabilitation Program itself.

The research design does not permit a "separating out"

of the effect of individual components of the College-

fields experience. For instance, there is no way to

measure the impact on the boys of the pressure and re-

quirement to attend the Collegefields Program in contrast

to the more casual pressures in the community on the

control boys to "go to school." Moreover, the College-

fields boys came to feel it a privilege to go to a college

1. This fact illustrates the seldom recognized "school
status" of these delinquent 14-and-15-year-old boys.
When during testing, they were asked via questionnaires
and check lists whether they liked or disliked teachers,
their very common reply was that they-liked teachers all
right but actually, they hadn't been in touch with any of
them for some time. Apparently, constant truancy was a
part of the norm, the expectation, of most of these boys.

1.'",z,'-1,--r,"
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campus for their schooling. Although the Collegefields building. was

somewhat separated from the major buildings of Nawark State College,

the boyse.in all probability were aware of the.lively and busy col-.

lege students moving purposefully about the campus. The high ratio

of girls at college was no doubt evident to these 14-and-15-year4rold .

boys. In the very first days of the project some of the boys made

overtures to the girls and ran through the halls looking in the

classrooms and in other ways showed themselves quite-excited by

the atmosphere in which they found themselves. As the College-

fields norms became stronger there was every reason to think that

the boys recognized a college norm which consisted *of a. respect for

learning and middle-class standards of campus behavior.

One of the things which the boys enjoyed very much was going

to the cafeteria. Here they got a lunch-each day which' was excep-.

tionally generous and nutritious. Because of the normally rapid

rate of growth at 14 and 15 years there may have existed a need for

quantities of good food seldom available at home. It is doubtful_

that the boys of the Control groups got as generous a mid-day meal

as the Collegefields boys did. In several, ways the Collegefields

experience represented richer content and different opportunities

than that which the community furnished the boys of-the Control

groups. It is clear that the Collegefields Program had many com-

ponents.

1. Cont. The difficulty in locating the Test-control boys fora the

Educational Adjustment Check has another implication.- This period,

14-15 years, appears to be a critical period of time in the boy's.

life. He is often a misfit in school and becomes an habitual tru-

ant. Since he may not legitimately leave school he cannot get a job.

He is relegated to a marginal position in society. He may continue

in marginal positions throughout his life.
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Although it would be convenient if we could identify

different aspects of the enriched educational program and

the special influence the guided group interaction
1

sessions, actually, each component must be recognized as

interacting with all the others. Of course, careful

analysis may permit us to make a few comparisons. For

example, if the Negro boys in the project tended to show

a large increase in positive self-concept while white

boys did not, the excellent mid-day meal might be judged

to be negligible as a contributor if,on assuming equiv-

alent food needs, both Negro and white boys had the ad-

vantage of this benefit. In this case, the rising self-

concept of the Negro boy might be attributed to other

portions of the program. Except for rare opportunities

to make such detailed studies it is necessary to regard

the Collegefields Program as a total experience for the

Collegefields boys.

B. RESEARCH INTERESTS AND METHODS OF ASSESSMENT

A major portion of the pre-program planning centered

around the questions of what the Collegefields Program

might accomplish and how the accomplishments could best be

measured. When the first of these questions was answered

1. The iv&.nteractimidedrot. process of the College-

fields Program must be clearly distinguished from contrast-
ing varieties of group work called group therapy. At the
present time the changes in boys reported in the evaluation
may be attributed only to a program which includes this
guided group interaction.

M=i1W=WaLaikri."
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the staff proceeded to select and design appropriate

instruments. Consideration was given to selection and

design of the tests and measures which could be included

in a three hour testing progran. A summary of the

assessment measures and some experiences regarding their

use follow.

ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT

The Gates Reading Survey for grades three through ten

was chosen. It provided subtests in ,Speed of reading,

reading Vocabulary, and level of Comprehension. The

anticipated wide range of reading ability among the re-

search groups made this the test of choice.

IMPROVEMENT IN MENTAL ABILITY

Although normally, it would not seem likely that in

a six-month period of additional schooling, improved

scoring on a individual test of intelligence, could be

seen. Special conditions surrounding the school life of

this delinquent group suggested that some change in mental

ability might occur. Many of these boys have distinctly

retarded verbal skills. Both the schooling portion of

the program and the Ilighly verbal guided group inter-

action sessions might be expected to expand the boys

vocabulary and their levels of comprehension. In contrast,

the Tested-control group would be expected to make no

exceptional progress during this period.

Two tests were chosen: (1) The Wechsler Intelligence

Scale for Children. The WISC was used in an abbreviated

form consisting of Vocabulary and Block Design (Simpson

and Bridges 1959). (2) The Otis Quick-scoring Mental

;ii3OGaiia:ia.AEMXMrAazx=aa5twamaa,:,,wumrle,raraaaaratsmmsqixmrz
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Ability Test. Most boys scored at below average levels

and a few of them, retarded readers, were unable to at-

tempt the test at all. In the case of these boys, it

is probably better to assume that the Otis represents

a general level of academic functioning, such as might

occur in a junior high school setting, rather than any

measure of mental ability per se. However, there were

some members of both groups who were able to score at

distinctly above average levels.

VOCATIONAL AND EDUCATIONAL ASPIRATIONS

If the Collegefields Program were to accomplish its

purpose boys should usually increase in their desire to

attend school. In addition, where their general ability

permits, there should be a reasonable upgrading in voca-

tional aspiration attendant on the increased schooling.

To assess this the Youth Opinion Survey Form C was admin-

istered. (Hallers and Miller) A second scale by the

same authors, was tried out in the early weeks of the

evaluation program. It was eliminated because the test

took nearly an hour and included an array of questions

calling for high verbal skills and inviting socially

approved responses rather than the boys' actual opinions.

ATTITUDES TOWARD TEACHERS

For many 14-and 15-year-old delinquent boys a sign of

improvement might be a change in attitude toward adults

and especially, toward teachers. A revision of the

GOUGH (1960) Adjective Check List by Darmstadt and

Zisman allowed the boys to check those adjectives which
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they felt described teachers. This task could be accom-

plished relatively quickly in the testing program since

the number of adjectives checked was optional. After a

tryout the check list was again revised to conform to the

boys'level of comprehension.

A recurrent evaluation problem is presented by these

boys. With grade-four reading ability most of 'the boys

required a very simple vocabulary. To identify favorable,

neutral, and unfavorable adjectives it was necessary to

enlist the aid of Essexfields boys, a slightly older group,

to classify the words in terms of meanings perceived by

the delinquent boys. Rallying to the task they explained,

for example, that the word "gentle" was to be classified

as unfavorable because, in the eyes of the boys, a

"gentle" teacher would be unable to mangge;thet,disoiOline

problems generated within a clasi',4so this would be an

unfavorable characteristic. The experimenters chose to

abandon this word while retaining such items as crabby,

cool, on-the-war-path, hard-headed, and friendly.

An understanding of these boys reveals how few al-

ready-prepared materials can be used in such assessment.

Most boys are interested and cooperative when materials

are appropriate but they "give up on" tasks which do not

make sense to them.

ATTITUDES-TOWARD WORK, SCHOOL, FAMILY AND OTHER:

ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS

Direct expression of opinion can often be slanted in

a socially acceptable direction. Hence, it was desirable

to include certain projective measures. The Draw-A-Person

vatnamiONWMIallalll
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Test and the Allen Sentence Completion Test were included.

The latter was especially designed by Dr. Robert Allen

after the manner of the Rotter Tests (Rotter & Rafferty

1950), to reveal delinquent norms and sample topics

particularly appropriate for these boys. For example,

the following were included:

I am

Trusting people

School for me is

I regret

The most important thing is

I got into difficulties with the law because

When I get discouraged

Most of the boys managed to finish the Allen Test. They

were occasionally given help in writing what they clearly

wanted to put on paper. The Draw-A-Person Test was

selected because of its ease of administration and the

fact that it might lend itself to several kinds of analysis

in the final project evaluation.

SELF-CONCEPT MEASURES

It was hypothesized that when boys had unduly low

or unduly high self-concepts they might be expected to

get into trouble. Therefore, a change in self-concept

might accompany a rehabilitation process.

1. The Adjective Check List on Self
1

provided a

direct measure. Here again it became necessary to construct

an "adjective and phrase" list which was appropriate for

these boys. The item "hostility" was abandoned in favor

of the vernacular, "carries a chip." The Youtz Revision

1. Copies available in the Appendix F.
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was prepared with the aid of the Essexfields boys. Again

the scoring in terms of "favorable" and "unfavorable" was

based on adolescent judgments. "Free-spending" becomes a

favorable characteristic while "Acts-like-has-no-feelings"

is unfavorable. The boys showed heightened interest:when

they met this revised list of phrases couched in their

own terms.

2. Other measures of attitudes toward self could be

derived from the Draw-A-Person Test; namely, the dominance

of male or female in figure drawings, and a measure of

Power as revealed by combined clinical signs from the

drawings.

3. Finally .the Allen Incomp;ete Sentence Test could

be scored to provide a measure of positive or negative

self-reference. The "objective" scoring of this pro-

jective test will be described later.

4. In addition, many of the boys, on arriving at

Collegefields, were given the Self-Concept (Engle 1959)

Questionnaire. Certain of the Collegefields graduates

also took this questionnaire at the end of their stay.

This material contributes to the case history resources

for the graduates. However, since the Engle Question-

naire was not given to the Tested-control boys, it does

not contribute to case study or to the group comparisons...

If the Collegefields'Rehabilitation Program were to

be effective, it was hypothesized that boys who had

relatively low self-concepts would increase in positive

self-regard. Negro boys, it was assumed, often internalize

their disadvantaged status and become self-rejectin3.
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Delinquency has sometimes been seen as an effort on the

part of the boys to counteract this low-status caused-

self-rejection (Cohen 1955, Kvarceus 1965). Any analysis

of the data, however, would have to include the possibility

that some boys (possibly as a measure of defense) appear

arrogant and self-confident so that instead of showing a

low self-concept they might have an unrealistically in-

flated self-concept. It would be hoped that as this

type of boy developed insight into his own problems his

self-concept would move lower, toward realistic, moderate

levels. This potential of two directions of effective

change poses special problems for statistical analysis

which will be discussed later when the results are

interpreted.

OTHER CHANGES IN ATTITUDE

In an effort to find more materials in which social

desirability was not easily identified by the boys, two

more tests were added to the series. The Story Comple-

tion Test (Barndt- Johnson: 1955) is a measure which had

been used with delinquents. Its advantage lay in the

indirect form of analysis: (1) total elapsed time in

the boy's story, (2) theme of story, and (3) total number

of words used in the story. More interpretation is

potential through this test than can presently be in-

cluded in this report.

DECEPTIVE TENDENCIES

The Machiavelli Test was developed to identify adult

persons who have a basic trait of manipulating others and

actively managing the environment in self-benefiting ways.
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(Christie 1958) The author regards it as a fundamental

personality trait not readily changeable. However, the

content itself suggests that some weight is given to

aspects of deception and concealment which has been

identified as a prime trait of delinquents. In this study

it is hypothesized that the boys will come to accept the

good intentions of others. Particularly through guided

group interaction, they will learn to communicate freely

and be able to reveal how they really think without dif-

ficulty. This openness which is a goal of the group

sessions is contrary to the concealment and deception

items of the MACH Test.

A short adaptation of the Mach. Scale Was prepared for

use with delinquent boys. Because it had to be prepared

hastily prior validation was not possible. However, it

can be understood by the boys. It commanded their interest

and thoughtful attention when individually administered.

In several instances an item is so phrased that it is dif-

ficult for the boys to decide which is the socially

desirable answer. Although not a well-developed test in

total score, this adaptation of the Mach allows suitable

experimental vs. control group comparisons for individual

statements of attitude.

PARENT ATTITUDES AND FAMILY INFLUENCE

The relationship between family adequacy and child

delinquency has been extensively studied. (Glueck and

Glueck, 1950, Andrey 1960, Kvarceus 1966). Problems as-

sociated with family relationships normally form a core of
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the case study information. To gain this kind of informa-

tion a number of measures were added; (1) the PARI-Parent

Attitude Scale, (2) Adjective Peck List-Parent about

toy, (3) Educational-Vocational Opinion Survey-Parent

Form, and finallt;- (4) the interview of parent-with social

worker. After this interview the Glueck Family Evaluation

with separate ratings for Supervision, Discipline, and

Family Cohesiveness were recorded. The Geismar-Ayres

Family Evaluation was also made.

At the completion of six months in the project the

parents of boys in the Collegefields group and the

Tested-controls again completed; (1) the Adjective

Check List on the boy, (2) the Educational and Vocational

Opinion Survey Parent Form, and (3) an informal interview

in ,regard to the boy's current behavior and interests,

and his school and home experiences during the prior

half year.

Some perennial problems marked the collection of this

data:

1. In spite of the fact that research volunteers

helped the mother complete the PARI many of the items

were beyond the comprehtmsion of some mothers.

2. Since the testing occurred within a week of 'the

Juvenile Court hearing, the mothers were usually pro-

tecting their boy by giving him an unbelievably "good

character." Occasionally though, a mother was so angry she

had almost nothing good to say about her boy. These may

have been revealing features for the case history but the

comments were difficult to interpret as research data.

Aft=166LIOVIrsmaar......mormt.
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Did the mother feel the judge would not send her boy "away"

if she said many good things about him? If she gave a

more candid reaction six months later, would that mean

that she was less favorable toward the boy than at .the

pretest?

3. Sometimes a sister, a foreign grandmother, a

newly acquired foster-parent or a reluctant grandfather

appeared with the boy. Sometimes no one came. How to

combine such testimony with that of the majority of

mothers was not Immediately apparent. Of this material the

most consistently reported was the Glueck Family Adequacy

Rating. As shown later this was used as a measure of

comparability between the groups.

Finally as has already been noted, Collegefields was

set up as a boys' program. Major influence was directed

toward the adolescent boy. If change came about in the

family it-was assumed that, at .this age, the boy would

have a share in producing the change. Although a great

deal of information about the boys' families became avail-

able the staff di.d not try to."reach" the parents as a way

to rehabilitate the boy. Under pressure from parents the

:boy can bectitheiixOst .uncooperative; However; ias.t he.;prbgram

-progressed, patertita iterkoften helpful .

FOLLOW-UP INTERVIEWS AND QUESTIONNAIRES

In addition to the cniestionnaire administered to the

parent at the retest interview three other questionnaires1

1. Cdpies of these instruments are' Appendix F._
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were used, (1) Boys who were unable to adjust to the

Collegefields Program were prematurely released. Some of

these boys were sentenced to the State Home for Boys at

Jamesburg. Two months after their release they were

visited and interviewed regarding their life at the State

Home and their comments about their experience at College-

fields. (2) A. questionnaire was prepared to serve as a

guide to alert school staff members to the needs of Tested

control boys at the time of their Educational Adjustment

Check. (3) The parents of the group members received

a brief Status-Check Questionnaire when the boy reached

16-years-six-months. This inquiry was sent out from the

Court.

C. THE TESTING PROGRAM

The Collegefields testing program was first conducted

at Youth House, but was later moved to Family Service

Bureau in Newark where the atmosphere was less threaterft

ing to the boy. Both experimental and test-control groups

were tested together on an assigned day in the week follow-

ing their court hearing. The number of boys in a given

test group varied from one to six. At the initial test-

ing session, they were told that they would be given a

series of tests which were to be used by the researchers

in an attempt to find ways to help boys who had been "in

trouble.'" They were also told that they Mould be recalled

in six months for another series of tests, butthey were

reassured that this was routine and not another court

hearing.

As indicated earlier Essexfields boys played an

rt, -
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important role in the Collegefields Program. In the area

of research two boys from the Essexfields Program were

trained as assistants for the test sessions. The juveniles

applied themselves more seriously to these tasks when the

instructions were relayed by slightly older boys rather

than by an adult in authority. The Essexfields boys

could direct-them in their own terms of reference and

language, with an attitude that suggested they would

tolerate no transgressionsior attempts at "conning.-

The testing was started with the "Allen Sentence

Completion Test,"a test of 40 sentences which the boys

were told to complete in a way that would show how they

felt. They were assured that there were no right or

wrong answers. They were also told that if they had dif-

ficulties with reading the questions they were permitted

to ask for help. In the case of very pool. readers, it

was sometimes necessary to read the sentence to the boy

and then help him with the spelling for the completion of

the sentence. Since the boys worked at different rates

of speed on the Allen Test those who finished ahead were

permitted to go on to one of the adjective check lists,

"The Darmstadt Check List - Teachers" or "The Adjective

Check List - Self." When all the boys had finished the

1. The successful employment of the Essexfields boys as
consultants in constructing some of 'the instrumentation
and as administrators of tests not requiring competent
professional administratie skills suggests just two more
of the multitude of possible new careers for the poor in
sub-professional "human services" roles as advocated, by
Reissman. The use of the Essexfields boys in starting
the program has been pointed out earlier in this report.

-r-
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Allen Test they were ready for the timed tests. The

Gates Reading Survey (four minute test) was administered

to all at the same time, then the boys finished the-other

two sections of the Gates at their own pace. They re-

ceived no assistance on the Gates Test. Boys who finished

ahead of the others were permitted to do the "Draw-A-

Person" test and "The Youth Opinion Survey." In between,

at some convenient point, the boys stopped for refresh-

ments; cokes and cookies were available. The "Otis

Mental Ability Test" (half-hour timed test) was then

administered to all the boys at the same time.

While the Essexfields boys guided the completion of

the group tests, the research supervisor and assistants

took one boy at a time to a private office to administer

three individual tests.

1. "The Mach Test" consisted of a series of statements

that were read to the boy. He was instructed to indicate

on a specially designed pointing device how he felt about

the statement; whether he "strongly agreed" or "slightly

agreed," was "neutral" or "strongly disagreed" or"slightly

disagreed," with the statement. Again each boy was as-

sured that the researchers were interested in how he felt

and that there were no right or wrong answers.

2, The short form of the "WISC" consisted of the

block design test, the WISC vocabulary.

3. The "Barndt-Johnson Time Orientation Story" was

then administered. A story was begun and the boy was asked

to complete the story in any way he wished. After that he

returned to the group to complete any unfinished tests.

, XV,
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After his folder was checked to make certain that every

test was complete he was permitted to leave with a re-

minder that we would see him again in six months.

When the boy was notified by the court to repot't for

testing it was made clear that his mother or a respOnsible

adult was to accompany him. While the boys were being

tested the "parent" was interviewed by the social workers

at the Family Service Bureau. The adults also completed

questionnaires and test forms, "Adjective Check List

Parent on Boy," a "Youth Opinion Survey - Parent Form,"

and an "Inventory of Attitudes on Family Life and

Children."

Sift months later when the boys came for the retest

series-, the same procedure was followed. The same tests

were administered except when an alternate form was

available.

Since some of the boys, in the six month, interval, had

gotten into trouble again and had been sent away -to resi-

dential custody centers, tests were administered to those

boys at the State Home for Boys in Jamesburg, at Highfields

and at Annandale. The testing procedure was -kept as

similar as possible to the regular testing situation.

In addition, the Collegefields boys in custody were given

a special interview and questionnaire that revealed their

feeling about Collegefields and their present status.
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RESULTS OF THE COLLEGEFIELDS STUDY

Informal results of the Collegefields Rehabilitation

Program have been reported in the description of the boys'

reactions, staff comments, and the observation of changed

attitudes of the boys after their experience at College-

fields. There remain some critical questions to be

answered through .an examination of the objective data

provided by the court histories of the boys and the test

retest information. Informally observed progress by the

boys in the Collegefields Program leaves unanswered the

question of whether comparable boys in the community would

make similar progress during this maturing period of

early adolescence. An even more critical issue is ap-

proached when we ask how many of the boys assigned to the

Collegefields group actually graduated from this program.

Candidly is it possible that the graduates of the program

profited greatly by their experiences but those who

were -%insucnessful in the program were actually harmed by

the experience? An examination of the results of the

study will provide partial answers to these and many

other questions regarding the Collegefields Program for''

juvenile delinquents. Answers to these and other ques-

tions depend on the degree to which the Collegefields

experimental group and the control groups are reasonably

comparable.

A. TO WHAT EXTENT ARE THE THREE RESEARCH GROUPS COMPARABLE?

BACKGROUND INFORMATION COMPARED

Asummary of the background information, essentially
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personal and family data, is presented in Table II.

It can be seen from this table that the three groups

are essentially comparable in size. The groups are also

very similar with 57 in Collegefields (Group I) 56 in the

Tested-control group and 54 in the Non-tested group.

2. The social status index shows reasonable comparability

also. In view of the relatively large standard deviations

for each group:the slight difference in favor of the

Collegefields group is insignificant. The social status

index was determined by the Hollingshead two factor method

(108)1, The higher the score the lower is the level of

of social-status. All groups showed a range of social

status from 6 to 15.

3, The three groups are much less similar in Prior

Court History._ As can be seen in' Table II attain figUre -1,

78 percent of the Collegefields group have been known t46-:

the court previously and have committed one or more prib:

offenses. In contrast, the 71 percent of the Tested-

controls had Prior Court Histories, while only 52 percent

of the Non-tested controls had court histories. The

1. The social status index for the family is based on
the occupation of the breadwinner and his education.
Occupation is rated according to a classification of oc-
cupations in which high professional work is rated 1 and
unskilled labor 6. Educational level is given a similar
range of ratings with college graduate work receiving a
rating of 1 and less than seven years of school receive
a 6. The obtained rating on occupation is multiplied
by a weight of 7 and the educational rating by a weight of
4 to get the final index.

wmarczex
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PERSONAL AND FAMILY INFORMATION

COMPARABILITY OF GROUPS IN THE STUDY
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Variable

Age in months
Mean
S.D.

Collegefields Tested Control Non-tested
Group I Group II control Group
N=57 N=56 III N=54

180.5
6.6

Social Status Index
Mean 67.2

11.3S.D.

180.1
7.0

68.8
10.2

182.6
6.5

70.5
9.8

Prior Court History

% with court history 78.2 71.0 51.9
% without court histody 21.8 29.0 48.1

Race

% White
% Non-White

36.4 25.0 11.8
63.6 75.0 88.2

Family Status

% from Intact Family 40.0 42.9 35.3
% from broken home 60.0 57.1 64.7

Glueck Family Rafting

(Total) 10.2 10.9 (No interview)
Median



Figure 1
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statistical analysis shows that the differences here

between Collegefields and the Tested-control group are tot

significant. However, using a Chi-square test the dif-

ferences between both of these groups and the Non-tested

control group reached statistical significance (P 4: .05).

This amount of difference cannot be disregarded. From a

research point of view it is fairly serious since it

has been found repeatedly that boys who have a previous

court history are more likely to commit further offenses

than a group of boys who have not had a Prior Court History.

This means that the Collegefields boys represent a more

seriously delinquent sampling of the boy population than

the Non-tested control group. They are slightly more

delinquent-prone than the Tested-control group.Thus, if

the Collegefields group should show evidence of benefit

from the Collegefields Program superior to the gains of

the control groups, these comparisons would be of special

significance.

.4,. When the three groups are compared it can be seen

that the Collegefields boys has a lower percentage of

Negro boys than the other two groups. These differences,

however, are not statistically significant.

5; According to the information available the three

groups are much alike in the percentage of boys having in-

tact faMilies. The classification of intact family meant

any family in which both a father and mother were present-

ly living at home. No consideration was given to whether

the parents were their own parents or foster parents.

.00ttoMo.V.1040VMWMROMMV,"..IMPAM. Vbrgittctt
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Finally, a comparison of the Glueck Family. Rating

showed that the Collegefields and the Tested-control oloys

were very similar in level'of family adeqUacy. Within

each group there-was, of course, a wide variation. In

view of the extensive research on the influence of the

family on boys' delinquency proneness the question arises

whether the Graduate, those who were best able to make

use of the Collegefields opportunity, were those from

the more adequate homes.
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THE COMPARABLE SUB-GROUPS: RESULTS FOR THE GLUECK FAMILY

EVALUATION

In Table III we have the sub-groups compared with

regards to the Glueck Family Evaluation. It is necessary

to describe the sub-groups which are the basis for our

comparisons in this table and in many other phases of

the research report. Comparison data are presented in

three groupings for Collegefields experimentals and three

for the Tested-control groups. First, the total number

in the Collegefields group, second, the Graduates of

Collegefields, and third, the Non- graduates.) The Non-

graduates consist of two groupings, (1) the 17 boys who at

the time of project closing December 1, 1966, were in penal

custody at one of several correctional institutions,

(2) seven additional boys who were judged to be too

maladjusted to succeed in the program but who had not

actually committed an additional offense as yet. Special

arrangements were made for them to continue in the com-

munity although they did not graduate from the College-

fields Program. Actually many of the non-graduates

1. A detailed study was made to determine whether the
group of unadjusted boys should be classified among the
graduates, since they were not actually in penal custody,
or whether they represented a group most like the non-
graduates of Collegefields who have been placed in penal
custody. Five of the seven had a prior court history.
The family adequacy was close to that of the Boys in
Custody. On many measures they more nearly resembled
The Custody group, so had they been circulating freely
in the community they most probably would have been ,

picked up for further offenses.
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GLUECK FAMILY EVALUATION

SUB-GROUPS COMPARED

Group Rating
6-8

Percent of

Rating
9-11

qmaal

Rating
12-15*

Collesefields

Group I Total 13 67 20
N=55

Graduates
N=31 13 77 10

Non-graduates
N=24 12 54 33

Tested Controls

Group II Total 19 58 23
N=52

T-con Boys in Co 41-
munity N=31

16 61 22

T -con. Boys in Penal 24 52 29
Custody N=21

I)

Total Score combines separate ratings on (1) Supervision,
(2) Discipline9 (3) Cohesiveness in Family Unit.

Lowest score possible would be 3 which represents an ex-
ceptionally good home. Score 15 indicates the score for
the extremely poor home
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had experienced as much as four or five months of the

Collegefields Program. Only later did it appear that

they could not earn a "helped boy" card.

The Tested-control group contain comparable sub-

divisions. Group II in Table III contains only 52 boys

since only this number had received the Glueck Family

Evaluation. The group within the Tested-controls which

is comparable to the Collegefields Graduates is made up

of the boys who continue to live in the community and

who have not committed any additional offenses. This

group is somewhat comparable to the Collegefields gradu-

ates since they seem to be making a successful adjustment

in the community, or at least, have not yet been appre-

hended if they have been engaging in delinquent acts. The

final group represents the Tested-control Boys in Penal

Custody. These boys have committed further offenses,

have been returned to court, and have been committed to

penal custody. This group is much like the Non-graduates

group of the Collegefields Program. All of the results

of the study were tentatively analyzed using the unadjusted

boys in combination with the Graduates. Significant

differences in favor of the Collegefields Graduates

continued to be evident. Since, however, these unadjusted

boys did have special problems which prevented success in

the Collegefields Program they were finally classed with

the Non-graduates. Some of these boys are receiving

special treatment in the community. Their participation

in the Collegefields Program has lead to an identification

of their special problems for which they needed'a different

kind of treatment.
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Returning now to Table III the percent of low, medium,

and high ratings are indicated for totals and sub-groups.

Actually an exceptionally good home would be rated 3 ac-

cording to the evaluation method. The most inadequate

home would receive a rating of 15. In Table III it can be

seen that ratings vary from 6 to 15. An examination of

the distribution of these scores reaffirms the comparabil-

ity of the Collegefields and Tested-control totals.

There is a smaller percentage of boys from the most in-

adequate homes among the Collegefields Graduates and the

largest poportion from poor homes among the Non-graduates.

It could be interpreted that a more adequate home aids a

boy to gain the benefits of Collegefields Program. In

fact, it should be noted that the three boys with the

most severely disruptive homes from the Collegefields

group were unable to succeed in the Collegefields Program.

The larger percent of boys from better homes in Penal

Custody from the Tested-controls suggests that a better

home alone is not adequate to keep the boys out of trouble.

Even boys from more adequate homes profit from the

rehabilitation opportunity.

However, four boys with a home classification of 12,

which signifies an inadequate home, did graduate from

Collegefields. While some variations are present the

sub-groups are generally similar with the Collegefields

Graduates most resembling the T-con Boys in Community and

the Non-graduates most resembling the T-con Boys in

Penal Custody.

11 7 rr.",-,,
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INITIAL COMPARABILITY OF GROUPS ON SELECTED TESTS

Further evidence of equivalence of the Collegefields
group and Tested-control group is evident from the se-

lected comparisons in Table IV. Especially similar are

the-predicted WISC I.Q., Gates Reading Comprehension,

the Otis Test of Mental Ability and the total score on

the Adapted MACH scale. The differences in expected

years of additional schooling seen on .the Youth Opinion

Survey show that the Collegefields group is 'more disen-

chanted with school than the.Tested-controls who, on the

average, anticipate a schooling which will take them to
the end of Senior High School.

Other Pretest comparisons will be shown_in later

sections when the results are discussed.

In summary it is apparent that in most measures there
is reasonable initial equivalence between the College"

fields group and the Test- controls. When slight difteri.

ences are found they are in the direction of:advantage

to the Tested-controls.

B. ARE THE COLLEGEFIELDS BOYS LESS LIKELY TO COMMIT

FURTHER OFFENSES THAN THE BOYS OF THE CONTROL GROUPS

Recidivism data are complicated to interpret in terms
of boys'lives. It is possible to imagine a Rehabilita-

tion Program which would not immediately prove itself
effective but which over a long period of years would
show power to rehabilitate delinquents. This means that
-shhrt- term evaluation should be supplemented with later

follow-up. Even more complicating is the fact that

4
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INITIAL COMPARABILITY OF TESTED GROUPS

SELECTED MEASURES

ImmisMNIMINEr. AINIMMI1==1141110=1

Variable

WISC Predicted 1.2,
Pretest Mean

S.D.

1111111111

Collegefields Tested-Contols
(Group I) (Group II)
N=55 N=56

89.2
6.0

attA2111Mikag2020112.nsi°n
Pretest Mean 4.2

S.D. 1.4
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89.2
10.3

4.2
1.5

Otis Test of Mental Ability
Pretest Mean I. Q. 79.7 79.2

S.D. 12.7 12.2

Youth Opinion Survey

Additional years of
schooling expected

Pretest Mean 3.5 4.1
S.D. 2.3 2.0

Machiavelli Scale

(Modified)- Total Score

Pretest Mean* 31.0 31.3
S.D. 4.4 5.4

* For this test, Group I N=39, Group II N=38.
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boys can be placed in protective custody after juvenile

offenses and be so confined and controlled that over

quite some period of time they would show no additional

offenses. The number of further court offenses then

becomes, in part, a matter of opportunity as well as

proness to delinquent behavior.

The immediate question, how many boys from each

group are in Penal Custody at the close of the project,

calls for the careful interpretation previously presented.

When a boy in the Collegefields group got into trouble

he was immediately called to account. How many of the

boys of the Control Groups committed similar offenses

without court knowledge is only to be surmised. In

addition, boys entered the program as late as June 1966,

and, therefore, have very different lengths of time in

the project.

BOYS IN CUSTODY FROM STUDY GROUPS

Figure 2 shows the percent of the total groups who

are in Penal Custody according to months since alloca

tion to the Collegefields Evaluation Project. Although

no consistent differences can be seen in the early

months by the time the Collegefields boys have had ap-

preciable experience in the program new offenses are

very rare. In contrast the two control groups are still

showing further offences.

WOVVICJIONI. opa......caruCeoe1.615111.1,14
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At the termination of the Study, December 1, 1966

Collegefields Tested conttols Non-tested
controls

Boys remaining ,-

in study (not 55 54 52
pawed away)

Percent in
Penal custody 34 44 40

The comparisons in Figure 2 are distinctly more im-

pressive when it is recalled that the Collegefields

group contains a higher proportion of boys with prior

court histories.

TENDENCY OF BOYS WITH PRIOR COURT HISTORIES TO COMMIT

FURTHER OFFENSES

Since the groups differ in the number of boys with

prior court history,' it would be revealing to examine

just those who had a previous court record from each

group. By seeing how many of these boys committed still

further offenses serious enough to lead to their place-

ment in penal custody, we could partially control the

initial differences between the Collegefields group and

the Control groups.

1. This means a court record before the juvenile offense
which lead to their placement in the Collegefields
Evaluation Study.

178
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The group comparisons of the boys with and without

jrior court histories are given in Figure 3. It is clear

that a higher percentage of boys with prior court his-

tories are committed to penal custody than boys without

prior court history. But when the three groups are

compared, a smaller proportion of boys with College-

fields experience is seen to be involved in further of-

fenses. When those without prior court record are

compared the Collegefields and Tested-control each show

just two boys with furthei Uenses while the Non-

tested controls show nine boys committed to custody from

those without prior court record.

It is clear from a short-term analysis that the

Collegefields boys tend to commit fewer' new offense's than

the boys of the Control groups.
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C. DO THE COLLEGEFIELDS BOYS SHOW IMPROVEMENT IN SCHOOL

SUBJECT SKILLS AND MENTAL ABILITY?

As a group the boys of this study show the retarda-

tions in school subject skills which are often mentioned

as a primary influence in leading boys into a truancy-

delinquency sequence. Depending on the reading skill

measured the boys at age 15 read below the fifth grade.

This group figure conceals the fact that a number of the

boys were practically non-read4rs and a few were reading

up to grade.

OATES READING SURVEY RESULTS

Table V summarizes the initial abilities in Speed,

Vocabulary and Comprehension as shown by the Gates Read-

ing Survey for the Collegefields boys and the Tested-

controls. The scores for the total groups are reasonably

similar on initial test with both groups bboiling higher

levels of grade performance on Reading Speed than on

Vocabulary and revealing a comparative handicap on Read-

ing Comprehension. When the sub-groups, Collegefields

Graddates and Non-graduates, Tested,-control Boys in Com-

munity and T-con Boys in:Tenal Custody, are compared

some initial differences appear. Boys who are to become

Coliegefields "helped" boys and T-con boys who are func-

tionig better in the community show a slight initial

advantage in reading skill. T:hese differences, however,

gre not significant.

IMPROVEMENT IN READING COMPREHENSION

The posttest results show that improvement In reading

is evident for all groups except-the T-can Boys in the
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Table V

Variable

S'Ale

GATES READING SURVEY

Group Comparisons - Pretest and'Posttest

Colle efields

1.82

Tested-Controls
Gra ates Non Totai T-con T-con Total

Graduates Community Custody

Speed of
Reading
Pretests
(GreScore)

Mn
SD
N

Posttest

5.76
1.94

31

4.84
1.62
24

5.36
1.85

55

5.78
2.16

31

5.10
1.98
23

5.40
1.39

54

Mn 6.04 5.30 5.73 5.39 5.41 5.40
SD 2.11 1.79 2.00 2000 2.29 2.11
N 31 24 55 31 23 54

Reading Vo-
cabulary

Pretest

Mn 4.92 4.25 4064 4.71 4.57: 4.65
SD 1.40 1.41 1.43 1.23 1.60 1.39
N 31 24 55 31 23 54

Posttest

Mn 5.40 4.62 5.07 4.46 4.91 4.66
'SD 1.14 1.25 1.24 1.67 1.49 1.60
N 31 24 55 31 23 54

Reading Com-
prehension

Pretest

Mn 4.50 3.93 4.25 4.21 4.13 4.17
SD 1.47 1.40 1.45 1.45 1.58 1.49
N 31 24 55 31 23 54

Posttest

Mn 5.18 4.73 4.99 4.15 5.02 4053
SD 1.58 1.78 1.67 .1.71 1.96 1.85
N 31 24 55 31 23 54
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Community whom we saw earlier through the Educational Ad-

justment Check to have special skill in avoiding attendance

at school. All of the groups who were compelled to attend

school made progress. Figure 4 shows in graphic form the

improvement in Reading Comprehension which the various

groups made. Irkprior years of schooling these boys have

progressed about one-half grade each year. The College-

fields graduates have now made significant improvement.

(P .01 level) in both vocabulary and comprehension as

WAS hypothesized for the demonstration study. A somewhat

surprising finding is that the Tested-control Boys in

Penal Cu3tody showed an improvement in all reading scores

with Comprehension again showing significant gains

(P ...01 level.)1

Confirmation of these results is evident from the

data in Table VI. An analysis is presented here of the

change scores (Post-Pretest) for the various groups in

Reading Comprehension. Although in prior years these

boys had averaged a half a grade a year, the Tested-

control group, now at age 15, gains only 0.26 grade score

in the period of six months. The total Collegefields

group advanced amore satisfactory six months in reading

grade during the test-retest period. Projected, this

gain would produce more than a full grade improvement in

a single year.

1. The improvement in Reading for this group must be
interpreted with caution since retrogression in some
critical attitudes will be shown to occur. In contras
the improvement in the Collegefields Graduates is a
accompanied by positive attitude changes.
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Table VI

GATES READING SURVEY--COMPREHENSION

Comparison of Sub-groups

185

Mean (.1 ange Scores
Posttest-Pretest
Grade Scores

S.D. N Diffs
Ml -M2

t value

Collegefields 0.66 0.92 52
Total Group I

0.40 1.870
T-con Total Group II 0.26 1.22 47

Collegefields 0.70 0.74 30
Graduates

0092 3,630**
T-con Boys in -0.22 1.13 25
Community

Collegefields Non-
graduates

0.62 1.14 22

-0.19
T-con Boys in Penal 0.81 1.11 22
Custody

Collegefields 0.70 0.74 30
Graduates

0.08 0.302
Collegefields Non-
graduates

0.62 1.14 22

T-con Boys in -0.22 1.13 25
Community

-1.03 -3.159**
T-con B ,ys in 0.81 1.11 25
Penal Custody

** Significant P<O1 level.
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When the groups are compared the Collegefields Grad-

uates show significant gains over the Tested-control Boys

in the Community (P4t7.01 level). The latter, those who

have not been apprehended for further offenses and seem

to be the "successful" boys of the T-con group, actually

scored lower on the retest and hence have made no progress

in reading during the six-month period. It is the T-con

Boys in Penal Custody who have 'made significant (P<.01

level) gains over their compatriots in the T-con group

on this measure of Gates Reading Comprehension.

IMPROVEMENT IN READING SPEED AND READING VOCABULARY

On the Gates Reading Survey Speed Test, the College-

fields Graduates again show the greatest gains among the

groups compared (Table VII). They show 'si gnificant im-

provement when compared with the T-con Boys in Community

who have actually retrogressed. The relationships be-

tween the groups are similar to those seen for the Com-

prehension Test except that the T-con Boys in Penal Custody

have not made such distinctive gains.

The Gates Reading Vocabulary test has special im-

plications for the entire Collegefields concept and, the

guided group interaction feature of the project. An in-

crease in Vocabulary could accompany participation in the

program. Because many of the Non-graduates attended

Collegefields for several months, gains in Vocabulary

could be expected among the Non-graduates as well as

Graduates. This is the distinctive finding shown on

Table VIII. The Collegefields Graduates outstrip the



Table VII 1.87

GATES READING SURVEY--SPEED

Comparison of Sub-groups

Mean Change Scores
Posttest-Pretest S.D. N Diffs t value

Grade Scores Ml -M2

Col_tgefields 0.25 1.00 53
Total Group I

0.38 1.554
T-con Total Group II -0.13 1.38 50

Collegefields 0.28 1,20 31
Graduates

0.68 1.955*
T-con Boys In -0.40 1.45 28
Community

Collegefields Non-
graduates

0.20 0.96 22

0.0 0.286
T-con Boys in Penal 0.20 1625 22
Custody

Collegefields 0.28 1.20 31
Graduates

0.08 0.236
Collegefields Non-
graduates

0.20 0.96 22

T-con Boys in -0.40 1.45 28
Community

-0.60 -1.533
T-con Boys in Penal 0.20 1.25 22
Cuszody

* Significant P t .05 (one-tailed test)



Table VIII

GATES READING SURVEY-- VOCABULARY

Comparison of Sub-groups
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Mean Change Scores
Posttest-Pretest
Grade Scores

S.D. N

Collegefields 0.40 0.99 52
Total Group I

T-con Total Group II -0.02 0.96 50

Collegefields 0.48 1.02 31
Graduates

T-con Boys in -0.22 1.10 28
Community

Collegefields Non-
graduates

0.28 0.97 21

T-con Boys in Penal 0.23 0.70 22
Custody

Collegefields 0.48 1,02 31
Graduates

Collegefields Non-
graduate s 0.28 0.97 21

T-con Boys in -0.22 1.10 28
Community

T-con Boys in Penal 0.23 0.70 22
Custody

* Significant P 4105 level

Diffe

141'142

t value

0.42 2.153

0.69 2.518*

0.05

0.20 0.712

-0.45 -1,647

rt



retrogressing T-con Boys in the dommunity (P.01).

Now even the Collegefields. Non-graduates show greater

gains then are shown by the T-con Boys in Penal Custody.

The combination of outstanding gains by both Collegefields

groups results in a significant (P4.01 level) improvement

in Vocabulary for the total Collegefields group over the

total Tested-control group.

EVIDENCE OF IMPROVEMENT IN WECHSLER INTELLIGENCE SCALE FOR

CHILDREN

Because of limited testing time, only a short form

of the WISC was given. Vocabulary and Block Design

scale scores were combined and from this score predicted

I.Q. was read from the _Simpson and Bridges normative

charts. Summarizipg the data provided in Tables IX and

X it is evident that:

the total groups are initially well matched
although the larger standard deviAtion of the
Collegefields group is w4.tness to the observed
presence of a few very bright boys and a few
very retarded ones in the experimental group.

the Collegefields Graduates show greater gains
it I.Q. than the-other three sub-groups, al-
tbough the gains in no instance reach statist4,-
cal significance.

in the short period of six months all groups
improved slightly--possibly a practice effebt.

on analysis of the gaiot in the sub-tests,
Block Design and Vocabulary, it appears that
the Collegefields Graduates showed the greatest
gain in Vocabulary and the Non-graduates
showed the greatest gain in Block Design
(Table XI).

7,.'d.1151Lz
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Table IX

WECHSLER INTELLIGENCE SCALE FOR CHILDREN

SHORT FORM-PREDICTED I.Q.

COMPARISON OF SUB-GROUPS - PRETEST AND POSTTEST

College fields Tested-Controls

Variable Graduates Non-Graduates Boys in Penal Custody
Community

Total Group
Pretest

Mean
S.D.
N

89.2
16.0

55

89.2
10.3

54

Posttest

Mean 93.5 91.2
S.D. 11.2 11.9
N 55 54

Sub-Groups
Pretest

Mean
S.D.
N

Posttest

Mean
S.D.
N

89.0 89.5 89.3 89.2
19.4 10.6 10.0 10.9

31 24 31 23

94.7 92.0 91.8 92.0
11.0 11.4 11.5 12.6

31 24 31 23
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Table X
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WECHSLER INTELLIGENCE SCALE FOR CHILDREN

Comparison of Sub-groups

Predicted I.

191

Mean Change Scores S.D N Diffs t value
Posttest-Pretest Ni-M2

Collegefields
Total Group I

T-con Total Group II

Collegefields
Uraduates

T-con Boys in
Community

Collegefields Non-
graduates

T-con Boys in Penal
Custody

Collegefields
Graduates

Collegefields Non-
graduates

T-con Boys in
Community

T-con Boys in Penal
Custody

4.67

2.55

6033

2.30

2.58

2.87

6.33

2.58

2.30

2.87

13.06 54

2.12
7.14 53

16049 30

7010 30

6.48 24

7.34 23

16.49 30

6,48 24

7.10 30

7034 23

1.039

4.03 1.230

-0.29

3.75 1.049

-0.57 -0.286

1
The Block Design Test and Vocabulary were combined to provide a
single score. Using norms provided by Simpson and Bridges
(1959) the predicted. I.Q. was obtained.



Table XI

Variable
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WECHSLER INTELLIGENCE SCALE FOR CHILDREN

Vocabulary - Block Design

Comparison of Sub-Groups Pretest-Posttest

CollIgefields Tested-Controls
. Gra uates Non

Graduates Community Penal Custody

Vocabulary

=sammar........mi

Pretest

Mn 8.36 7.62 8.04 7.48 8.00 7.70
SD 2.37 1.79 2.15 2.20 3.06 2.59
N 31 24 55 31 23 54

Posttest

Mn 9.03 7.42 8.32 7.83 7.65 7.76
SD 2.33 1.77 2.23 2.46 1.72 2,16
N 30 24 54 30 23 53

Block Design
Pretest

Mn 8.10 7.83 7.98 7.97 7.91 7094
SD 3.19 3.37 3.24 2.09 2.63 2.31
N 31 24 55 31 23 54

Posttest

Mn 8053 9.12 8.80 8.57 8.83 8.68
SD 2.76 3.06 2.88 2,82 3.77 3.24
N 30 24 54 30 23 53
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Individually administered, this test serves as a

reasonable measure of mental ability. The I.Q. determina-

tion is clearly higher than that attained on:the Otis

Test of Mental Ability which will be discussed next.

IMPROVEMENT IN THE OTIS TEST OF MENTAL ABILITY! .I.Q.

As pointed out previously this test. although widely

used for testing purposes is not a good indicator of

level of intelligence for these delinquent boys. It

requires reading skills in which many of these boys have

been shown to be deficient. It requires concentration,

suitable glasses for the fine print, and probably, an

inner self-confidence with respect to this kind of aca-

demic task. For our purposes this test represents the

boys' ability to succeed with the more demanding classroom

requirements and improvement could show growth in potential

for school learning.

In Table XII are presented the Oretest and posttest

Otis I.Q.'s for the total groups and the sub-groups.

Then in Table XIII we find the change scores similarly

analyzed and statistically significant comparisons identi-

fied. The major results may be summarized:

- The Collegefields and Tested-controls are remarkably
well matched on initial testing.

- The greatest average gain is made by the College-
fields Graduates, an average increase of more than
4 I.Q. points.

- The next largest gain is made by the Collegefields
Non-graduates.



Table XII
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OTIS TEST OF MENTAL ABILITY-- I.Q.

COMPARISON OF SUB-GROUPS PRETEST AND POSTTEST

Collegefields Tested-Controls

19

Graduates Non-Graduates

10..1111.111....10.,

Boys in
Community

Penal Custod

Total Gram
Pretest

Mean 79.7 79.2S.D. 12.7 12.2N 53 52

Posttest

Mean 83.6 79.4S.D. 15.0 13.5N 53 52

Sub-Groups
Pretest

Mean 82.1 76.3 79.6 78.7S.D. 12.0 13.2 12.8 11.5N 31 22 31 21

Posttest

Mean 86.5 79.4 79.4 79.5S.D. 16.3 12.1 14.1 13.1N 31 22 31 21



Table XIII

OTIS TEST OF MENTAL ABILITY-I.00

Comparison of Sub-groups

Mean Change Score
Posttest-Pretest

195

S.D. N Miffs t value
Ml -M2

Collegefields 3.87 7.84 53
Total Group I

3.03 2.10h*
T-con Total Group II 0.84 6.68 50

Collegefields 4039 8.11 31
Graduates

4.67 2.456*
T-con. Boys in -0,28 6 44 29
Community

Collegefields Non-
graduates

3.14 7.57 22

0.76
T-non Boys in Penal 2.38 6.85 21
Custody

Collegefields .39 8.11 31
Graduates

1.25 0.569
Collegefields Non-
graduates

3.14 7.57 22

T-con Boys in -0 C.44 29
Community

-2.66 -1.402
T-con Boys in Penal 2.38 6.85 21
Custody

* Significant P .05 level
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- The T-con Boys in Penal Custody gain only a little
more than 2 I.Q. points with the T-con Boys in thE
Community showing their usual slight regression.
This finding tends to confirm the measure as an
academic accomplishment indicator since it paral-
lels the findings on reading growth.

Two sub-group comparisons reach statistical sigilifi-

cance; first, the Collegefields Graduates' gains are

aistinctly greater than those of the T-con Boys in the

Community; and second, the increased skill shown by the

Collegefields Non-graduates produces a combined College-

fields improvement statistically superior (P 4(.05 level)

to that of the Tested-control group.

INTERPRETATION

The results provide a clear answer to the initial

question. The Collegefields boys show certain signifi-

cant gains in school subject skills and gains which sug-

gest an unleashing of intellectual potential. Some in-

triguing questions are raised. The T-con Boys in the

Community are making no apparent progress, while the

T-con Boys in Penal Custody are making some outstanding

school subject gains. An analysis of the attitude

changes in the Collegefields groups and the Test-control

groups become crucial to an interpretation of the gains

of the Boys in Penal Custody. A second question relates

to the sporadic gains bythe Collegefields Non-graduates.

Although in some measures they gain less than the T-con

Boys in Penal Custody, they consistently gain more than

the T-con Boys in Community. To this extent, even if

they have not benefited from all that Collegefields

has to offer, there is no evidence that they



have been harmed. In academic skills, as a group, they

are clearly superior to the T-con. Boys in the Community.

With this gain in academic potential do the boys im-

prove in their attitudes toward school? This is our

next topic.

D. DO THE COLLEGEFIELDS BOYS SHOW CHANGES IN ATTITUDES

TOWARD SCHOOL AND TEACHERS?

......,..mommemmonft611010NRV.:.:r
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Three tests in the evaluation program furnished evi-

dence regarding change in rn'",rA .:7h-t7t1 and

teachers, The Darmstadt Adjective Check List on Teachers

is a direct measure of responses at initial testing and

six months later. By using selected responses on the

Allen Sentence Completion. Test, a more indirect measure

of attitudes toward school and teachers can be developed.

The former has the disadvantage of revealing to the boys

clearly what the purpose of the test is. If they are

suspicious that their responses will in some way jeopard-

ize their court standing or their chances for release

from custody or probation, they can readily slant their

responses toward a favorable attitude toward authority

figures such as teachers,

The Allen. Test provided a more indirect source of

information about attitudes. The sentence completion

items are so varied that the items showing attitude

toward school and teachers dre buried in an array of

other topics. There are opportunities for the boy to

protect himself by writing "If I had not listened

to those boys," thus shifting the blame for his delinquency

to others. Feeling protected in this way the boy can

414Yardaar-



make More candid statements about t4achers4rid can:project

basic attitudes.

Finally the Youth Opinion. Survey asks how mgny more

years does the boy expect to continue his schooling.

This is a direct question which is slightly influenced by

the legal age for leaving school. Many of the boys were

free to report that they wanted "no more" school so that

the question had a more neutral connotation than the

Adjective Check List. Boys' responses on any of these

measures may reveal attitude change, though .each calls for

suitable caution in interpretation.

A DIRECT MEASURE OF ATTITUDE TOWARD TEACHERS

The Darmstadt Test reveals that more than half of the

adjectives checked on the list are favorable to teachers

on the Pretests as well as the Posttests. Each boy's

score represents the percent of favorable adjectives

checked or the percent of unfavorable adjectives checked.

Then medians are found for each group and the inter-

group comparisons can be read from Table XIV. When the

total groups are compared no differences are seen between

the Collegefields and the Tested-control groups. There

appears to be a shift toward favorable attitudes toward

teachers by both groups.

More discriminating evidence appears when the sub-

groups are analyzed. In Figure 5 sub -group variations

appear which are quite concealed in the total group

data. In regard to favorable attitudes toward teachers:

1. The Collegefields boys are initially relatively
low (56%) but on posttest show the largest
increase (65%).
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Table XIV

DARMSTADT ADJECTIVE CHECK LIST - TEACHERS

Comparison of Groups

Variable Colle efields Total Grout Tested- Control Total Gro

Pretest,

% Favorable
Median

N

%Unfavorable
Median

N

Posttest

% Favorable
Median

N

% Unfavorable
Median

N

56.5
50

18.5
50

62.5
50

9-5
50

55.5
51

18.5
51

62.0
51

10.0
51

Sub- groups

COLLEGEFIELDS
Graduates Non - graduates.

TESTED-CONTROL
Boys in Boys in

Communit Penal Custod

Pretest

% Favorable
Median 56,00 58.00 53.50 63.50

N 19 22 30 21

% Unfavorable
Median 18.00 16.00 19.00 11.00

N 19 22 30 21

Posttest

% Favorable
Median 65.00 56.00 59.00 67.00

N 19 22 30 21

% Unfavorable
Median 6.00 13,00 13.00 7.50

N 19 22 30 21
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2. The T-con Boys in Community show a slight rise
which might be regarded as either the effect of
maturing, or personal distance fLon their traumatic
court-hearing.

3. Collegefields Non-graduates show no increase in
favorable atiLude toward teachers on this
direct measure.

4. The T-con Boys in Penal Custody record the
highest favorable attitudes toward teachers in
the study.

Interpretation here calls for caution. It may be

recalled that these two groups, Collegefields Graduates

and T-con Boys in Penal Custody, showed the greatest in-

crease in reading skills. It would be tempting to conclude

that we have a direct correlation here between effective

learning and attitude toward teachers. This, however,

does not seem to be true for the T-con Boys in Community

and the Collegefields Non-graduates. Although the former

actually retrogressed in academic skills their attitudes.

toward teachers is appreciably. increased. In contrast,

it is the Collegefields Non-graduates group which appears

to retrogress toward less favorable attitude toward

teachers.

To understand such complex relationships it is neces-

sary to examine alternate interpretations:

Boys who are going to commit a second offense soon

(T '-con Boys in Penal Custody) report a high percent of

favorable attitude toward teachers. (1) Are they

deliberately giving the "socially acceptable" response?

(2) Is the initial favorable attitude toward teachers a

selective factor, which creates a learning situation in

which academic progress can be made and which results in
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even more favorable attitude toward teachers? This

explanation is consonant with the comparative sub-group

standings. (3) Do these boys come from such unfavorable

home backgrounds that when teachers 'show personal concern

for a boy he experiences an impressive contrast and re-

sponds with warmth and effort to learn?

The Collegefields Non-graduate group is made up

largely of boys in Penal Custody. Examining'the'findings

for this group with the above alternates in mind, we note

that (1) this group had the next highest favorable

reaction to teachers on ,the initial test which could sup-

port the "social4 acceptable" theme. However, on re-

test they report .zeduced favor toward teachers. This

could reflect their experience at Collegefields with the

strong peer pressure to reveal "real feelings." (2) For

this group moderately high favor toward teachers initially

did not create outstanding gains in academic achievement,

so no support is found for a relationship to achieve-

ment. (3) Having experienced the informal atmosphere

of Collegefields this group now largely find themselves

under restrictive custody. The prior Collegefields educa-

tional experience makes the new relationship with teachers

1n the reformatory seem less favorable by contrast.

A combination of several of these factors may be

operating simultaneously and different boys may contribute

to the outcomes in different ways. Since none of the

differences are great enough to be statistically signifi-

cant it is only the consistency of the findings which

justify this amount of speculation.

tt'
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When unfavorable attitudes toward teachers are studied

it is evident that boys check many fewer unfavorable ad-

jectives than favorable ones. In general, the following

results confirm the findings for favorable attitudes:

1. The Collegefields Graduates reduce their level
of unfavorable evaluations most.

2. The T-con Boys in Penal Custody show the lowest
percent of checks unfavorable to teachers on the
pretest. Later results will show that this
finding may be the socially expedient response
rather than the true feelings of these "Custody"
boys.

3. Again the Collegefields Non-graduates show more
unfavorable responses, both pretest and post-
test; than the T-con Boys in Penal Custody.

AN INDIRECT MEASURE OF ATTITUDES TOWARD SCHOOL AND TEACHERS

When interpretation of direct attitudes toward teachers

appear complicated it is possible that light may be shed

by a study of the boys' indirect responses regarding

school and teachers. The Allen Sentence Completion Test

has six items which invite either a favorable, neutral or

unfavorable reaction to school and teachers. Rating di-

rections were syslematized
1
for positive (favorable +)

neutral (0) or negative (-) classification of these re-

sponses and an interrater reliability of r = .60 was

1. Rating instructions are included in Appendix F.
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obtained. (A wider range of scores could have aided in

-increasing the intertater reliability.) Thereafter one

of.thetEaters' rated all responses "blind" i.e., under

coded arrangements and scrambled orders so that the rater

did not know whether it was a pretest or posttest,

Tested-control or Collegefields response which was being

considered.

The results of the sub-group comparisons can be seen

in Table XV and Figure 6. The graph shows the pretest

and posttest results for each of the sub-groups separately

in terms of the percent of boys from each group who

responded with a low number of positive responses

(score 0-2) and the percent who gave many positive re-

sponses (score 3-5). By inspection it can be seen that

many boys among the Collegefields Graduates have clearly

changed to higher positive references to school and teach-

ers on the posttest. This attitude change from pretest

to posttest in amount of positive reference on the part of

the Collegefields Graduates is statistically significant.l

When the posttest scoring on positive reference to school

and teachers for Collegefields Graduates is compared, by

means of Chi-squares test, with the scoring of the other

sub-groups the differences approach significance in each
2'

Chi-square = 4.57 P4C.05 level
These Chi-square comparisons are shown on Table XV



Table XV

POSITIVE REFERENCE TO SCHOOL AND TEACHERS

ALLEN SENTENCE COMPLETION

Pretests

Colleefields Tested-Controls

Low Scores 34 28
(0-1-2)

Percent 63 55

High Scores 20 23
(3-4-5)

Percent 37 45
N 54 51

Posttests

Low Scores 25 31.

(0-1-2)
Percent 46 61.

High Scores 29 20
(3-4-5)

Percent
N.

54
54

39,
51

Pretest

Collegefields)
Graduates

Tested-Controls
Non-graduates Boys in Boys in

Community Custody

Low Scores 18 16 16 12
Percent 62 64 53 57

High Scores 11 9 14 9
Percent 38 36 47 43

N 29 25 30 21

Posttests
Low Scores 10 15 18 13

Percent 35 60 60 62

High Scores 19 10 12 8

Percent 65 40 40 38
N 29 25 30 21

1. Comparison
sub-groups

with
with
with
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of C011egefields Graduates Posttests with other

Collegefields Non-graduates - Chi square 3.576 P
T-con Boys in community - Chi square 3.420 P
T-con Boys in Penal Custody - Chi square 3.687 P

.06

.07

.06
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The initial attitudes and the changes on-the posttest

for this indirect measure of positive reference to school

and teachers contrast in critical ways with the findings

from the Darmstadt Adjective Check List, a direct measure

of favorable attitude toward teachers.

1; All groups are initially very similar in the propor-

tion of low and high scores on this indirect measure

of positive reference.

2; On posttest, instead of a gain in approval of teachers

as on the Adjective Check Test, the T-con Boys in

Penal Custody now show on the indirect Allen List

a distinctly lower number of favorable statements.

Conceivably the indirect test reveals their "real"

feelings.

3! Where Collegefields Non-graduates showed lower regard

for teachers on the Adjective Check posttest they now

on the indirect measure show a slight increase in

positive reference.

k The rise in teacher regard seen in the direct test

for the Collegefields Graduates and the T-con Boys

in Community is confirmed on the indirect (Allen)

posttest. It can be inferred that the T-con Boys

in Penal Custody were slanting their responses in

a deceptive but socially desirable direction when they

responded to the Darmstadt Adjective Check List.

Probably all groups, comparably'delinquent, were

slanting their initial responses to some degree. On

the posttest only the T-con Boys in Penal Custody were

still "conning" the researchers on the Darmstadt direct

r wso-anauxameang.s.
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test. The indirect test shows consonance on posttest

findings for the three other groups. Even the College-

fields Non-graduates are now showing consistent responses

which suggests a new integrity in responding although they

are largely a group in custody. The effect of their

experiences in Collegefields may then be revealed. They

are not like the T-con Boys in Custody.

E. DO THE COLLEGEFIELDS BOYS SHOW A. CHANGE IN THEIR INTEREST

IN SCHOOLING AND IN VOCATIONAL ORIENTATION?

In view of the increase in favorable attitude toward

teachers the Collegefields boys might be expected to show

an increase in their expectation of further school and

to show rising vocational ambition. The Youth Opinion

Survey focuses on these questions. However, most of the

boys of this study have academic achievement and mental

ability below the average of the population. If they

became ambitious and upwardly mobile, as a result of the

Collegefields experience, they might develop unrealistic

vocational goals which could produce later frustrations.

Such criticisms of rehabilitation programs have often

been made. The evidence, to be immediately presented,

shows that such a criticism is unwarranted in the case

of the Collegefields Program.

YEARS OF FURTHER SCHOOLING ANTICIPATED

The boys, in completing the Youth Opinion Survey,

pre, and posttest series, stated how many more years

of school they expected to complete. Table XVI shows the--

results for the total groups and the sub-groups. It

vie



Table XVI

ADDED YEARS OF SCHOOLING EXPECTED

YOUTH OPINION SURVEY
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Variable Collestfillds_lotal. Tested-Control Total

Added Years of
Schooling Expected

Pretest Mean 3.52 3.79
SD 2.30 2.16
N 56 51

Posttest Mean 4.09 3.33
SD 9.48 2.17
N 56 51

Collegefields Sub-groups Tested-Control Sub-groups
Graduates Non-Graduates Boys in Boys in

11(kmEMELLY22114....lials"tEsoras-.....wromilany

Pretest Mean 3.93 3.00
SD 2.57 1.84
N 30 24

Posttest Mean 4.40 3.71
SD 2.54 2.39
N 30 24

3.$4 4.13
1.86 2.53

31 20

3.06 3.70
2.02 2.36

31 20
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should be recalled that six months elapsed between the

tests so if the boys were calculating consistently, the

posttest figures for years of anticipated schooling should

be reduced by half-a-year. This explanation will account

for the reduced means of the Tested-control group. Both

the Collegefields Graduates and the Non-graduates on

posttest, show an increase of more than a half year in

anticipated schooling. Although these differences are

not statistically agnificant they are consistent.

VOCATIONAL ORIENTATION

As for vocational orientation Table XVII indicates

that both groups show a rise in the social status of

their vocational choice. Social Status rating was ob-

tained by following the directions for the occupational

factor rating in the Hollingshead (1958) two-factor

method. However, slight rise in status of vocational

choice for the total groups conceals the differences

seen in the sub-group comparisons. The Collegefields

Graduates make the greatest gains. The status gains of

the T-con Boys in Penal Custody are nearly as great as

the gains of the Collegefields Graduates, with the Non-

graduates and the T-con boys its Community showing a shift

to a lower-status job choice. Little can be inferred

from these findings if these boys are toying with fantasy

choices and are not yet able to consider seriously their

vocational future. Great differences exist within each

group even when group differences seem small. Only by

developing a method for evaluating the reality of the



Table XVII

SOCIAL STATUS OF OCCUPATION EXPECTED,

YOUTH OPINION SURVEY

Pretest and. Posttest
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Variable
(1=Professional)
(6= Unskilled ) sougefields Total Tested-Controls Total

Social Class Rating of
Occupation

Pretest Mean 3.34 3.48
SD 2.04 1.94
N 54 50

Posttest Mean 3.78 3.79
SD 1.83 1.80
N 54 50

COLLEGEFIELDS TESTED-CONTROL
Graduates Non-graduates Boys in Boys in

Community Penal Custost

Pretest Mean 2.97 3.83 3.83 3.00
SD 2.06 1.95 1.91 1,92
N 31 24 29 22

Posttest Mean 4.03 3.46 3.70 3.91
SD 1.67 2.02 1.92 1.69
N 30 24 30 22
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boys' vocational orientation can we see whether the

Collegefields experience has been effective.

REALITY OF VOCATIONAL ORIENTATION

A measure of reality of vocational orientation was

developed by using information from three of the testing

instruments, Youth Opinion Survey, Allen Sentence Com-

pletion Test, and the Otis Test of Mental Ability.1

Boys received scores ranging from a possible 5, which re-

presented a fantasy score, to 15 which identified the

highest level of reality. In Table XVIII the group com-

parisons are presented. Definitely lower scores were

obtained on initial testing by the Tested-controls. On

sub-group comparisons it is evident that the already

more reality-oriented Collegefields Graduates show a

change toward greater reality:on the posttest.

Rogers, et al (1958) pointed out that, in two inde-

pendent studies, delinquent boys who were judged to have
N
mbre self-insight had a lower recidivism rate than those

who had less "self-insight." On elaboration Rogers further

'estates that: the "self-insight" might be considered an

awareness of reality. A small confirmation of Rogers

findings exists in our results. The Boys in Penal Cus-

tody have lower pretest scores on "reality." Even among

the Collegefields Non-graduates the "reality" scoring of

the boys in custody is lower. Figure 7 shows for each

sub-group which proportion of each group scored low

1. Details of the scoring procedure is filed in Appendix F.

zrimpanurSitatsor-S...romu,snameWnWmallemelnnatics"



Table XVIII

REALITY OF VOCATIONAL ORIENTATION

YOUTH OPINION SURVEY

Variable Colle efields Total Tested-Control Total

Reality kant

Pretest Mean 10.28 8089
SD 2.41 3.27
N 55 49

Posttest Mean 10.68 9.67
SD 2.52 3.43
N 55 49

COLLEGEFIELDS TESTED CONTROL

Graduates

Pretest Mean 10.33
SD 2.40
N 30

Posttest Mean 11.43
SD 2.46
N 30

Non-graduates Boys in Boys in Pe
Community al Custodv

10.21 9.36 8,22
2.47 3.12 3,44

24 30 19

9.75 9.44 10,00
2.31 3.43 3.46

24 30 19
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(fantlasy) and which scored high (reality) for pretest

and posttest. It is not evident why the T-con boys are

so different on pretest from the Collegefields groups.

The consistency of these pretest results suggest that:it

is not a chance variation. The T-con Boys in Community

and the T-con Boys in Penal Custody are very similar. In

contrast the posttest results show that the Collegefields

Graduates are significantly different from the Non-grad-

uates (Chi-square 4.36 P 4.05). On inspection the Grad-

uates appear to be different from all other groups since

so many from this group are scoring at the "reality" level.

Could it be that most of the boys of the other groups are

only now arriving at "reality" understanding which char-

acterized the "helped" boys, as a group, on their initial

test? Although only an inference, it may be that this

measure taps resources sometimes called. "ego strength" and

self-understanding depends upon it. The Collegefields

Graduates, as a group, appear to be more advanced from the

beginning of their Collegefields experience. They then

proceed to develop this "reality-orientation" still further.

F. DO THE COLLEGEFIELDS BOYS SHOW CHANGES IN SELF-CONCEPT?

Increasing attention is being given to the importance

of a person's self-concept both, as the result of his past

experiences, and as a determiner of future behavior. It

has been emphasized that delinquent behavior can become a

norm for socially disadvantaged boys and that this conflict

with society is in, part, a protest against low social status

and a resulting internalized self-rejection. For varying
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reasons, the delinquent boys of the Collegefields Eval-

uation study Tua.y have developed relatively low self-con-

cepts. Instead of to self-abasement, this condition

might lead to overt protests of toughness, risk-taking and

"self-aggrandisement

The inference of self-rejection is based on the evidence

that low-concepts have. been, found in (a) boys from low

socio-econodic families (Cohen 1955, Kvaraceus 1966), boys

who are poor readers (peaty 19561 Negro boys (Kardiner 1951),

and (b) boys reared in father absent homes (McCord 1962).

There is also the possibility that delinquency could stem

from a self-evaluation which is so high. that the boy sees

him*elf as clearly above the. law. In a successful program

of rehabilitation some boys might increase in self-concept

while others lower, their self-evaluations.

To provide a maximally revealing study of initial self-

concepts and the patterns of change, it would be necessary

to do a content analysis of the Self-Adjective Check List

and see in detail what changes have occurred. The sub-

groups in the present study are too small to permit this

type of analysis. Although interpretation becomes less

specific, gross measures of favorable and unfavorable self-

reference are available.

CHANGES IN SELF-CONCEPT REVEALED BY THE ADJECTIVE CHECK

LIST ON SELF

As mentioned previously the Adjective Check List on

Self was revised to include phrases familiar to the boys.1

1. Specimen form of Youtz 'revision in Appendix F.
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Each boy received a score which consisted of the percent

of the total number of items he checked which were scored

as favorable, and a second score, the percent of the checks

made on unfavorable items. Table XIX and Figure 8 show

the pretest and posttest medians of the total groups and

the various sub-groups compared. It is evident that:

1. The Collegefields Graduates on pretest tend to

check more unfavorable items than any other group and the

percent of favorable items is not high compared to the

other-groups.

2. The Collegefields Graduates on posttest show a sig-

nificant change, a reduction in. percent of unfavorable

items checked. Yet the final level of unfavorable checks

is now about the same as that scored by the T-con Boys in

Community both pretest and posttest.

3. The T-cdn. Boys in Penal Custody from their direct

response appear to move in the direction of higher self-

concept which was seen in the case of the Collegefields

Graduates. As will be seen later no such change is con-

firmed by the indirect measures on the Allen. In this

test are they again "conning?" Are they creating a good

picture of themselves for "public" consumption?

4. The Collegefields Non-graduates now check a

slightly smaller percent of favorable items and a slightly

larger percent of unfavorable items. 'Their experience of

failure could reasonably produce a ldWer self-concept but

their posttests are unlike the self-inflation posttests

of the T-con Boys in Custody who alsp might be classed

as unsuccessful.
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Table XIX

ADJECTIVE CHECK LIST - SELF (YOUTZ REVISION)

Comparison of Groups

Variable Colleggields Total Group rested. Control Total Group,

Pretest

i Favorable

Median 56.5
N 55

% Unfavorable

Median 26.5
N 55

Posttest

% Favorable

Median
N

% Unfavorable

62.5.
54

23.5
54

67.5 63.0
55 54

Median 22.5 21.0
N 55 54

Pretest
% Favorable

Median
N

% Unfavorable

COLLEGEFIELDS TESTED CONTROL
Graduates Non-Graduates Boys in Boys in

Community Penal Custodx

56.0
31

60.5 64.5 56.0
24 30 23

Median 30.0 25.5 22.0
N 31 24 30

Posttest
% Favorable

Median 69.0 58.0 64.0
N 31 24 30

%Unfavorable

Median 19.0 27.0 21.0
N 31 24 30

26.5
23

63.0
23

20.0
23
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In summary, the Collegefields Graduates show an

initial self-concept that is lower than that shown by

the other groups. There is a significant increase in

self-concept by the end of the Collegefields experience.

It is possible that the Collegefields Non-graduates are

now in a state of self-rejection similar to that shown by

the Graduates on the pretest. Is it possible that the

Non-graduates are now ready to benefit from the College-

fields opportunity for rehabilitation? A final question

hinges on the validity of the direct measure of self-

concept. Are the findings above confirmed by the indirect

measures on the Allen Incomplete Sentences Test?

CHANGES IN SELF-CONCEPT REVEALED BY ALLEN SELF-REFERENCE

SCORES.

Self-reference and Negative Self-reference were

derived from the Allen Incomplete Sentences Test. Pro-

cedure was similar to that used in developing the measure

of Positive Reference to School and Teachers. An Inter-

rater correlation r = .93 was obtained and the final rating

was done by a single rater who rated the coded responses

"blind" with no knowledge of the group or the pre-posttest

status. The final scores which ranged from 0 to 9 for

this scoring method are shown in cluster groupings in

Table XX. Figure 9 shows these results in graphic form.

In this comparison there was reasonable intergroup un-

iformity on the pretests. The composite pretest scores are

designated by the solid line. Posttest results for the

sub-groups call for interpretation.



Table XX

ALLEN POSITIVE SELF-CONCEPT

Croups Compared

Low Scores Middle Scores Fiqh Scores

0 - 3 4 - 6 7 - 9

r,*

Collegefields
Total

Pretest 31 60%
Posttest 20 38%

Test Controls
Total

Pretest
Posttest

Collegefields
Graduates

Fretest
Posttest

Collegefields
Non-Graduates

Pretest
Posttest

T-con Boys in
Community

Pretest
Posttest

T-con Boys in
Custody

Pretest
Posttest

30 60%
24 48%

15 56%
8 29,0

16 64%
12 48%

20 697,

12 41%

1 0 4 8%

12 57%
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4

20 38% 1 2% 52
27 52% 5 10% 52

19 38% 1 2% 50
22 44% 4 8% 50

11 ulf:3 1 4% 27
15 56 4 15'43 27

9 0% 25
12 4% 25

8 28.:0 3% 4..

14 48% 3 10%

11 52% . 0 0% 21
8 38% 1 5% 21

ti
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In general both the Collegefields Graduates and the

T-con Boys In Community, the two "successful" groups,

show change in the direction of an increased number, of

boys showing higher amounts of positive self-reference.

According to our hypotheses in regard to. the process of

rehabilitation of delinquents, the most favorable change

in a group of delinquents would be to see a reduction in

the number who have very little to say about themselves

which is:positive and simultaneously a reduction in number

who reveal inflated: levels of self-approval. Essentially

a group rise in middle scores in self-reference would best

represent constructive rehabilitation. This group reha-

bilitation effect is clearly seen for the Collegefields

Graduates on the indirect measure in Figure. 9.

When the pretest-posttest comparisons are.made the

Collegefields Graduates show an appreciable...reduction in

percent of low scorers. In contrast the T-con Boys 'in

Custody show a significant pre-posttest increase in low

scorers. The T-con Boys in the Community seem to be show-

ing an increase in the number of boys with very high self-

reference. Could such gains predict further delinquent

offenders in this group? In spite of the favorable self-

concepts shown on the direct Adjective Check List on

Self, the T-con Boys in Penal Custody on the indirect

Allen Analysis, have the highest proportion of members in

the low self-reference grouping. A reasonable interpre-

tation is that the T-con Boys in Custody tend to have

depressed self-concepts with are only revealed when in-
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direct -.measures are -employed. According :tos:our findings,

.then, the,Collegefields 'Graduates showed a "healthy" change

in self-concept. 'The-Non-graduates showed changes -which

suggests that they are 'ready for rehabilitation. The ,T-

.con.sub-groups show .self-concept change which can be-in-

terpreted as -a vulnerability -toward iiiture delinquent

R C GES IN ATTITUDES ARE PROMOTED BY THE

COLLEGEFIELDS PROGRAM?

The basic assumption in the -guided group interaction

process is that the Collegefields norms fosteiealla-----

strong seer atmosphere will gradually be adopted by new

boys. Moreover, one who is 'unsuccessful in the program

may absorb enough of the group attitudes so that he 'will

be-materially infected even if he never reaches "helped"

boy status. The change of attitude may not be revealed

in direct --questioning because these,..boys often seek to

.exprdba the socially desirable response without reference

-t9 their real feelings. The criticaltast is whether a

new attitude is revealed when the inquiry is fairly

indirect or semi-ambiguous.

THE RISE IN ACHIEVEMENT MOTIVATION

A measure of achievement motive was developed using

tin items from the Allen IncOmplete-Sentences Test.

As in .the case of the Positive. Self-Reference and the ,-

Positive Reference to School and Teachers interrater
reliability was determined and a single rater then rated
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all the coded-responsei..blind" 'do he had no knaWledge,of

the status of the tesponse he was tating, whether, College-

fieldsfields or Tested-control, whether pretest or posttest.

For Achievement Motive the Interrater Correlation was

r = .80.

Clear evidence of increase in Achievement Motive for

the Collegefields Graduates can-be-seen upon examination

of Table XXI and Figure 10. The fact that each group on

pretest shows a high proportion of low scores in Achieve-

ment Motive is witness to the stability of this measure.

After the Collegefields experience the Graduates show a

significant increase in those scoring in the middle range

of achievement motive (Chi-square ,4.76, <12.05 level Of

confidence). No other group shows a change which

approaches statistical significance although all three

groups have shown a slight increase over their pretest

scores. Figure 11 shows these comparisons more clearly

when the pretest scores have been converted to a com-

posite curve representing the initial scores of all the

boys.

THE CHANGES IN ATTITUDES SHOWN ON THE MACHIAVELLI TEST

The Aearch for a testing instrument which would be

relevant to the street-norm changes and yet sufficiently

ambiguous to allow the boys to respond readily in a

slightly projective-way lead to the Machiavelli scale

which had been developed for adults by Christie (1958).



Table XXI

7j, 2."7".7=-777Mt717'r''r,

ACHIEVEMENT MOTIVE-ALLEN TEST

Sub-Groups Compared

Low Score

0 . 2

Middle Score

3 - 5

Collegefields Total

Pretest 36 73% 15
Posttest 24 47% 25

Tested Controls Total

Pretest 35. 69% 16
Posttest 29 57% 21

Collegefields Graduates

Pretest 21 72% 8
Posttest 10 34% 17

Collegefields Non-
Graduates

Pretest 15 68% 7
Posttest 14 64% 8

T-con Boys in
Community

Pretest 22 73% 8
Posttest 17 57% 12

T-con Boys in Penal
Custody

Pretest 13 eal 8
Posttest 12 57% 9

Composite Pretest
All groups 73 69% 32

Hi k Score.

6+
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N

29% 0 0% 51
49% 2 4% 51

31% 0% 51'
41% 2% 51

28% 0 0% 29
59A 2 7% 29

32% 0 0% 22
36% 0 0% 22

27% 0 0% 30
40% 1 3% 30

38% 0 0% 21
43% 0 0% 21

31% 0 0% 105
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The Youth adaptation) was an experimental form of the Mach

Scale which the boys seemed to find interesting to take

and, by virtue of individual administration,understandable.

On this test .the higher the score the more Machiavellian,

the more manipulative, the status. From the pretest and

posttest comparisons for each group (Table XXII) it can

be seen that after initial similarity, the Collegefields

boys show a tendency toward lower scores on the posttest

while the Tested-controls show the higher, the more Mach-

iavellian scores. When the sub-groups are compared the

Collegefields Graduates score lowest with the T-con Boys

in Penal Custody next lowest. Actually no significant

differences in change score appear when these gains and

losses are examined (Table XXIII). The variance is fairly

large for this test. It probably means that this test

requires experimental refinement before it can show power

to measure attitude change effectively. Of course, this

finding lends support to Christie's view, that Machia-

vellianism is a basic personality trait--not an attitude

to be readily altered. Exactly the same can be said for

the Achievement Motive. Although we see only small changes

the fact that they occur at all suggests that the College-

fields Program carries the potential for fundamentally

changing adolescent boys' deeper values.

1. A copy of this Mach form and the scoring used is filed
in Appendix F.
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Table XXII

REVISED MACH SCALE

Comparisons of Sub-groups Pretest and Posttest

Collegefields Tested-Controls
Graduates Non-Graduates Boys in Boys in Penal

Variable Community Custody

Total Groups

Pretest

Mean 31.05 31.29
SD 4.38 5.44
N 39 38

Posttest

29,93 32.04Mean
SD 5.74 4.36
N 55 53

Subgroups

Pretest

Mean 30.30 32.00 32.00 30.07
SD 4.63 3.93 5.58 5.17N 23 16 24 14

Posttest

28.23 32.12 32.73 31.13
Mean

SD 6.06 4.53 4.32 4.33N 31 24 30 23



Table XXIII

......,tomtarmattrmimigt400

MACH SCALE

Comparison of Sub-groups Pretest-Posttest

TOTAL

Mean Change Scores S.D. N Diffs t vajue
Posttest-Pretest MI-M2
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On certain items of the Mach test Collegefields boys

showed critical changes from initial test to retest.

Results for Item 1, "Never_tell an one the real reason xou

did something unless it is useful to do so," are shown in

Table XXIV and Figure 12. In the various groups initial

agreement ranges from 54% to 79%. The Collegefields Grad-

uates agree with. this statement most consistently. This

means that most delinquent boys have a suspicious attitude.

They expect to conceal and deceive in their relationships

with everyone. After the Collegefields experience the boys

are moving toward disagreement with this statement. They

are less willing to conceal their reasons from 2.=21Ie.

The Tested-control group, however, is moving in the op-

posite direction, Greater numbers now agree to the need

for "conning" and deception in all relationships. In no

group comparison do the changes reach statistical signifi-

cance but the direction of the changes support the hypo-

theses of the study,

Item #9 on the Mach, scale shows unusual results. This

item reads "All men are brave." According to the O'Connor

study (1966) most boys of a non-delinquent population do

not agree with the statement. In the, present study on

testing,all groups but the Collegefields Graduates

showed high. agreement with. the statement. (Table XXV)

Over the test-retest interval. the Collegefields boys changed

to vneral agreement--which might be interpreted as a de-

linquent trend. A special study would have to be conducted

to test the alternative explanation. which shows how ambig-

uity in this statement permits a new rehabilitatatilie inter-

pretation.



Table XXIV
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MACH ITEM #1 "NEVER TELL ANYONE

THE REAL REASON---"

Groups Compared

233

Collegefields Total

Agree % Disagree
&

Neutral

% N

Pretest 29 74% 10 26 39
Posttest 24 62% 15 38 39

Tested-controls
Total

Pretest 26 73% 10 .36% 36
Posttest 27 75% 9 25% 36

Collegefields
Graduates

Pretest 18 78% 5 22% 23
Posttest 14 61% 9 39% 23

Collegefields Non-
Graduates

Pretest 11 69% 5 31% 16
Posttest 10 63% 6 37% 16

T-con Boys in
Community

Pretest: 13 54% 11 46% 24
Posttest 17 71% 7 29% 24

T-con Boys in
Custody

Pretest 9 75% 3 25% 12
Posttest 10 83% 2 17% 12
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Table XXV
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MACH ITEM #9 "MOST MEN ARE BRAVE"

Groups Compared

Agree

Neutral Disagree

Collegefields Total
Pretest 21 54%
Posttest 26 67%

Tested-Controls Total
Pretest 28 76%
Posttest 30 81%

Collegefields Graduates
Pretest 10 43%
Posttest 16 70%

Collegefields Non-
Graduates

Pretest 11 69%
Posttest 16 62%

T-con Boys in
Community

Pretest 17 71%
Posttest 18 75%

T-con Boys in
Custody

Pretest 12 92%
Posttest 12 92%

18
13

9
7

13
7

7
6

1
1
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46% 39
33% 39

24% 37
19% 37

57% 23
30% 23

31% 16
38% 16

29% 24
25% 24

8% 13
8% 13
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The delinquent boy responds with a street norm. In
his mind, to be a man you have to be daring, fight personal

encroachments, and even take risks, so he agrees. The non-
delinquent with different norms would agree that some men
experience fear. The Collegefields Graduates tended to be

a little more like the non-delinquents which suggests that
these were the boys who could best acquire the new norms.

Why then did so many of the Graduates change their response
back to one which coincided with the delinquent response?

The possible explanation lies in a new understandingofthe word
brave. The Collegefields Graduate now feels that it is an

act of bravery not to hit back, not to take risks, not to go
along with the crowd. His new norms allow him to credit bravery
to men who behave in other ways than the "street nord' de-

mands. Nbw,with a new favorable view of people, he agrees
that "all men are brave" though they show it in different
ways. Should this explanation be borne out on further

study,then this item could become a screening item to be
used in setting up guided group interaction projects. It

would help in selecting, a group of boys capable of building

a strong peer norm from the outset.

Finally, Ited #3 on the Mach scale shows a significant

difference between the direction of attitude change of the

Cdllegefields Graduates and the other three sub-groups.

Approximately 80% of the boys initially agreed that "It is
best to assume that everybody has a mean streak in them and

it will come out when they are given a chance." The am-

biguity in this sentence, since boys may focus on either the

first or the second clause, permits a ready shift of choice
if fundamental attitude has changed. As boys come to dis-



agree with this statement they may either choose to think

that some people have nd'mean strealeor they may feel that

such mean feelings can be controlled and counteracted.

As is apparent in Table XXVI and Figure 13 a marked

change occurs among the Collegefields Graduates during the

period of the Collegefields experience. (pm vs. post

Chi-square P ...001 level). A large proportion of the boys

now disagree with the "mean streak" statement. In con-

trast the T-con Boys in Penal Custody have shifted signif-

icantly so that on posttest only one boy disagrees with

thb statement,., (Chi-square P 4.001 level)
. It is apparent

that boys in custody whether members of the Collegefields

group or the Tested-controls move toward a "mean streak"

view of their world.

It is revealing to see that the Collegefields Gradu-

ates show academic progress but also changes in attitudes

which in almost every instance will serve to support a

life in accord with the Collegefields norms. On the other

hand the T-con Boys in Penal Custody showed definite

academic progress but simultaneously, a deterioration of

attitudes so that on return to the community they will

retain the "street norms" and will have augmented the very

attitudes which contributed to their previous delinquency.

The Collegefields Non-graduates and the T-con Boys in

Community showed patterns of change which varied with the

test or item and, therefore, required separate interpre-

tation for each measure.



Table XXVI

MACH ITEM #3 "MEAN STREAK"

Groups Compared
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Collegefields Total

Agree % Disagree
&

Neutral

% N

Pretest 30 77% 9 23% 39
Posttest 24 62% 15 38% 39

Tested-controls
Total

Pretest 16 43% 21 57% 37
Posttest 24 65% 13 35% 37

Collegefields
Graduates

Pretest
Toattest

19
11

83T,
48%

4
12

17%
52%

23
23

Collegefields Non-
Graduates

Pretest 11 69% 5 31% 16
Posttest 13 81% 3 19% 16

T-con Boys in
Community

Pretest
Posttest

14
14

58%
58%

10
10

Lin,

'.2%
24
24

T-con Boys in
Custody

Pretest 6 46% 7 5k% 13
Posttest 10 77% 3 23% 13
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RESEARCH SUMMARY

Although the Collegefields Delinquency Rehabilitation.

Project was in existence for only two years it was possible

to make a tentative evaluation of the program:

1. The research design called for three comparable

groups allocated by chance to the evaluation project. The

Collegefields experimental group and the Tested-controls

were roughly equivalent, but a review of the characteris-

tics of the various sub-groups showed the Non-tested con-

trol group to have appreciably fewer delinquent boys with

prior court records. Since, therefore, the Collegefields

experimentals entered the program with a less favored past

history than the Test d controls, every evidence of improve-

ment of the Collegefields boys over the control groups is

a minimal estimate of what might have been an even more

significant difference if greater comparability had been

obtained. Even, so, without such adjustments, many import-.

ant gains are seen for the Collegefields boys and partic-

ularly the Collegefields Graduates.

2. The major hypotheses concerning favorable changes

to be expected among boys of the Collegefields Rehabilita-

tion Project are confirmed. When gains do not reach sta-

tistical significance, in comparison with the control-

group, the direction of change consistently confirms the

hypotheses. The results are most clearly evident for the

Collegefields Graduates.
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3. When compared with the Tested-controls, the

total Collegefields group made significant improvement in
Otis I.Q. In Reading Comprehension the Collegefields boys

showed demonstrably larger gains than the Tested-controls.

When sub-groups were compared, the Collegefields graduates

consistently showed the greatest gains on all measures of

reading and mental ability. In contrast the Tested-con-

trol Boys in the Community made law gains or even retro-

gressed..

4. In attitude toward teachers the Collegefields Grad-

uates showed the most comprehensive gains but, more crit-

ici4y, showed the greatest reduction in unfavorable opinion.

When these direct results are checked by examining the pos-

itive (favorable) attitudes toward school and teachers

from the Allen Incomplete Sentences Test, an indirect

-measure, the improvement in attitude toward teachers shown
by the Collegefields Graduates is confirmed. An Adjective

Check List gain in favor toward teachers shown by the T-

con Boys in Penal Custody is not confirmed on the indirect

check. This suggests that when these boys gain in academic

skills they are not actually gaining in improved attitudes

toward teachers and schools but-will view it as expedient

to appear to be more favorably disposed..

5. In confirmation the Collegefields boys show a

greater number of anticipated years of further schooling

and an upgrading in social status of anticipated vocation.

Concurrently the Collegefields Graduates show an increase

in reality of vocational orientation so that as a group

their ambitions are not based on fantasy choice.
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6. The Collegefields boys show a greater increase

in favorable attitudes toward self than the Tested-control

boys. The analysis of the results for the sub-groups

show group variations which reflect a slight lowering,of

self-concept for the Collegefields Non-graduates and an

inflation of self-concept for the T-con Boys in Penal

Custody. A checking of these findings by use of the in-

direct measure from the Allen Test reveals that the T-

con Boys in Custody have not gained in self-regard but

the Collegefields Graduates have gained in the middle

ranges of self-favor, not in the fantasy levels, of ex-

tremely high self-concept.

7. Comparisons of the groups reveal important at-

titude changes which are experienced by the Collegefields

boys. The Collegefields Graduates show a definite rise

in achievement motive. They show a slightly lower scoring

on the Machiavelli Scale which is largely due to certain

attitude changes, i.e., a reduction in deception and a lower

expectation of the "mean streak" behavior from everyone.

Hence the Collegefields boys have a greater openness and a

more favorable view of the social world.

8. Careful examination. of the research results con-

firms the informal observations that consistent gains were

made by the Collegefields Graduates. Inconsistent results

for the Non-graduates suggest that this group improved in

some measures, e.g., Otis and became more vulnerable

in others, e.g., more variable in, their self-evaluations.

Closer study shows that after six months the Non-graduates
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score much like the did on entering the program.

It is possible that for the Non-graduate the experience

served to increase readiness for rehabilitation and that

as a group, they are ripe for a second opportunity.

9. There is ample evidence that the research methods

and instruments employed in this study can; provide a

valuable basis for further research efforts in this field.

10. Although not all hypotheses led to significant

findings and an additional follow-up study is called for,

nevertheless, in all major aspects the Collegefields ex-

periment can at this time be evaluated as a successful

program for the rehabilitation of many 14-and 15-year-old

delinquents.
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Appendix A

SUBCULTURAL DICTIONARY OF THE COLLEGEFIELDS BOYS

adjustments

busted

care

catch the wind

checking-up

check yourself

clean-up

clique

cliquing

cohesion

Collegefields

comparing

concern

confessing

letting a boy know how he is
making out in the program

caught breaking the law

show concern

run- a -way

visiting a boy's home after
sessions to make sure a boy
is not breaking a requirement

think it over; are you sure?

an excuse to get out of a
situation

anything that can get you
busted on the outside

holding back from the boys

group working together

rehabilitation center; help
program, talking program

trying to make a situation
look O.K. by saying somebody
else did the same (trying to
justify your own behavior by
saying somebody else did it
too.)

care

when you have done something

i



(not necessarily cliquing)
and you or another boy tell
the boys about it

confident feeling a boy can handle his
problems

conning deceiving the boys

control your own meeting

ditching

duking

easily influenced

boy keeps group's attention
focussed on himself in order
to get help

cutting into a line

fist-fighting

ready to do what someone else
does without questioning the
consequences

fag a homosexual or; general
derogatory term

freezing the meeting restriction by staff of the
boys' power to release a boy
from the progr4m

friend buddy

F.U. attitude trying to tell the boys you
don't care about anything

general meeting all boys meet at one time

getting on a boy

going deep

verbally abusing a boy (sit-
uation determines whether
this is positive or negative
behavior)

finding out what a boy thinks
about (feelings-deep insight)

r:o
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group meeting afternoon guided group inter-
action meeting

help better understanding of one-
self and others

hiking "getting on" a boy without
any reason

hours time to think about why a boy
broke a requirement ane why
he won't do it again

impression unsure thought

jail State Home for Boys

life either get help at College-
fields or be sent to State
Home

light-fingered stealing problem

lying not telling the whole truth

meeting's meeting

iii

all boys meet together to dis-
cuss specific problems such
as poor behavior on campus or
other program weaknesses

new boy subcultural status position-
a boy starting the program

old boy subcultural status position-
someone who has been in the
program for a while and "knows
the ropes"

opinions describing a boy (used at the
beginning of a meeting to
decide for whom the meeting is
held; also used to decide if a
boy should be returned to court)



out of sight

playing with a boy

possibilities

prejudging

privileges

problem

psyching

punk

punked out

recommend yourself

respect

responsibilities

iv

not getting through to the
boys

not showing honest care for
a boy's life

the chances in a situation:
things that could happen in
situations; consequences of
behavior

jumping to conclusions

not allowed to smoke or have
deserts; not allowed to go
to cafeteria (negative sanc-
tions for deviant behavior)

behavior or action which a
boy and/or the boys consider
needs analysii and understanding

teasing a boy to get adverse
reaction

boy who plays the role of a
tough

quitting when things get
tough

boy recognized his violation
of breaking group norms and
tells group about it (re-
quests to be sent to "Jail")

having consideration for
yourself and others

accepting and handling tasks
assigned by the boys



responsible boy status position in the group
earned through adherence to
norms

role playing not being your true self;
acting for approval

setting the example conforming to group norms

shifting the weight avoiding a situation; trying
to get around a boy; trying
to get out of a tough situtation

situation being on the spot; role play-
ing to see reaction

slicking supposed to be working;
loafing

sneaky doing something unacceptable
to the group and hoping not to
be found out

split

sponging

sponging with staff

spotting

staff

stick

separating when performing a
task

when two or more boys clique
and withhold the information
from the group

establish relationship with
staff member to gain approval
or favor

showing care for a boy by
reporting negative behavior
to the group

any adult working in the
program

marijuana



support

taking advantage of a
situation

temporary helped boy

touching

true feelings

true self

trouble

undesirable

understanding

you don't get what
you want

giving another help to prove
a point

using the program for your
own benefit not for help

boy released from the pro-
gram but attending until
placement

any physical contact

the way you really feel

what you really are; your
normal self

anything that would bring a
boy in contact with the law;
anything that could get a
boy busted

anybody who can get a boy
busted

knowing why you got into
trouble and why you won't
get into trouble again

boys control your activities
for your good

1,112;lat-V



Appendix B

DESCRIPTION OF PROBLEM AREAS IN

THE COLLEGEFIELDS CULTURE

aggravation problem

barbiturate problem

cold-hearted problem

drinking problem

diking problem

easily discouraged problem

easily influenced problem
OS,

family problem

gambling problem

impressing problem

inconsiderate problem

light- fingered problem

lying problem

vii

boy cannot control his temper;
angers easily

boy who takes or sniffs anything,
other than .plcohol, which can
get him "high;" also pill-popping
problem

boy has no conscience; deliber-
ately hurts people or animals

boy who drinks

solving problems through use of
fists

boy who "gives up" easily

ready to follow anyone's lead
without considering the con-
sequences

boy who cannot get along with
his fmmily

any form of betting

trying to make yourself bigger
(more positive) than you ere

boy who does not care about
himself or others

stealing

falsifying

"14 ,g1;1;:; c.
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nasty problem

non-acceptance problem

prejudice problem

pride problem

reading problem

resistance to learning mpth-
ematics--continued belief
that you can't learn

any deviate sexual behavior

viii

refusal to recognize problem
evident to the other boys

disliking people, who are
different

ashamed of home and/or himself

resistance to learning to reed--
continued belief that you can't
learn

revenge problem getting even



Appendix C

NORMATIVE ANALYSIS OF COLLEGEFIELDS

I Norms involving a boy's relationship to and perception
of Collegefields.

1. The boys have considerable control and power in
deciding what happens at Collegefields with the
knowledge that the court recognizes their activity
as long as it is responsible and helpful to the
treatment of a boy.

2. Collegefields is a place where a boy can change
his "outside ways" and develop ways that help
him "make it" on the outside.

3. A boy should feel fortunate to have the opportuni-
ties that Collegefields provides.

4. Collegefields is a program where you talk about
your problems.

5. A boy should work on problems and change his be-
havior both in the program and at home.

6. If a boy wants to change, he will-have-to change
others' perception of him. It is, therefore, im on-
tant that he leaves good impressions of himself
and the Collegefields program.

7. Collegefields gives a boy a chance to prove he can
make something of himself.

8. Since a boy's future might be severely affected by
committment to a State Home for Boys, it is important
that a boy sees and takes seriously the need to
change himself and help other boys change.

9. Recognize the need for continuing your education.

10. Accept but try to improve your academic status.



11. Show care and respect for school and personal
property.

12. Take pride in your accomplishments and
achievements.

II Norms involving a boy's responsibilities and relation-
ship to the other boys in the program.

1. Be concerned about helping another boy understand
himself and change his behavior. "You can help
yourself by helping others."

2. Do what the other boys think will help you. They
know you and can see your behavior the best.

3. Help another boy get out his true feelings.

4. Tell the boys when you or another boy has done
something which might have gotten you or him in
difficulty with the law or with the group.

5. Point out to another boy when you do not feel he
is coucerned about his life or the lives of the
other boys.

6. Help another boy even though you may not like him.

7. Try to gain the respect and confidence of the
other boys.

8. Be honest with yourself, the boys, and the staff.

9: Always show respect for the feelings of another
boy.

10. Do not let others influence you into doing something
which you know is wrong.

11. Do not be afraid of the other boys.

12. Do not physically: touch another .boy in the program.

13. Feel the responsibility for your behavior and the

2t;
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behavior of the other boys.

14. Check-up on other boys after you leave the program
each day and on the weekends.

III Norms relating to boys' relationship to the Collegefields
staff.

1. The staff is here to help the boys help themselves.

2. Do what the staff asks you to do.

3. Show respect to the staff at all times.

4. Be honest with the staff.

5. Do not talk to the staff about your problems un-
less you have permission from the boys.

6. Do not ask the staff questions the boys can answer.

7. Always listen to what the staff is saying. Some-
times the staff sees things the boys can't see.

IV Norms relating to a boy's personal responsibilities and
achievements.

1. Be honest with yourself.

2. Show you want to be helped.

3. Take the program seriously; your future may depend
on how much help you get at Collegefields.

4. Learn the differenceTbetween- right and, wrong.

5. Accept responsibility for your own behavior and
that of the group.

6. Try to get an understanding of why you got into
trouble with the law and the school and why JOU
would not get into trouble again.
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7. Admit your faults so that the boys know what you
are really like.

8. Do not become discouraged with yourself.

9. Do not be easily influenced into changing your
mind.

10. Help, others become aware of your feelings.

11. Do not do anything that might get you into trouble
on the outside.

12. Weigh the consequences of your actions.

V Norms centering around group meetings.

1. Every boy must attend all group meetings.

2. Every boy should show interest and concern for the
boy who has the meeting for the day.

3. Every boy should help a boy bring out his true feel-
ings in the meeting.

4. One of the ways a boy can show his concern about
getting help is by asking for a meeting.

5. The _group decides which boy or boys need the most
help for the day. The boy who needs the most help
may get the entire meeting.

6. A boy must tell everything that he has done prior
to his coming to Collegefields that might have got-
ten him in trouble. This would include all problem
areas. (boy tells his "story")

7. A boy is not allowed to leave the meeting without
the permission of the boys or the staff.

8. Whatever is talked about in the meeting is kept
within the program.

xi



9. Always be aware of all a boy says in the meeting.
What may not seem important now could help you
help the boy later.

10. Talk up in meetings. It is possible that whatever
you are thinking and not saying may be just what
the boy needs to help him. You might understand
something the other boys do not.

11. Be sure you know the problems of every boy.

12. Every boy should ask for a monthly adjustment.

13. Be aware of the actions of every boy at all times
and be prepared to give adjustments and opinions
if necessary.

VI Boy's relationship to his home and community.

1. Show respect to both your parents.

2. Talk to your parents about what the boys feel is
a family problem.

3. Explain the program to your parents so that they
will understand why the boys visit your home or
call on the telephone.

4. Do not blame your parents for what you are. Your
parents are not in the program and will not be able
to solve "your" problems by doing everything you want.

5. Do not associate with boys in the community who
might directly or indirectly get you into trouble.
(undesirables)

6. All boys must be home by 10 p.m..

7. All boys must report to the program at the desig-
nated time.
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Appendix D

ADOLESCENT INTEGRITY FROM HIGHFIELDS

TO ESSEXFIELDS AND COLLEGEFIELDS

by:

Saul Pilnick
Robert F. Allen

Neale Clapp

Presented to

National Confeteace un Social Welfare

Chicago, Illinois

May 1966

Sixteen years ago, in lonely but picturesque surround-
ings, a new concept in the rehabilitation of juvenile de-
linquents had its origin. The Highfields program initiated
by Lloyd W. McCorkle and F. Lovell Bixby, and carried forth
by Albert Elias,' utilizing the charm of the old Lindberg
estate in Hopewell, New Jersey, began a tradition whose
momentum has yet to cease. Prior to the Highfields experi-
ence for the most part, the treatment of delinquents was
primarily a clinical procedure to be performed under the
aegis of psychiatrically oriented staff members. Social de-
viance was regarded as manifestation of emotional pathology
and, therefore, its remedy could only occur within the secur-
ity of the uniquely intimate therapeutic relationship. The
creators of Highfields, however, were utilizing a more re-
cent trend in the body of data developing out of the study
of delinquent behavior. The premise that much of delinquency
is basically a group phenomenon had attracted increasing at-
tentiort by various Qbservers ranging from Breckenridge awlAbbott 4 to Aichhorni and Red14 and to Cloward And Ohlin.)
The impact of the peer group upon each of its members has
been noted to be considerable. Delinquent subcultures can
be viewed as a social system containing within its environs
shoat of meaningful norms, attitudes, and values.
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In 1961, under a grant from the Ford Foundation, the
Dep#rtment of Correction and Parole in the State of New Jersey,
established a group rehabilitation center in the heart of
Newark, New Jersey. This Program, as was Highfields, was
designed to rehabilitate sixteen-and seventeen-year-old de-
linquent boys referred by the local juvenile court. However,
unlike Highfields, the Essexfields boys lived at home and
attended the program during the day and evening. The non-
residential character of Essexfields was a significant varia-
tion on the Highfields theme and created a situation where
the boys' participation in the program was intertwined with
their normal involvement in the community. This enabled the
process of testing out of new behavior to occur in a real
life environment.

"Essexfields is basically a self-contained social system
with its own subculture. Norms, traditions, language, and
conceptions of deviancy have developed which are indigenous
to the system...Intrinsic to the new norms built into the
Essexfields experience is an emphasis upon a freedom of
choice. Delinquents, not unlike other adolescents, present
a pattern of rigidity of behavior. Alternative forms of re-
acting to life situations are rarely considered by the de-
linquent adolescent. Consequently, the effort at Essex-
fields is to create a social system which, through the util-
ization of sroup pre9sures, results in a greater freedom of
behavioral choices."

Guided group interaction is a form of group treatment
which utilizes the very dynamics and strengths of the peer
group for the purpose of behavior norms, values, and at-
titudes. Since the delinquent adolescent peer group exerts
an enormous pressure upon its members to commit acts of de-
viancy, it is regarded by the authors as having a similar
potential for the creation of equally effective pressures
upon its members not only to commit pro social acts, but to
explore the elements to individual change.' The peer group
is viewed then as a given human resource with potential
energy to be tapped. The therapeutic task is to build
into the-interaction patterns of the group, new norms,
values, and attitudes which'are directed to the exploration
of alternative ways of viewing the world and of behavior.
In order to achieve these goals, it is vital that the group
be regarded as being the most significant aspect of the

MWata,sy "



therapeutic experience. Encouragement must be given to
the members of the group to have an impact upon each other.
All efforts by the therapist should be directed at increas-
ing this impact and not on increasing the significance of
his relationship with the members of the group.

xvi

The following excerpt from a group meeting at the
Essexfields Group Rehabilitation Center highlights this point:

"Jim began to tell why he thought he was helped and he
ran into trouble immediately. In fact, the meeting
tonight was extremely probing and each time Jim gave
a reason for his behavior, someone asked him another
question, demanding that he explainzhx. At times. Jim
took-the boys Around'in circles=iobVioUsly because lie
didn't know the answer; For example, on one occasion--
he told-the-meeting that- the reason why he used to
get into trouble was beeause.he.wanted to be a big
man in his neighborhooda top hood. He wanted to do
this because he.: always likes to feel right.about
everything: However, Jim was unable to explain why
he likes to have this feeling and he seemed quite per-
plexed. As the meeting wore on, Jim became more and
more dejected.- On one occasion he.explained that he
wanted the respect of the adults in his neighborhood
and this is why he wanted to be helped. However, under
constant questioning by the boys, he was unable to
explain Nix). this respect was so important to him.
Finally he was accused by Robert and Stan of lying."

The above illustrates the involvement of each of the
members of the group in helping process. The focus is on
the interaction amongst the boys and not upon the adult as
the helping person. The group leader hardly said anything
throughout the entire meeting.

The above goals are achieved at Essexfields through a
program design which 'combines a basic work experience with
daily guided group interaction sessions.

In 1965, the Essexfields concept was expanded as an-
effective treatment agent in the Collegefields Group Edu-
cational Center, located at Newark State College in Union,
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New Jersey, through a grant from the Office of Juvenile
Delinquency, Department of Health, Education and Welfare.
Collegefields is a non-residential treatment center for
fourteen-and fifteen-year-old boys. As in the case of-the
Essexfields program, Collegefields provides a daily ex-
perience in guided group interaction. However, instead of
the work experience, the Collegefields boys experience an
intensive educational-program which is designed to assist
potential school drop-outs in developing sufficient skills
and motivations to want to remain in school after release
from the Collegefields program. Consequently, through
Collegefields, an attempt is being made to cope with edu-
cational limitations as well as delinquent patterns.

In this program, the guided group interaction phase is
combined with a special educational curriculum and a social
work program directed toward helping the families of the
boys in the program. Boys admitted to the program must be
currently enrolled in the Newark Public School System and
must be residents of Newark at the time of referral. The
behavior pattern of these boys consists of a combination
of school difficulties and antisocial behavior either in
the school or in the community. Excluded from the program
are boys who have previously been committed to a correc-
tional institution, as well as boys with histories of
psychotic or severe neurotic difficulties.

Collegefields boys participate in daily guided group
interaction sessions, and receive individualized remedial
academic instruction as well as supportive guidance and
counselling. The Collegefields staff includes a guidance
counselor from the Newark Schools who maintains a close
'working relationship with the program and with the school
system in order to help each boy and his respective school
prepare for the boy's return and continuance in school.

The objectives of the Collegefields program are to:

1. Re-orient the participant's attitudes and conduct in a
positive, constructive, and law-abiding directiOn.

2. Motivate the participants, who are potential school
drop-outs, to either continue their education beyond
the age of 16 or to make an adequate vocational
adjustment.

Ta4Trarpr?..
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3. Provide assistance in gaining those educational skills
and attitudes necessary for completion of academic and/or
vocational program.

J.

4. Encourage the integration of community services with
university and educational programs in accomplishing
the,above aims.

Collegefields boys come to the program ranging in
school placement (but usually not in achievement) from sixth
through tenth _grade. Standardized testing is done within
the first week of admission to the program, and is followed
up immediately after release. During a stay in the program
of from four to seven months, boys may advance in achieve-
ment by as much as three academic years.

One of the major challenges of the Collegefields
program has been to integrate the guided group interaction
meetings with the classroom experience. This challenge-has
been well met. Nowhere is this integration mere notice-
able than in the classroom where the teachers who original-
ly felt themselves to be responsible for classroom discipline
and motivation now utilize the tremendous resources of the
peer group-and are consequently able to devote all of their
time to teaching.

Rather than risking an unnecessary battle with the
boys and-consequently losing the educational atmosphere of
the classroom, the teachers employ the resources of the peer
group to bring each boy's needs to his awareness and to
motivate him to solve his problem.

Highfields, Essexfields, and Collegefields are described
here not only because they have in common certain basic
techniques and philosophy, but more importantly, the human
products of these three programs are united in a common
subcultural bond. The boys who experienced the first Higi-
fields interaction -sessions became the first culture carriers
of a new non-delinquent sub-group. Highfields boys in 1961
were used to "seed" the Essexfields program. In 1965,
Essexfields graduates assisted in "seeding" the Collegefields
program. In fact, a number of youth programs were initiated
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with the assistance of Essexfields and Collegefields boys,
thereby perpetuating a unique subcultural system or norms
and values throughout a variety of social agencies and in-
stitutions. The Job Corps Center at Camp Kilmer in Edison,
New Jersey; the New York State-START programs, and various
school systems in the New York-New Jersey area have all
looked toward the Essexfields graduates for a point of view,
and for traditions, so that they, too, might develop viable
and effective youth programs.

The nature of cultural transmission has been the sub-
ject of many sociological treatises-but rarely has there been
an opportunity to observe cultural transmission and cultural
change of so many generations of youth as is the case of the
range stretching from Highfields through Collegefields. Given
an average stay of approximately four months for each gener-
ation, there have been about forty-eight generations of youth
graduating from these programs. The early traditions of a
boy's wish to help another boy, and the significance of the
group as a vehicle of change, are still maintained at College-
fields. Such behavioral norms as expressing your own feelings,
going deep into your own problems, and trying to change your-
self and your community, have made their presence felt for
the past sixteen years through these three delinquent projects.
At the date of this writing, over 1,000 boys in the New Jersey
area consider themselves to be alumni of these three projects.
Interestingly, culture transmission is not without its vari-
ations and change. The jargon has not remained the same, nor
have the specific interests of -the boys. From time to time a
particularly insightful delinquent will creatively infuse the
interaction process with a new concept of how one can be
helped, or how to make the program more effective. Essen-
tially, a tradition has existed lasting more than a decade
and a half, and is stronger today than ever before. This
tradition is flexible and creative and somehow seems to re-
main with the graduates of Highfields, Essexfields and College-
fields. The oldest alumni are now thirty-four years old,
whl..le the youngest was released yesterday. He is 143. Despite
the disparity of age, and despite the impact of the interven-
ing years, graduates of these programs tend to look back upon
their experience as being one of the most significant periods
of their lives. In overwhelming numbers, they return period-
ically for visits--usually to tell about a new job or to
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proudly display pictures of their wives and babies. Many
are employed and making a social contribution; others are
successfully maintaining themselves in branches of the
armed services; but regardless of their date of graduation,
this unique group of alumni persist in their desire to be
of assistance to the programs from which they graduated and
to the community in which they reside. For example, a num-
ber of Essexfields graduates have become.full participants
in local civil rights groups, while others are employed as
group leaders and community aides in a variety of anti-
poverty settings in the New York-New Jersey area.

The experience in these three programs, which totals
better than a decade and a half, must certainly speak as a
social commentary upon a segment of our society. It has
often been said that youth in our culture are irresponsible,
inconsistent, and childlike. We have also said that pro-
grams must be created not to develop their expanding capa-
bilities and creativity, but rather to contain their wild
exuberance and irresponsibility. The nature: of adolescence
in our American society has been an ever-changing one. It
is a cliche to say that adolescence represents that phase
in life when the individual is somewhere in between child-
hoold and adulthood, but it is still true. Somehow the in-
dividual in transition must bridge this gap without too
much self- stress and without disturbing the rest of society.
However, as our complex industrial society moves further in-
to the Twentieth Century, the requirements for adulthood be-
come ever so much more difficult. A short fifty years ago,
a young male was an adult because he could become employed
at the age of sixteen. We have now reached that point when
middle-class adolescents are expected not only to obtain a
college degree, but even graduate work is required before he
has met the criteria for adulthood. The elasticity of the
adolescent period of life in our modern society has created
a large pool of young people who are trying to find some
meaning to their existence while society fearfully avoids
providing responsible roles for them to play. Hopefully, we
have not come to the point where the most we can hope for is
to amuse and entertain these restless youngsters. It might be
said that society is producing an adolescent subculture which
is transmitting the norms of helplessness, meaninglessness,
and irresponsibility.
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It is against this tide which the Highfields to Essex.
fields and Collegefields tradition must be viewed. The
past sixteen years have demonstrated that it is entirely
possible to create new .subcultural group norms which are
in direct opposition to the powerful tendencies which have
developed in our culture. It is possible to change hope-
lessness to optimism--ineffectiveness to power. It is per-
haps most significant that this phenomenon has occurred
not with these youngsters toward whom we all look as our
hope for the future, but rather with those youngsters who
are in every way viewed as society's rejects. The tradi-
tion of self-help, of community concern and social change,
has been promulgated by the youth of the ghetto, the youth
of the juvenile courts, and the youth of the broken family.
For these adolescents, the peer group has been their op-
portunity structure and it is the peer group which has
opened up real and legitimate opportunity channels. Per-
haps these uniquely engineered subcultures, located in the
State of New Jersey, can provide guidelines for our youth
in middle-class sdburban ghettos and in the university and
college settings. A careful joining together of an under-
standing of social systems and how they work, a knowledge
of adolescents, their needs and problems, and a belief in
social change, can indeed make possible the application of
the Highfields to Collegefields story to other social en-
vironments dealing with youth. New possibilities are open-
ing up for' adolescent peer groups to play a significant role
in the social and personal growth of its members. The ro'
of the adolescent peer group has been significant in .a wide
variety of settings ranging from correctional institutions
to school systems.

In the absence of allegiance to community and nation,
the adolescent has turned to his peer group in his search
for meaning, status, and identity. Our efforts in the past
have been directed at dealing with individuals, and not
the immediate social groups in which they are embedded.
Consequently, we have failed to recognize the significance
of the peer group as a social system. Frequently this social
system co-exists on a hostile battlefront with other systems
representing the adult world. What are needed are approaches
which work with adolescent peer groups wherever we may find
them. Otherwise, we may continue to deal with the individual
unrealistically, failing to comprehend the strong pressures
placed upon him by the only world he sees as being meaningful--



the world of the peer group.

The large amounts of anti-poverty funds which are n''
being funneled into our urban centers are haviris profound
eff---a- upon eit4;z0. ,?..ocial agencies anti Liscitutions which
have traditionally served 11-31 adolescent. NGTAT dimes sims
of It-rental= ciati adolescent change are 1-ing cLiplored and
need to be explored further if the growth of our young
people is to be encouraged and their integrity enhanced.
One such effort has recently been underway.

Scientific Resources Incorporated, a behavioral science
group in New Jersey, has put into its employ eight Essex-
fields graduates, ages 18 and 19. They are not to be of-
fice boys or learn a traditional trade. SRI is utilizing
these boys as human resources consultants. A human re-
sources consultant is a young man from a disadvantaged area
who has participated in an intensive training program such
as Highfields, Essexfields, or Collegefields, and who has
received additional specialized training by SRI as a con-
sultant to various anti-poverty agencies, school systems,
and social agencies. The wish to help others, and the
ability to perceive the meaning of individual and social
change, coupled with life experience in the ghetto, quali-
fy a young man in New Jersey to become a human resources
consultant. These culture carriers have considerable
knowledge and insight into their neighborhood and its tradi-
tions. They communicate easily with others, largely be-
cause of their experience in verbalizing feelings within the
guided group interaction meetings. They are able to talk
the-language of the poor and know the problems of the dis-
advantaged and powerless. Unlike the typical youth in
urban. slums, Highfields, Essexfields, and Collegefields
graduates are able to look to the future with hope and pride.
In addition, they feel a degree of control over their own
lives and insist on a voice in decisions made about them.
Presently, these human resources consultants are being pre-
pared for jobs in the area of human services, somewhat along
the lines suggested by Frank Riessman and Arthur Perle in
the book entitled "New Careers for the Poor." The eight
Essexfields graduates and future trainees are being trained
to serve as:



- consultants to various professional and sub-pro-
fessional groups such as: educators, social
workers, psychologists, police, etc. It is con.
templated that teachers' colleges, schools of
social work, etc., might well employ such young
people to serve as training consultants in .pre-
service educational programs.

lecturers and participants with other human re-
sources consultants in panel presentations de-
signed to educate teachers and prospective
teachers, parent- teacher associations, community
and church groups.., civic organizations, etc., to
the problems of poverty _groups, the need for the
elimination of poverty, and the possible approach-
es to the solution of poverty problems.

consultants with 0E0 staffs regarding proposed
programs and implementation problems.

educational tutors of disadvantaged youths.

initiators of guided group interaction groups in
school systems, job corps centers, etc.

community organizers and community aides.

neighborhood coordinators with housing and renewal
projects.

aides in conducting health programs.

surveyors of neighborhoods for welfare agencies.

- aides in the administration of tests for disad-
vantaged youths.

- nursing aides.

- teacher aides.

It is important to note that the training of these
. young consultants is geared toward the creation, not of a
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temporary and interesting job, but rather of a life-long
career. However, for these youths to work successfully as
human resources consultants, they have had to achieve
certain, personal, social, and academic skills. For ex-
ample, it is important that they perceive the dynamics of
human interaction situations and understand the meaning
of individual and group. behavior. Many are learning the
skills needed to run a meeting or conduct an interview.
Their experiences in the Highfields to Collegefields
traditions have prepared them for preventing their own
feelings from getting in their way in dealing with others
and provided them with the rudiments of a professional
approach to their work. -Academic skills such as reading,
writing, speaking,.and mathematics have been incorporated
in their training program so that the basic interpersonal
skills they have obtained can be utilized for success ex-
periences. The trainees continue to meet together so that
they may explore and evaluate their progress. The peer
group, therefore, continues to exert its influence as a
growth force upon the lives of Essetfields graduates.

It is clear that the human resources concept is within
the new tradition of the poor having a voice in the de-
cisions which will determine the course of their lives.
It is also clear that this tradition began in New Jersey
not with the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964, but rather
with the statute which established the reality of Highfields.
The utilization of the peer group as a source of change,
allows for responsible and creative decision-making to
occur and invariably results in the preservation of ado-
lescent integrity.

42,:tri&
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Appendix E

TEXT OF SOCIAL WORKERS' FINAL REPORT TO PROJECT DIRECTOR

THE PARTICIPATION OF THE FAMILY SERVICE BUREAU
IN THE COLLEGEFIELDS PROJECT

On February 17, 1965, the Family Service Bureau be-
gan its first experience in cooperation with other dis-
ciplines to achieve a common goal, namely to rehabiritate
juvenile delinquents.

Dr. Saul Pilnick called the entire staff of College-
fields together to orient us into the philosophy of the
new program and to help us define our various roles within
the project.

At this meeting Dr. Pilnick made the following ob-
servations that Collegefields and its predecessors in
New Jersey, Essexfields and Highfields, all have been
based on the idea that, if the delinquent is going to be
helped, it is not going to be by a. professional person
but by his peer group,especially since most delinquency
takes place in a group setting.

Since the.program's origin, 16 years ago, the 212.11
,group has become increasingly important. A key to the
success of the peer group has been the sense of power
which the boys develop. With this goes self-respect and
pride. These represent changed attitudes and contribute
to the boys' rehabilitation. The boys themselves are en-
couraged to take responsibility and participate in making
decisions about one another.

The 14-and 15-year-old boys in Collegefields will be
expected to develop their own values and goals, and effect
changes in behavior. The Essexfield experience indicated
boys do develop responsibility, and those who do get out
of hand are controlled by loss of status within the peer
group.

In the beginning, two Essexfields boys will assist the
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Guided Group Interaction Specialist in the orientation of
the Collegefields boys into the method. This is in ac-
cordance with the plan that the adult at the very onset not
impose limits-and directions, as the boys will develop the
program more quickly if allowed to set their own pace.

The teaching staff will experiment with methods to
motivate these boys to want to continue in school. They
will develop methods and techniques appropriate to the
needs of each individual boy. This will amount to al-
most a tutorial system, since the educational needs of
each boy will probably be very different. The object will
be to give the boys a successful experience at the level
where they can achieve success, and then encourage them to
continue as they are able. The object is to improve
their reading skills and mathematical abilities, so they
will fit into a normal grade placement when they are re-
turned to public school.

Social Workers are to become acquainted with the fami-
lies of the boys, since it is recognized that many de-
linquents come from multi-problem homes. Family Service
Bureau is to identify these problems and offer whatever
help is appropriate, such as individual counseling with
disturbed parents, or referral to other health and welfare
agencies. While at. the present time Family Service Bureau
is to rely upon the peer group interaction to effect direct
changes within the boys, it is recognized that many of
these families will need ongoing casework help at the close
of the Collegefields. program. The Family Service Bureau,
as an ongoing community social agency, can provide this
service.

The research team is in the process of refining their
research design,- and all staff will be asked to cooperate
with them as required.

Boys who do not conform to group sanctions and ex-
pectations will be recommended by the group for return to
Juvenile Court for other disposition of their case. This
is not to be used as a threat by adults but be a means of
controlling behavior by the boys themselves.

1117.1.01,11,..10.0*(
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Following this first explanatory meeting with all of
the staff and Dr. Pilnick, other smaller meetings were
held with teachers and researchers trying to work out the
details of our functioning.

It was decided that Family Service Bureau would begin
its relationships with the parents at the onset of the
boys' entrance into the program. Family Service Bureau
would interview the mothers for research purposes as the
boys were receiving their tests at Juvenile Court. In
this way, Family Service Bureau would be immediately
identified with Collegefields by the families; and while
our first interview would necessarily be structured, Fami-
ly Service Bureau felt it could pave the way for future
casework help. Family Service Bureau also agreed to make
at least one home visit on each boy entering the program,
for research purposes5 to be continued as caseworkers in
whatever way was required.

The researchers asked Family Service Bureau to use a
modified Glueck scale (predicting juvenile delinquency)
and a modified Geiss and Ayres Family Life Scale. They
asked Family Service Bureau to score, on a one to five
scale, the factors of Supervision, Discipline, and Cohes-
iveness of Family. Family Service Bureau verified its
scoring by cross checking each other's records and found
that by using a culturally oriented approach there was
general agreement. Family Service Bureau continued its
scoring by a narrative justifying its scores of each factor.

In September of 1965 testing of boys and interviews
with the mothers was changed from the Juvenile Court to
the offices of The Family Service Bureau. This change
was of positive value in every way. The atmosphere was
less threatening, both boys and mothers were more relaxed
and responded to the test questions and the interview much
more freely. The six months' follow-up retesting also
took place at the Family Service Bureau and is still con-
tinuing even though the Collegefields Project is no longer
active. An additional value to this change of venue, and
in line with the participation of the Family Service
Bvreau as described in the Proposal, has been to make the
agency known as a resource for help to the boys and their
families after the close of Collegefields.
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As Family Service Bureau became involved with the
parents, it found many problems existing in the families
as it had expected. These ranged from employment diffi-
culties, need for financial assistance, health problems, to
mental illness and retardation. In every case Family
Service Bureau offered whatever service it could and made
referrals to other community agencies. As an illustration:
One mother, her son and daughter were trying to live on a
$75.00 a month government pension the daughter received
as the result of the death of her father in Korea. The
mother thought they were ineligible for supplementary
help because her daughter was receiving the pension. The
boy was at Collegefields because he had stolen clothing.
Needless to say, the financial problem compounded by ig-
norance and unsophistication with New Jersey resources
could have been a main factor in the boy's delinquency.
Certainly the situation was eased when help was added.

By and large, we found most parents very interested
in the program. They often did not quite understand the
rationale behind some of the aspects of the program and
were sometimes quite critical of such things as "checking".
Several objected to the use of street language in the group
sessions. Sometimes we found boys exaggerating to their
parents in an effort to get their parents to support
their desire to leave the program.

A good many boys had pretty rough going at first in
the program. They were unwilling and reluctant to look
at themselves squarely and resented the other boys'
opinions. When their parents accepted their stories and
backed them up, it seemed to give a sort of quasi-accep-
tance to the boys for being truant from the program,

As social workers, our job with these boys and their
families was to interpret the program to the parents and
to try to win parental cooperation in keeping the boy in
the program. Family Service Bureau had many conferences
with the GGI specialist, developing our own understanding
of the .program, so that we could present it logically
to the _parents. When it was necessary to return a boy to
court, we were in a position to advise the judge of the
Juvenile Court as to the boy's home environment, the
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family attitudes and feelings, and our own and Collegefields'
efforts to correct the situation before returning the boy
to court. The court found this helpful in making its
decision and asked us to submit such a report regularly
with every boy returned.

Family Service Bureau arranged its first Parents'
Night at Collegefields in September of 1965. Parents'were
given an opportunity to see the actual Collegefields
building on the Newark College State campus. This'mas
for many the first visit they had ever made to a college
campus, and for many the reality of their boys' attendance
in a college setting gave them a sense of pride.

The parents enjoyed the opportunity to talk to each
other, to compare experiences, to meet with and taik'to the
teachers and the GGI specialist. They asked many ques-
tions about the program and gained reassurance and re-
spect for the program as their understanding of its goals
became clear to them.

In December of the same year, we were able to plan a
Christmas party for the boys and their parents, again at
Collegefields. This was financed by the "Frontier's Club,"
a group 'of Negro business and professional men .who were
interested in the program. This was a great success.
Everyone had a great time and enjoyed the singing and re-
freshments that followed. There was much interaction be-
tween the parents and staff and between the parents them-
selves. New mothers found encouragement from mothers of
boysA.,ho were becoming successful in the program.

From these Open House nights Family Service Bureau
began to think in terms of holding weekly group meetings
for parents at the Family Service Bureau office. Mr.
Kilduff, the Executive Director of the Family Service
Bureau, wrote Dr. Pilnick, Collegefields Project Director,
about this and Family Service was advised that he would
make provision for this in the second phase of the program
beginning in March 1966.

The social workers' participation, starting in
January of 1966, can be summed up as follows:

110011a1215MOIVOIGIItIrtaSZV4srAvow



1. Family Service Bureau interviewed the
parent of each new boy coming in to
the program, making at least one home
visit on each boy.

2. Family Service Bureau administered a
structured questionnaire to parents
of boys called up for routine six
months follow-up. This for both con-
trol and experimental groups.

3. Family Service Bureau gave ongoing case-
work service to families with multiple
problems, whether or rot they affected
the boy's adjustment at Collegefields.

4. Family Service Bureau followed up with
the parents of boys having trouble adjust-
ing to the program. Family Service Bureau
was concerned with the parents' attitude,
and whether they were creating or causing
any of his difficulty.

5. Family Service Bureau held regular weekly
conferences with others on the College-
fields staff about the individual boy's
adjustment to the program and included the
significance, if any, Family Service Bureau
found between the boy's attitude at College-
fields and his home life.

6. Family Service Bureau submitted reports
to the Juvenile Court on all of the boys
being returned to court, and often took
part in prehearing planning for the boy.

7. Family Service Bureau arranged to extend
its service by providing time and place
for weekly group meetings of the parents
at the Family Service Bureau office.

The first meeting of the Collegefields parents was
held at the Family Service Bureau on April 21, 1966. It
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met for a total of sixteen sessions. Attendance averaged
five or six, both mothers and fathers, and several times
a brother or sister came. Discussion was lively. Parents
of new boys had many questions to ask of the parents of
older boys in the program. They were able to share their
experiences and supported each other's feelings about
their son's delinquency. Some had specific questions!
They wanted to know the weaning of their son's new vo-
cabulary, including such words as "impressions" and "hours".
They asked for help in learning how to deal effectively
with discipline problems, what kind of discipline is
appropriate for the age group. From this they branched
off into discussion of what is a ,food home, and what is a
good mother. Aside from answering a few specific ques-
tions we allowed-the group to function alone. They came
prepared to ask questions of each other and were able to
learn from each other. In fact, another way of describ-
ing the group might be to say that we permitted the peer
group to set its own goals and take responsibility for
its own development. It might be called the "parents'
guided group interaction" meeting.

These meetings were highly successful. Family
Service Bureau began to feel the difference in attitude
with every home visit. The boys were really being sup-
ported by their families in their activity in the program.
The parents felt Collegefields was on their side, and they
were working with Collegefields to help their sons. The
parents' meetings were reinforcing to the parents' self-
esteem. Family Service Bureau social workers could actu-
ally see parents gained ego strength as their opinions
were heard and respected by others, and Family Service
Bureau felt these gains would be transposed to family life.

Reports of these meetings were submitted weekly to
Collegefields. The staff found them informative and valu-
able in understanding the boys.

Near the end of the Collegefields program, the parents
suggested submitting-a petition to the Acting Superintendent
of Newark Schools requesting the Newark Schools to continue
the program. Many felt their boys had made immense gains
in self-understanding, maturity and the acceptance of re-
sponsibility. They asked that any new program incorporate
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plans for a parents group meeting right from the start.
Several mothers of "helped boys" felt so strongly about the
need for a continuation of Collegefields that they secured
about 75 names on a petition which they. personally sub-
mitted to the Acting Superintendent of Schools. They said
they thought other youngsters should have the help that had
been made available through Collegefields to their sons.
There'was generally very sincere regret that the College-
fields program was ending.

In conclusion, Family Service Bureau would like to say
that the_particpation of the Family Service Bureau in the
Collegefields.program has added to its professional growth.
Family Service Bureau has learned to work cooperatively
with other disciplines, while experiencing the roughness
of the beginning, and the.effort it takes to define and
interpret various roles and responsibilities. Yet, a
smoothness of operation does develop as all learn to work
together for a common goal. Family Service Bureau adds
to the parents' regret at the ending of Collegefields,
its own.
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xxxiv

SCORING GUIDES AND SAMPLE TESTS

Scoring Guide for Variable - Realms of Vocational Choice,

The Scoring for Reality of Vocational Choice is based on

selected items from three of the tests in the series; Youth

Opinion Survey C, Allen Incomplete Sentences Test, and Otis

Test lof Mental Ability, Five separate judgments are made by

the rater. Each judgmeAt results in a score of 31 2 or 1, with

3 classified as most reality oriented. The five judgments are

arbitrarily summed to get the final "reality" score.

Judgment I Item 6 on the Youth Opinion Survey, Voca-

tional Choice, is compared with the boy's

Pretest Otis I.Q. If the vocation is

reasonably for one with the earned I. Q,

then the high score of 3 is given.

e. g, Otis I.Q. 86, Vocational choice,

Truck driver - Score 3

Lawyer - Score 1

Printer - Score 2

Judgment II Youth Opinion Survey item 3; Education Er-

pected; vocational school, college, academic

program, etc. The vocational choice in Item 6

is matched with expect2v ducation in Item 3

to answer the quinItion, "Does the boy know the

education required for choice he has made on

Item 6?
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e.g. Vocational choice is atm, Education

expectation, work-study program--Score 1

(Lack of information)

e.g. Vocational choice is Lawyer (disregard boys

I.Q. level), education expected is College,

then Score is 3. (Information reasonably

adequate) , The assumption here is that 15-

year -old boys may lack self-knowledge but

have a clear grasp of some vocational-prep-

aration facts in modern world. With know-

ledge of the world the boy is in a position

to learn more about who he is and what he can

do in the world of work.

e.g. Vocational Choice is Mechanic; education

expected is college, Score - 1. This com-

bination is unlikely and so it is scored as

unrealistic*

Judgment III From selected "Achievement Motive" items from

the Allen Incomplete Sentences Test the evi-

dence is obtained to answer the question,

"Does the boy seem to recognize the need for

effort, accomplishment, own responsibility,

and high standards?"

e.g. The way to get something you want is to

Boy's completion -- "steal it" Score 1,

"work for it" tt 3



Judgment IV

Judgment V
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"ask for it" Score 1,

"buy it" tt 2,

"earn it" " 3,

Final judgment is not made until the 10 items

of achievement motive scoring have been eval-

uated.

Does the boy list more than one occupation in

the space provided on Youth Opinion Survey,

Item 5. The assumption is that at age 15, boys

should be able to name alternate possibilities

if they have been considering jobs at all.

Vocational consideration at age 15 is assumed

to be a real task of adolescents. If the boy

mentions only Lawler then Score is 1 because

no alternates are provided. If he lists Lawyer

and Big League Baseball Player he receives a

score of 3. The fantasy level of choice is

disregarded, since evidence of awareness of al-

ternatives and exploration is the real task of

the 15-year-old boy.

Any evidence of rejection of.a fantasy choice

in any of the items of the Youth Opinion Survey

or a completely consistent series of answers

with regard to a given vocation which is a

reasonable possibility for him,



e.g. Boy chooses "Foot ball Player" as voca-

tional choice. At the very end in Item 8

"The type of work I will probably be doing

when I am 30 years old is "Truck Driver,

Score 3." Consistent reply of "Doctor" for

boy with Otis I.Q. 80 - Score 1. If Otis

I.Q. in this case is 110-Score becomes 2,

evaluated as doubtful. Boy reports he wants

to be a printer but aeds he will probably go

into Army. This is scored 3 because it shows

an expectation& having to adjust and adapt

in vocational plans--even if, presumably, he

might later continue in a "printing vocation."

Final score is the sum of the rating for the separate judg-

ments. Thus a rare score of 15 would be the maximum obtainable

reality score. Score of 5 would be lowest score, the fantasy,

score.
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Initial Test Listing

Name Case No.

SLispz Administered

t-1101M1101.6

1. Allen Sentence Completion
2. Otis (Em)
3. Gates Survey - Reading Form II

(Break - refreshments)
(Return to Allen if not finished)

4. Darmstadt Adjective Check List of Teachers
5. Adjective Check List for Self (Youtz Revision)
6. Draw-A-Person Test
7. Youth Opinion Survey C - Youth Form

Others discontinued

Individually Administered Tests

8. Mach
9. Wisc

10. Barndt-Johnson Time Orientation Story

Other Information

Teachers Behavior Check on Boy
Bureau of Attendance Report
Child Guidance Report

Callegefields:

Engle Self - Concept (100 items)
Durrell Diagnostic Reading Test

Parent Tests and Interviews

Adjective Check List - Parent on Boy
Youth Opinion Survey - Parent Form
Inventory of Attitudes in Family Life and Children
Parent Interview
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Retest - Six Months - Listing

Name Case No.

Retest Program for Collegefields Evaluation-Six months Follow-up

Group Administered

1. Allen Sentence Completion
2. Otis (B-FM)
3. Gates Survey - Reading Form I

(Break - refreshments)
(Return to Allen if not finished)

4. Darmstadt Adjective Check List of Teachers
5. Adjective Check List for Self (Youtz Revision)
6. Draw-A-Person Test
7. Youth Opinion Survey C - Youth Form

,Individuate Administered

8. Mach Test
9. WISC Short Form

10. Barndt-Johnson Time Orientation Story

Parent Tests and Information

Adjective Check List - Parent on Boy
Youth Opinion Survey - Parent Form
Parent Interview

Boy's Individual Interview
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ALLEN INCOMPLETE SENTENCE B

Complete these sentences to express
to do every one. Be sure to make a

xl

your, real ,feelings.. Try
complete sentence.

2. Your answers are completely confidential, They will be seen
by no one except the social scientists who are conducting the
research. No one here at the court or of the school will ever

011S
see your ,answers,

There are no right or wrong an
your opinions.

4. If you need any help in fil
hand and you will get help

1. I am

2. Most boys

130111111.11MrP

0

savers , we

ling out the

are only interested in

blank just raise your

3. If only teachers

4, My problems with t

5. A good uay to get

6. Work is

7. Trusting peop

he law are
1111111110., praffilmompon..c.,

something you want is

8.

9.

My future

My teache

10. School f

11. One th

12. When

13. The

14.

15.

s think that I

or me is

ing about me is

I get in trouble

world is

regret

Most people think that

. A good job is

70 Most people

I

0

U

0
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18. My friends think that I

19. Finishing high school for me is

20. When I face a new problem

21. The most important thing is

22. Most girls

23, When things don't go my way 0

24. Helping other people

25. My parents think that I

26. I look forward to

27. Most teachers

xli

ANNUM..

28. The worst thing a person can do

29. I got into difficulties with the law because

30. Working; hard is

31. My friends

32. my greatest problem is

0

0
1.111.0,

O

0

33. My brothers 4.nd sisters

34. When I get discourazed

35. Most adults

36. When I get angry

37. My family

38. Reading for me is

0

A.10110..F.1111.1111..

39. My father 411110/.........1.M.!...

40. My mother 111M111110.1..11.wealm.10.,,,,

....x. 0
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ALLEN INCOMPLETE SENTENCES

Scoring for Positive and Negative Self-Concept

Purpose: Many low socio-economic boys seem to have low
self. concepts --nand a sense of powerlessness. In
contrast early adolescent boys often have a fan-
tasy of power and importance. In either case9
the self concept may be an indicator showing poten-
tial change under a rehabilitation program.

II §9911151.: Each completed sentence may be scored

+ for positive self-concept

e .g. I am a good and normal boy.

e .g. I am a man among men.

kl.g. When I face a new problem I try to
work it out.

e ,g. When I face a new problem I settle it.

e .g. One thinv about me is I like work.

e .g. 121_1E2ends think that I am crazy.

e.g. Ey_friensis think that T. am not for real.

O for neutral or contradictory meaning.

e .g, tlyparents think that I'm crazy.

e .g. zQ,y 11T.snts think that I'm trying to
EIW my way.

e .g. One thing
to

about_me is that I don't
lake fight.

e.g. I am a boy.

- for negative self concept.

e .g. P1 .parents think that I play around
in school.

e .g. trost_EIEls say that I'm selfish.

e.g. 1,112teachers think that): am ignorant.

e .g. When T_face a new problem I do not know
what to do.

-.--mrs,,Kr.
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Additional DirectivesfmncEriaa Vocational responses

If it represents an occupation which is probably related
to demonstrative competence or prestige then score +0 If it
represents an occupation at lower levels of Socioeconomic status
or non prestige occupations with boys9 then score 00 If a
modifier such as good carpenter is included then score +0

Statement e.g. I don't like to be_pressed. Focuses on negative
aspect in he has to struggle for self
status. Therefore, likely to imply low self
concept. Score -

Statement of stereotype comment literally as +
e.g. Nit friends think I mallabight or O.K. +
e.g. My_piinentilIEPETam nice. +

When Statement can't be deciphered - 0

If statement is from "ham" larmast then must be scored accord-
ing to the group being considered.

e .g. rly friends think I'm crazy - +
e .g. My parents I'm crazy - 0
e 0g, Moistetaeltlhink I'm crazy - 0 or +?

When doubt is expressed after a positive statement scores as
negating prior positive.

210e_thing_Rhastmek I can do the school work - I hope. Score 0

III Those sentences which produce the largest number of pmitive_
self concmt completions are

# 19 89 9, 119 159 17, 189 209 229 25.

Those sentences producing the largest numbers of negative
self concepts are:

# 19 4, 99 109 119 129 149 159 A. 250

Therefore the positive and negative self concepts are scored on
separate sheets,

It may be possible to correlate the negative and positive self
concepts as scored on separate sheets to see if they are measur-
ing essentially the same thing.
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ALLEN INCOMPLETE SENTENCES

Scoring for Reference to School and Teachers

I. If the Collegefields Program has given the experimental
group a new view of thepersonal concern of staff for the
progress and ability of boys then the Allen Sentence
Completion responses should show a change in favor of
school and teachers. Again there is the problem of the
constricted, stereotyped response, such as, "O.K.," "good"
.that calls for a screening out of these completions
wnich are difficult to interpret.

II. Each completed statement will be classified as falling into
one of the following categories:

II

+ Free or origina1 positive°

0 Constricted or stereotyped response.

Usually favorable or factual with one to three words
or equivalent meaning.

- Free or original negative.

Examples:

+ Readinz for me is easy.

+ The most thing is to finish school.

myteachers think that I intelligent.

O Most teachers is all right with me.

O School for me is fair.

_.....0411LAchosaferme is not too bad.O Fini

- If

ea

onlyteachs would talk things over with you.

W.teschs:s think that I an stupid.

If_omateachers would really explain the work their giving.

Reading me is hard.

I. Items to be scored:

#3, 9, 10, 21, 27, 38
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ALLEN INCOMPLETE SENTENCES

Scoring for Achievement Motive

Purpose: According to McClelland9sl.findings the person with
high achievement motive places high value on effective
work, superior accomplishment, deferred gratifications,
and low risk taking. Neither adolescents, delinquents,
nor low socio-economic groups are characterized by
these traits. Hence, if the Collegefields experimental
group shows an increase in achievement motive they will
be tending toward a pattern of upward mobility, maturity,
and effective citizenship.

Scoring: Criteria of scoring achievement motive

+ or 0

+ any mention of work, accomplishment, persistence in
work.

+ or task well done, e.g., ,A good wavtojEttmate7
thingmunialt is work for It.

+ 1,t7 future I want to have a good job to do.

+ one thing about me is I like to work.

+ Any mention of success through effort.

+ Perseverance toward a goal.

Outstanding'accomolishment through personal effort
ciao delloerate plan.

+ e.g., A ,good_job is one you can hold and understand
the wor

+ The most imastant thing in my life is my career.

+ Ima1.1213.g very nice to have because you can
make more money..

+ A eroodjob is a good thing to hold on to. (persistence)

+ /12122Al2Lis working in an office. (upward mobility
for these boys.

+ A good job is. somethir_g you earn, (striving)

1 1,...E92:2j2kja good experience. (accomplishment)

+ agaLitt discourEma try to get it over with

1 McClelland 1953, Atkinson 1958
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+ When I I face it like a man.

+ Iltmoalo1LimelLIE551hiEJLE that I get through
sc oo 0

+ mt_tuture is I want to be a carpenter. (Voluntary
expression vocational choice so specific that it
represents clear, or upward mobility.)

+ I look forward to being a great person In life,
istinction if fantasied)

+ When I face a new roblem I think first. (thought
Sore achievement

O Work is all right. (Stereotyped answer)

O My future I want to be rich,

O One thin me is I like nice clothes,

O Ao(qatogkttouc,a_qartis to ask for it

O When my that the brakes

O acsinshmills a tiresome feeling for me0

O A good job. is good money. (simple description)

O Azioal'ol....a3k something I'd like to have,

O Lioadis_:bLs working with brick masons. (affiliation)

O &good. way__So get what_ you want is to buy it.

O Work is something everyone should do.

O Waekin hard is not difficult. (striving not necessary)

O My future I want to be a father and have a job.

O The most important SIELmis my future.

O When I face a new roblem I think. (no evidence of
so ution

Items scored

#5, 69 89 11, 169 209 21, 269 30, 34



ADJECTIVE CHECK LIST - TEACHERS (DARMSTADT REVISION)

Directions:

Place a check after th2
teachers.

words which you feel describe

xlvii

F- la Friendly U -24. Plays favorites
N- 2. Cool N-25. Rich
U- 3. Mean F-26. he
U- 4. Crabby F-27, Cooperative
F- 5. Nice F-28. Understanding
F- 6. Happy U-29. On the warpath
U- 7. Selfish N-30. Big
F- 8. Unselfish F-31. Sincere
N- 9. Silly N-32. Poor
N-10. Smooth U-33. Stupid
N-11. Rough F-34. Kind
F-12. Hard Working F-35. Generous
U-13. Stubborn F-360 O.K.
U-14. Useless U-37. Unfair
N-15. Busy U-38. Hard-headed
U-16. Lazy U-39. Suspicious
N-17. Business-like N-40. Square

_F-18. Needed U-41. Prejudiced
N-19. Old F-42. Tolerant
F-20. Honest F-43. Calm
N-21. Young U-44. Cold
U-22. N-45. Good-looking
U-23. Nagging N-46. Tall

Scored Favorable (F), Unfavorable (U), Neutral (N)-% of Total checked.



ADJECTIVE CHECK LIST - SELF (YOU= REVISION)

Directions: Read through this list of words or phrases and place
a check mark after those which describe yourself.

U- 1. Feelings easily hurt F-26. Sociable (likes to get along
with others)

U- 2. Nervous N-270 Takes chances
F- 3. Interested in a lot of

things
U-28. Hard-headed

U- 4. Jealous N-29. Excitable
U- 5. Worried F -30, Calm (cool)
F- 6. Unselfish F-310 Hard-working
F- 7. Responsible N-32. Free-spending
U- 8. Carries a chip U-330 Sometimes day-dreams
U- 9. Clumsy F-34, Steady (not easily

influenced)
F-10. Friendly U-35. Destructive physically

(breaks tlaing6)
F-11. Active F-36. Considerate (gives others

the same break)
F-120 Understanding F-370 Self-controlled (stops get-

ting mad)
U-13. Feels sorry for self U-380 Talkative (runs off at the

mouth)
F-14. Truthful F-390 Independent (do for yourself)
U-15. Easily influenced U-40. Loses temper easily
N-16. Feels cooler than

others
U-41. Acts like having no feelings

N-17. Thinks others are kind
and honest

F-42. Hopeful (looks for something
good to happen)

F-18. Interested in sex U-43. Puzzled (mixed up)
N-19. Shy F-440 Likes peace and quiet
F-20. Accepting of self U-45. Give up on yourself

(likes self) (quits easily)
F-21. Mature U-40. Impatient (can't put up with

things)
F-22. Other people can trust

you
U-47. Grouchy

F-23. Ambitious (wants to
get somewhere)

N-48. Sorry for others, soft-
hearted

U-24. Feels blue U-49. Lazy
N-25. Sure of self U-50. Untrustworthy (sneaky,

dishonest)

Scored. Favorable (F), Unfavorable (U), Neutral (N) -% of Total checked.



YOUTH OPINION SURVEY-CYCUTH FORM

PLEASE FOLLOW THE DIRECTIONS:

le Read each item carefully. Answer to the best of your
knowledge.

2. Complete these sentences to express your_real,,feeling. Try
to do every one. Be sure to make a complete sentence.

3. Your answers are completely confidential. They will be seen
by no one except the social scientists who are conducting
the research, No one here at the court or of the school will
ever.2222our answers.

4. There are no right or wrong answers; we are only interested
in your opinions.

5. If you need any help in filling out the blank just raise your
hand and you will get help.

10) About how many more years of schooling, do you expect, to
complete as things now stand?

0 years more ( ) 5 years more ( )

1 year more ( ) 6 years more ( )

2 years more ( ) 7 years more ( )
3 years more ( ) 8 years more ( )

4 years more ( ) 9 or more ( )

2.) If you could have your unlimited choice and there was
nothin* to stand in your way, about how many more years of
schooling would you like to complete?

0 years more ( )

1 year more ( )

2 years more ( )
3 years more ( )

4 years more ( )

5 years more ( )
6 years more ( )

7 years more ( )

8 years more ( )

9 years more ( )

3.) In thinking about your future education do you usually
think about attending:

A vocational school ( )

A. work study program ( )

A academic program ( )

A college ( )

Other
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4.) If you had your choice as of today would you:

) Quit school
) Work harder
) Stay in school but do just about as much as I
have been doing.

5.) The occupation which I have thought about going into is:

a.

b.

c.
4.

liminyF-4111rwriMyal.rear-

6.) The occupation that I think I will follow is

7.) If I were absolutely free to go into any kind of work I
wanted my choice would be

8.) The type of work I would like to be doing when I am 30
years old is

1



REVISED MACH SCALE

Youth Form

Scored 1-5 or 5-1

....01111.3.1....low-VrwcANWAV

Directions: I'm going to read you some sentences. After each
sentence I will ask you whether you agree with the
sentence or not. Here is a pointer (Special equip-
ment). You can use it to show me whether you strongly
agree -- slightly agree, etc. (Demonotrate)

Now here is the first sentence:

1. Never tell anyone the real reason you did something unless it
is useful to do so.

trong y S g t y Neutra g t y Strong y
Agree 5 Agree 4 No Opinion 3 Disagree 2 Disagree 1

2. The best way to handle people is to tell them what they want to
hear.

Strong y Sight y
Agree 5 Agree 4

2

Neutra
No Opinion 3 Disagree 2 Disagree I.

3. It is best to assume that everybody has a mean streak in them
and it will come out when they are given a chance.

strong y S Z t y Neutra S fight y Strong y
Agree 5 Agree 4 No Opinion 3 Disagree 2 Disagree 1

4. Most people underneath are good and kind.

Strong y S s.g t y Neutra S ig t y
Agree 1 Agree 2 No Opinion 3 Disagree 4

5. There is no excuse forlying to someone else.

Strongly
Agree 1

6. People who
have to.

Sigt.y
Agree 2

get ahead

I

Strong y
Disagree 5

eutral
No Opinion 3

are those who

Slightly Strong y
Disagree 4 Disagree 5

work hard even if they don't

t.

Strong y
Agree 1

13. y Neutra Slag t y
Agree 2 No Opinion 3 Disagree 4

t trong y
Disagree 5
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7. Anyone who completely trusts anyone else is asking for trouble.

Strong y Slig t y
Agree 5 Agree 4

Neutra S 3g t y Strong y
No Opinion 3 Disagree 2 Disagree 1

8. The biggest difference between most criminals and other people
is that the criminals are unlucky enough to get caught.

Strongly ariEfIr1NTRI
Agree 5 Agree 4 No Opinion 3 Disagree - 'oagree 1.

9. )bst men are brave.

rtrongtra SITENErir Straily
Agree 1 Agree 2 No Opinion 3 Disagree 14 Disagree 5

10. It is wise to flatter important people.

9

Strongly Slightly Neutral Slightly Strongly-
Agree 5 Agree 4 No Opinion 3 Disagree 2 Disagree 1

11. It is possible to be good in all respects.

9 9

Strong S fig t y Neutra Slightly
Agree 1 Agree 2 No Opinion 3 Disagree 4

Atrong Y
Disagree 5

12. A person should take action only whet he feels strongly that
it is the right thing to do.

s 2

Strong/Tr S ig t y Neutral Sightly Strofiily
Agree 1 Agree 2 No Opinion 3 Disagree 4 Disagree. 5

Responses to items worded in the positive direction are scored from
one to five in the order given. Those responses to items worded in
the negative direction are scored from one to five in the opposite
direction.



BARNDT - JOHNSON TELL-A-STORY TEST

Directions:

"I want to see what kind of a story you can tell. I'll

start a story and you finish it. You can make it any kind of

story you wish. I'll start it now." -- "About 3:00 o'clock one

bright, sunny afternoon in May two boys were walking along a

street near the edge of town." -- "Now you start there and

finish the story any way you want to."

Write from dictation:

Inquiry: If it is not 4vident from the story, ask - "How long

was this from the start of the story?"

Barndt, Robert J. & D.N. Johnson, "Time Orientations in Delin-
quents" Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology, 1955, 51,
343.- 343.



Name

.SCHOOL ADJUSTMENT INQUIRY

Inquiry by

School Date of Inquiry.

This boy is a member of the Collegefields Evaluation Project,
and we are interested in his adjustment and progress.

I. Has the school a departmentalized program? Yes

II. Does he attend Remedial Reading Class?

Other special reading plan? Joplin? Yes No

Homogeneous Grouping? Yes No

Other?

III. Does he participate in a remedial arithnie-
tic program?

Joplin Plan?

Homogeneous Grouping?

Other?

Iv. Does he have a size-age problem with respect to his class
placement:

No Uncertain

V. If his present program continues what does he wish to do at
age sixteen?

Continue present schooling Leave school Get a job

Other?

Change to another type of school?

What would he prefer?
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VI, In your opinion what is the school doing to help him?

(1) Have a sense of growing competence in school subjects?

(2) Gain respect for and ability to work with persons i4
authority?

(3) Find satisfactions and constructive activities with
peers.

VII. Does the Guidance Program provide

(1) Vocational Guidance

(2) Someone available to whom he can bring his problems?

Further comments......

Has he taken advantage of the special

services available to him?

(a) Tutoring

Cb) Remedial

(c) Counselor

(d) Social Worker

work Study Programs

(f) Clubs

(g) Additional



Name

GUIDE TO TO PREMATURE RELEASE INTERVIEW

Tentative Form

Hearing Date

Court No.

Collegefields No.

Date of Release from Collegefields

Disposition following release

Current status

Other information.

Interview:

Date of Interview

Interviewer

Introduction:

Can you tell

Place

We want to find what can be done to make College-
fields a better program. You were at-Collegefields
for a while. I guess that Collegefields didn't
work out too well for you.

me about that?

Did you like going to Collegefields or not?
If no; then proceed with next sequence.
If yes or maybe, then say that every school has some things wrong,
and proceed.

How w

What

as Collegefields different from regular school?

did you like best about Collegefields?

What things made you not want to go to Collegefields?

t
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What do you think should be changed to make Collegefields a
better place?

How did members of your family feel about you going to College-
fields? Did you ever talk to them about it?

How did your friends think about you going to Collegefields?

When you think back what could they do to make the boys' meet-
ings better?

Was there anybody in the program who had it in for you?

Do you think of anybody, either staff or one of the boys who is
your friend?

What problem did you have that got you busted out of College-
fields?

What problems did the boys think you had?

Do you think you got a fair deal? Tell me about that.

Before you went to Collegefields, would you say that you had some
kind of probleth that got you in trouble with the law? What
happened?
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If not own problems, then say, Maybe it was not all your fault,
but what problem of yours was part of it?

How is it here at State Home?

What is different here from the Collegefields Program?

If you could start over at Collegefields with what you know now,
what would you do to stay?

When do you figure you will be back in Newark on Furlough?

What do you plan to do then?

When do you expect to be released from State Home?

How old will you be?

What do you plan to do then?

If when you left here you could do anything you wanted to do,
what would that be?

Would you like to send a message to any of the boys at College-
fields?

What else should I ask you about your opinions?

Interviewer's Comments:
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YOUTH OPINION SURVEY -C- PARENT FORM

PLEASE FOLLOW THE DIRECTIONS:

1. Read each item carefully.
knowledge.

2. Complete these sentences t
to do every one. Be sure

Your answers are complet
by no one except the a
the research. No one
ever see your answers

4. There are no right o
in your opinions.

5. If you need any he
hand and you will

1.) About how many
son to complet

Answer to the best of your

o express 1.3.n.o.realfieelings. Try
to make a obtiOlete sentence.

ay confidential They will be seen
ial scientists-who are conducting

here at the court or of the school will

r wrong answers; we are only interested

1p in filling out the blank just raise your
get help.

more years of schooling do you expect, your
e as things now stand?

0 years more ( ) 5 years more
1 year more ( ) 6 years more
2 year swore ( ) 7 years more
3 year s more ( ) 8 years more
4 ye ars more ( ) 9 or more

2 ) If you c
nothing
years

ould have your unlimited choice and, there was
to stand in your son's way, about how many more

of schooling would you like your son to complete-7

0 years more ( ) 5 years more ( )
1 year more ( ) 6 years more ( )
2 years more ( ) 7 years more ( )
3 years more ( ) 8 years more ( )

4 years more ( ) 9 or more ( )

3.) In thinking about your son's future education do )rc,

usually think about his attending:

A vocational school ( ).

A work study program ( )

A academic program ( )

A college ( )

Other

,-7.

.osswalik 41
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4.) If you had your choice as of today would you like your

son to:

( ) Quit school
( ) Work harder
) Stay in school but do just about as much as
he has been doing.

5.) The occupations which I have thought about my son going
into are:

a.

b.

c.

d.

6.) The.occupation that I think my son will follow is

7.) If my son were absolutely free to go into any kind of
work he wanted any choice would be

8.) The type of work I would like my son to be doing when he
is 30 years ad is
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PARENT INTERVIEW FORM I

Six-Months Follow-Up

Introduction:
(boy)

Six months have passed since

We're interested in how things are going now.

1. Who is living at home with you?

was here for testing.

2. What are you, doing now? Working?

3. What is doing?

lxi

School
School an Part time wor
Work and Part time school
Work
Nothing

(a) If job,

Does he give some money to the family?

Yes

No

(b) How does he use his own money?

car
clothies
amusement
school
other

How is getting along now?

good
about sane
not good

EkigSSIIIRS.215121"91S01112:

5. Would you
months?

say there has been a change in him in the last six

better
no change
worse

41.O11147.141alnel.M1+.1.0.



(a) If better.

What do you feel caused this change?

(b) If worse

What do you feel caused the boy to be worse?

6. What are the others at home doing?

Father

Others

Mothers care for all their children of course but -

7. Who among the children do you feel closest to?

(Further comments - reassurance if required)

8. How does get along with the others at home?

all right
sometimes Ea2C7-'
sometimes good
not good

9. How does he get along with his brothers and sisters?

good
sometimes 0157=
sometimes bad
not very

10. Has there been any change in the last six months in the way
he gets along with his brothers and sisters?

better
no change
worse

Further comments:
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In case then :are no siblings at home make the inquiry about any
other members of family. Specify

(omit 11 and 12 if no Father in home)

1/. How does he get along with his Father?

companionable
little contact
bad relationship

Further comments:

12. Do you feel there has been any change in the last six months?

Further comments:

better
same
worse

If re 1 refers to ste father then ask

13. Does ever ask about his own father?

yes
no
donrrEar-----

Further comments: (What does he ask, etc.)

14. What older men were important to in his early years?

15. What kind of an influence did this person have on

good
bad
don,F7Ear'''
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16. How about recently - Who do you feel has the most influence
with ? (friends, etc.)

Further comments:

17. Has there been any change in the last six months in the
friends he goes with?

yes
no
don't know

Further comments:

18. Do you feel they (his friends) are a good influence on him
or not?

yes
no
dorirrEar---

Further comments:

Let's think back to last year when he was in trouble just before
we met him.

19.1. Do you feel it was his fault that he was in trouble or was
somebody else to blame?

own fault
don't know
others

Further details:

20. Does he agree with your about this?

yes
no
don't know

Further details:
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21. Since we met him six months ago, have any new kinds of prob-
lems come up?

Further comments:

22. In what ways have you tried to keep him from gettin into
more trouble?

Comments:

23. Have you noticed any change in other members of your family
because of the things that have happened to

24. What is the one thing you would like to change about

25. What is there that you wouldn't want to change about him?

26. What change in him do you expect might happen in the near
future?

27. What are his plans- for the future?

Sometimes after bo s et into trouble with the law they are
rotation or (3) sent to

somep ace 91se le ds or State Home or1.3mel.

Now was (given warning, placed on probation, or sent
to Collegenilas)?

28. How do you feel it worked out?

very good
good
not good
don't know
other

Further comments:
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If sent to Collegefields :

29. What was the best thing about Collegefields?

30. What was the worst thing about Collegefields?

31. How did feel about Collegefields?

If sent to Staetaigmejerjays:

32. What was the best thing about State Home for Boys?

33. What was the worst thing about State Home for Boys?

34. How did

Explain further:

feel about State Home for Boys?

35* What do you feel could have been done to help

36* What else would you like to tell us?

Interviewer's Comments:

1


